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This dissertation examines the sexual dimensions of miscegenation and the effect that

it

had on the

Chapter

1

lives

of three slave women,

their children,

and

their white slave masters.

explores the historical dynamic concerning the issue of cross-racial

relationships in the slave South.

Chapter 2 will examine the black female experience under slavery and the dynamics
that helped to shape their lives including the issues

we

are well

of race, class and gender. Although

aware of the exploitation of slave women, we

women used

"agency" to

Chapter 3

resist

revisits the lives

and to control

will also

examine how these

their day-to-day lives.

of Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings, which continue

revelation
to ignite questions concerning their relationship, despite the

published in 1998.

of the

DNA study

We will explore Jefferson's behavior, not as a politician, but as a man

vi

confronted with issues and choices, as most

concern

affairs

of the

men are,

when

particularly

the choices

heart.

Chapter 4 concerns the dynamics of love, miscegenation, and murder

George Wythe, Lydia Broadnax,

his freed slave

mulatto son. Equally as important

is

woman, and Michael Brown,

the relationship between

friend

and confidant, Thomas Jefferson, which causes us

really

knew about

Jefferson's personal

Chapter 5 explores the

Van Buren,

his slave Julia

lives

their children in defiance

women

and

their

his closest

how much Wythe

Hemings.

all

lived openly with Julia, his slave, and

of the Souths social customs and laws.

issue

of public

crossed the color line in the slave South.

problem

Lydia's

two daughters, Imogene and Adalaine. By

was unusual. Richard

how the

race and sexuality, and

to question

particularly with Sally

Chapter 6 will conclude with a look back

of slave

Wythe and

of

of Richard Mentor Johnson, Vice President under Martin

Chinn and

standards, their relationship

life,

in the lives

why the

It

at the significance

vs. private

will

of resistance

in the lives

helped to shape relationships that

show how America

historically

looked

at

to be a
color line and cross-racial relationships continue

in the twenty-first century.
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CHAPTER I

THE HISTORICAL DYNAMICS OF CROSS RACIAL
RELATIONSHIPS IN THE SLAVE SOUTH
Over the past twenty

years, historians have explored the sexual dimensions

miscegenation and the effect that

it

women

had on slave

in the

of

American South.' These

scholars have examined the colonial as well as the antebellum periods covering the sexual

abuse of slave women, sexual stereotyping, relationships between black

women, and mulatto

children.

explore the psychosexual dynamic across the color

how

it

impacts issues of race,

class,

from an

line

The Declaration of Independence,

in

which

was the foundation of the new

all

life, liberty,

men

are created equal and

new

research can

historical perspective, as

and gender today. Cross-racial relationships

under slavery exposed a humanity that was deeply embedded

Jefferson,

as written by

its

republic. This

endowed by

their

in the institution

chief architect,

Washington, Jefferson, Monroe and a host of other

men

esteem were slaveholders. Each denied black men and

of slavery.

Thomas

document promised a new nation
Creator with inalienable rights to

and the pursuit of happiness. Unfortunately, that was not to be.

inalienable rights that

white

Although historians of Southern history have enhanced our

understanding of the sexual dynamics of slavery, a significant role for

well as

men and

this

country has held

women their right

were guaranteed to whites. Despite the

fact that

Men
in

like

high

to their

some of our

See the following books by these historians, Catherine Clinton, The Plantation
Books, 1 982); Martha
Mistress: Woman's World in the Old South (New York: Pantheon
Hndes White Women. Black Men: Illicit Sex in the Nineteenth-Century South (New
.

Haven: Yale University Press, 1997); and Deborah Gray White, Ar'n't I a Woman? Female
Company, 1985).
Slaves in the Plantation South (New York: W.W. Norton &

1

Founding Fathers were uncomfortable with the
participants in helping to sustain

its

of slavery, they were active

reality

existence for nearly three hundred years. This kind of

hypocrisy was not unique to the colony of Virginia but was pervasive throughout the slave
2

South.
Historians have

made

America but not always the
hesitant about sexuality and

forbidding

when

sex

is

considerable

issue

its

headway

advancing the issue of race in

in

We as men and women, black and white are still

of sex.

rightful place in

our history. This topic

is

even more

coupled with love, intimacy and affection between the races.

According to historians Catherine Clinton and Michele
to taboo topics. Explorations

Gillispie,

of sexuality require delving

"Academics rarely flock

into the

most intimate and

locate and evidence tricky to
exploitable personal relationships, with sources difficult to

interpret.

dynamics at play are required.
Subtle and substantial recastings of the complex
3

This research.

.

.

.is

Some of the

long overdue."

studies

slave masters and slave

these

on miscegenous

women call into

men and women. But thanks to

of DNA, we can

For an insightful look

at this

the scientific

community and

their

work

in the area

with a high degree of accuracy, the paternity

dilemma concerning

slavery, see

Edmund

S.

(New

Morgan, AinericmSlayery AmericanJ^ree^^
4-6.
York- W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1975),
3

between white

question that any relationship existed between

now answer and isolate,

2

relationships that occurred

Race in
eds., The_Dgyjrs T ane: Sex and
Catherine Clinton and Michele Gillespie
For
a
xiu.-xiv.
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1 997),

the Farlv South

*££2?£S on

John
the history of sexuality see

^^^^

(New York: Harper & Row,

JntiniteJVd^^
Publishers, 1988).

2

seems like an eternity, as in
questions that have loomed over America's history for what
the case of Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings.

area of

The headway

that has

been made

in the

DNA research will forever revolutionize how we as men and women, black and

only within the color line but across the
white, seek to deal with race and sexuality, not

color line as well.

The

Jefferson and

project, which, in turn, has

and sex

this in

mind,

I

relationship has laid the foundation for this

opened up a whole new perspective of how to deal with race

in the twenty-first century

With

Hemings

will

and beyond.

the
argue that historians have avoided looking beyond

issues of race and sex forces us to question
obvious in our history, because dealing with

our

own beliefs, which can then translate

into

what becomes

history.

Many historians

masters;
the miscegenous behavior of white slave
have delineated, evaluated, and analyzed

however, has been paid to the economic,

less attention,

these relationships and

both

illegal

how they managed to

social,

survive-in

spite

and

political

of the

fact that they

not only the money but
and taboo. Slave masters possessed

power to manipulate

race and sex in America.

Some of these men,

dynamics of

like

were

also the political

Richard Mentor

even love for these
affection, devotion, and sometimes
Johnson, however, demonstrated

slave

women and the

the fact that the institution that they
children that they bore, despite

But
race of people against their will.
participated in subjugated an entire
importantly,

I

would argue

that until

seriously and regarded sexuality

sexuality as a struggle

more

of gender
1980 historians did not take questions

perspective, seeing
from a predominantly male

ignoring
between men of different races and

and agency of slave women.

3

interracial

totally the subjectivity

The three couples

that

form the heart of this

dissertation:

Thomas

Jefferson, third

of the
President of the United States and Sally Hemings; George Wythe, signer
and
Declaration of Independence and Lydia Broadnax, both couples from Virginia;
Richard Mentor Johnson, Vice President of the United States under

Chinn of Kentucky, had many commonalities as

Van Buren and

Julia

interracial couples living in the slave

We will also find that these men were different as individuals in their approach to

South.

their relationships

and that these black

women held

unique positions

of these

in the lives

men.
sex has been complicated
Research into the emotionally-charged issues of race and
not only by the fact that these

difficulty

men were

politically

prominent, but also because of the

substantiate
of unearthing the necessary primary sources to

know, Jefferson was

virtually silent

relationship with Sally Hemings.

about his private

life

extract

what

is

available

and a thirty-eight-year

The Wythe papers were destroyed, and Johnson,

did not leave
although very public about his relationship,
relationship that probably lasted

As we

their cases.

more than twenty

years.

much

in his

Therefore,

own writings about

a

have been forced to

I

from the primary sources and then to support

it

by secondary

light
overall behavior of these men, to shed
material and supplemented by the

on the most

intimate parts of their lives

the struggle of black
This project will not marginalize

quest for freedom

will

in

women

and men

addressing the humanity in
the slave South. Rather, by

show how the nature of these
Perhaps

slave

South was

slave

women possessed,

built.

foundation
relationships challenged the

my most

important goal

is

all

of us,

it

upon which the

to underscore the agency that

slavery differed greatly
that their experience under

4

in their

from

that

of

slave

men, and that

we must

understand that some of these

men that some

choices to have relationships with white

women made

deliberate

times turned into emotional

attachments.

The
historians

and other scholars have avoided, not only because information on the subject

scarce, but also because

to respond to our

it

evokes complex reactions. Sex across the color

own preconceptions as they relate

many of the gaps

that exist concerning this topic,

understand the historical dynamics of the color

of scholarship

who

is

illustrated in the early

more work needs

line in

yet so perverse, so ethereal and yet so concert, that
4

Race Relations

If we then look at the

in Virginia

what

is

even more important

women were just

in

all

.

in

to be

done

filled in

order to

in

example of this kind

Sex and Racism

in

race relations tend to be, however,

in the South,

1776-1860,

we

Johnston,

see a

of miscegenation and racism. According to Johnson,

understanding the dynamics across racial lines

men

as white

is

that white

men with black
5

women and

4

Calvin Herton,

Doubleday, 1965),

in

.involvement so immaculate and

as likely to have relationships with black

that affection

is

us

and gender

class,

work of historian James Hugo

and Miscegenation

definitive contribution to the history

An

America.

work of Calvin Herton

line forces

twenty years and

in the last

sees black-white relationships as "sexual.

subtle, sex relations."

of race,

to issues

America. Although historians have stepped forward

America,

many

history of interracial sex in the slave South has long been an issue that

sometimes found

its

way

into these relationships.

g~ ™H Racism m America (New York: Anchor Books-

6.

Rations in Virginia and Miscegenation
James Hugo Johnston, Race
Massachusetts Press, 1970).
South. 1776-1860 (Amherst: University of
5

5

in the

By

the latter part

of the

1970's, historian

Winthrop D. Jordan

in

sees whites being

".

American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-1812
push pull of and irreconcilable

conflict

between desire and aversion

6

union."

The work of both Jordan and Herton

indicative

of all slave masters. By the

White Over Black:

.

.caught in the

for interracial sexual

reflects the paradoxical behavior that

late 1980's scholars

was

not only explored sexual

agency on the part of
patterns from an historical perspective but also tried to introduce
female slaves and explain

why

John D'Emilio and

whites could not avoid crossing the color

Estelle

Freedman,

in their seminal

line.

work Intimate Matters: A

History of Sexuality in America underscores the fact that sex

is

always being shaped by

the politics of the day.
the economy, the dynamics of the family structure, and

importantly, they argue that using a wider lens

on this topic

More

will reveal that sex across the
7

color line

was

also occasionally

found to be consensual on the part of both

Mixed Blood: Intermarriage and Ethnic

parties.

In

Identity in Twentieth-Century America, Paul

patterns in cross-racial
Spickard not only explores the historical and changing
relationships, but looks at the social

and cultural constructs that explain why whites seek

8

to cross both race

and ethnic

Black Men:

Sex

Illicit

in the

lines.

However,

historian

Nineteenth-Century South, has explored

cases of sexual liaisons between white

6

women and black

in

White Women,

in detail individual

men, why the South tolerated

r3^^

Winthrop D. Jordan, WljiteOyejL
Company
1550-1812 (New York: W.W. Norton &
7

Martha Hodes,

D'Emilio and Freedman,

(New York: Harper & Row,

,

1977), 137.

\^mMmsiSLAm^jM3smmMJ^^

Publishers, 1988),

xiii.

6

9

these kinds of relationships and

more

recently, at the turn

how

emancipation altered issues of race

of this new century, the work of Rachel

and Romance

Intimacy: The Regulation of Race

moral dynamics of racial intimacy that has

F.

in

And

America.

Moran

in Interracial

carefully examines the social, legal,

historically

and

performed a delicate balancing act

10

even

The

into the twenty-first century.

established,

it

without experiencing some sense of attachment, responsibility,

and perhaps even love. This dissertation
relationship to agency in the lives

different white

men

Chapter

Two

will

As we

8

Century

However,

will see,

will also

allow us to see

their lives including the issues

of race,

class,

in

order

gender and the

women, we must

also

control over their day-to-day lives. In doing so,

we

will

sometimes made decisions that were wise and sometimes they did

vividly
examples of the resistance against sexual exploitation are

Intermarriage and Ethnic Identity
Paul R. Spickard, Mixed Blood:
Press, 1989).
Wisconsin
of
(Madison: The University

9

Hodes, White
(New Haven: Yale

its

women.

are well aware of the exploitation of slave

women

it

navigated the public vs. private sides of their lives

how these women gained

find that these

not.

we

slaves.

theme of resistance and

examine the black female experience under slavery and the

dynamics that helped shape
law. Although

will explore the

of female

to sustain their relationships with slave

examine

of miscegenation had long been

and any one who was a participant or a product of this kind of behavior, could

not have emerged from

how three

reabties

Wom en, Rlack Men:

licit Sex

in

in

Twentieth-

the Nineteenth-Century

South

University Press, 1997).

10

Rachel F.

MnrnnJgfT"™'

1"timacv:

The Regul ation of Race and Romance

Press, 2001).
(Chicago: The University of Chicago

7

illustrated in the lives

McLaurin's Celia:

A

of Harriet Jacobs

in

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl and Melton

Slave.

Chapter Three

revisits the lives

of Thomas Jefferson and

Sally

Hemings, which

continue to ignite questions concerning their relationship, despite the revelation of the

DNA study published in

1998. Jefferson has had

many biographers

including Julian Boyd,

11

Virginius Dabney, Joseph

Ellis,

Alf Mapp, John Chester

Each has discussed the character of Jefferson, while
image of our third president.

Historically,

taken to task the work of Fawn Brodie,

intimate

life

[the] story

.relationship actually existed

people

steadfastly protecting the sexual

who

in

1974 attempted to bring

who spoke

about

who had

been.

Jefferson's

Gordon-Reed stepped

into clearer focus. In 1997, legal scholar Annette

had dismissed

and Merrill Peterson.

some of Jefferson's male biographers have

to question the "Jefferson scholars, the people

life,

Miller,

.

forth

.entrusted with Jefferson's

too quickly; that there was abundant evidence that

the.

.

and that by not paying attention to the black voices, the black

this,

they had denied people a

'

full

and

fair

opportunity to view

Boyd, Thomas Jefferson's Papers (Princeton: Princeton University
Time (Boston: Little, Brown and
Press, 1950); Dumas Malone, Jefferson and His
Little, Brown & Company, 1981);
(Boston:
ofMonticello
Company, 1948) and The Sa ^e
York: Dodd, Mead
(New
Rebuttal
Virginius Dabney, The Jefferson Scandals: A
of Thomas Jefferson
Character
nx:
The
Publishers 1 98 1 ); Joseph Ellis, American Sphi
Revolutionary
The
Brothers:
(New York- Alfred A. Knopf, 1997) and Founding
Jefferson: A Strange
Thomas
Mapp,
Generation (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2000); Alf
Miller, The
Chester
John
Madison Books, 1987);
Case, of Mistaken Identity (New York:
Merrill
Press,
Free
1977);
Wolf hY the Ears: Thomas Jeffers on and Slavery (New York:
University
Oxford
Image nthe American Mind (New York:
'

Peterson,

Julian P.

The

Jefferson

i

Press, 1960).

8

12

These men according to Gordon-Reed overlooked important events

the evidence."

Jefferson's

life,

leaving out significant information, and refused to look beyond the exterior

of the "President,"

—

who

in the

end

—was simply a man.

intend to explore Jefferson's behavior, not as a politician, but as a

I

with issues and choices, as most
the heart. In addition,

kinship and

in

how these

I

will

men are,

particularly

look more closely

when the

man

confronted

choices concern affairs of

at the Jefferson family

factors helped to shape Jefferson within the

and the idea of

framework of

eighteenth century Virginia and his relationship to Sally Hemings. Jefferson's Notes on the

State

ultimately reflected the thinking

of Virginia, although the work of one man,

Southerners

like himself. Lastly,

I

will

look

at the

of many

language that has come out of the

and
writings of the Jefferson biographers that speaks to the issue of miscegenation

its

underlying dynamics or race and racism.

Chapter Four concerns the dynamics of love, miscegenation, and murder

lives

of George Wythe, Lydia Broadnax,

Lydia's mulatto son.

Michael induced

his freed slave

nephew George Wythe Swinney

examines the relationship between Wythe and

life,

to

affection for Lydia and

commit murder, and

his closest friend

of how
Jefferson. Their relationship raises the question
Jefferson's personal

woman, and Michael Brown,

The chapter examines how Wythe's love and

his great

in the

and confidant, Thomas

much Wythe

really

knew about

violence that was
and relationship with Sally Hemmings. The

facet of the American South and has
deeply a part of miscegenation permeated every

12

Gordon-Reed,

C-SPAN

Booknotes, "A Conversation with Annette Gordon-

1999).
Reed," interviewed by Brien Lamb, (February 21,

9

historically penetrated the highest political offices

of our

state

and national governments

and spared no one.
Chapter Five explores the
Martin

life

of Richard Mentor Johnson, Vice President under

Buren, his slave Julia Chirm and their two daughters, Imogene and Adalaine.

Van

They were a

Although Johnson had an active

family.

political career

on a

state

and

national level, his personal relationship with Julia, which lasted approximately twenty

years,

was not

relationship

well

was

known

outside of Scott County, Kentucky.

By

all

standards, their

unusual. Richard and Julia lived openly in defiance of the South's social

customs and laws.

I

will

show

that

Johnson was keenly aware of his position as a slaveholder and

Johnson defended Southern

politician.

Publicly,

politicians

and platforms

on

in Johnson's

rights

that guaranteed the institution

home with

and southern slavery, supporting

of slavery support. But what went

his "black" family not only defied slavery, but challenged the

color line in the slave South.

He used

his

power as a man of wealth

in

Kentucky to

clearly understood
protect and to provide for the family he loved so deeply. Johnson

Southern ideology, but broke

line

all

Honor" when he crossed the color

with an open and public relationship with a slave woman.

Chapter Six looks back

women and hwo
in

the rules of "Southern

of resistance

at the significance

in the lives

of slave

that crossed the color line
public and private issues shaped relationships

the slave South.

and why the color

It

will

line

show how America has

historically

looked

at race

and

be a problem
and cross-racial relationships continue to

twenty-first century.

10

sexuality,

in the

CHAPTER II
A VIEW FROM THE FEMALE SLAVE SOUTH
According to historians Catherine Clinton and Michelle

many of us walk
stake

straight

and narrow paths as scholars.

when making a claim,

possibilities]."

sexuality,

to build strong fences

Gillespie, "perhaps too

We are taught to

and few bridges,

drive a hard

[to other

Taking these kinds of paths when dealing with issues of race and

which are not mutually exclusive, has

which slave women,

like Sally, Lydia,

were not the

women that

typical

and

limited our understanding

Julia, lived.

Slave

women

history has tended to illuminate.

of the world

like these

in

and others

Most of what has been

brought to historians' attention concerns the abuse and oppression that represented not
only a reality of the institution of slavery, but also what occurred in the lives of most black

women. However,

if

we

only look at the lives of black

women through narrow lenses, we
2

only see them as being purely the victims of interracial sex.

that these three

women were

powerless and had no choice

in

themselves and for their children. However, two of them, as

and one ran a small business.

It is

We could wrongly believe
what they wanted for

we

will see,

were educated

easy to believe that interracial sex meant the domination

of slave women, by white men, because the writers of history have often chosen
these

women as powerless.

"Nothing more vividly

to see

According to Harvard law professor Randall Kennedy,

reflects

American

racial pathologies than the

tendency to use

Devil's Lane: Sex and Race in
Catherine Clinton and Michele Gillespie, eds. The
xiii.
Press,
1997),
University
the Early South (New York: Oxford
1

2

Matters:
John D'Emilio and Estelle Freedman, Intimate
101.
America (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1988),

11

A History of Sexuality in

power, especially
Sally, Lydia,

and

power, to discourage

state

chose to

Julia

resist the

But black

interracial love."

oppression of slavery in a

women like

way that worked

for

them; sex as a mechanism of resistance instead of victimization became a
method of

economic exchange

managed

that enabled these black

women to

4

survive.

to sustain viable, lasting, and even loving relationships with white
men,

chose to protect and love them and their children, despite the

fact that these

believed in the tenets of slavery and were slaveholders. Herein

human

all

were

slave

Hemings, Lydia Broadnax, and

women that

virtually

Sally's

the paradox of their

who

The

long and impressive: Maria

list is

Connecticut,

is

carved out

remembered

behalf of woman's rights

who

that her

life

led

lives for

many

for being the

when

it

was not

slaves to freedom

was always

Lydia and Julia

Jefferson gave her unsolicited

women who

themselves and their families

W.

lived.

from journalist James T. Callender. These

a microcosm of an army of black

back, and

1913),

men publicly

many common elements

which they

Thomas

connection to

in the Virginia press

women were just

Julia Chirm, shared

reflected the institution under

unknown, and

and negative attention
three

lies

who

behavior.

Sally

with

In the interim, they

stood

in spite

tall,

of racial

fought

injustice.

Stewart, (1803-1879), a free black from

first

American

woman to

speak publicly on

fashionable to do so; Harriet

on the Underground Railroad

in danger; Harriet Jacobs,

who

Tubman, (1820?in spite

of the

fact

so eloquently spoke of her

Randall Kennedy, "The Enforcement of Anti-Miscegenation Laws," in Werner
Sollors ed. Interracialism: Black- White Intermarriage in American History, Literature, and

the

Law (New York: Oxford University Press,

2000), 143.

4

D'Emilio and Freedman. Intimate Matters 103.
,
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resistance to the sexual advances

Life

of a Slave

activist,

Girl: Written

mother, wife,

who

Whether slave or

of her white master

in

her autobiography Incidents in the

by Herself, and Ida B. Wells

(1

862-193 1), a journalist,

attacked racial injustice wherever

free, these

women made

5

was found.

it

decisions concerning their lives that

were not always popular, and often dangerous.
Their view from the slave South was
shaped by the

realities

of the

functioned at the beck and

institution

call

of slavery. White women, on the other hand,

of white men and often had very

events that occurred outside their windows.
These

to perpetuate slavery so that the quality
situation for slave

slave

an

of their

women was different.

women

little

to say about the

had a vested

interest in helping

6

lives

would never change.

But the

Being black and female automatically excluded

women from a respectable womanhood.

institution that did not respect their race,

Slavery sanctioned their submissiveness to

and therefore, saw no need to respect

their

gender.

The

historical scholarship that has

emerged over the

last

the black female experience has been profound. In a unique
set

and Class, with

twenty years regarding

of essays

in

Women, Race

race as the central issue, Angela Davis provides an historical analysis
of

the racial politics,

which became

central to the institution

of slavery as

it

pertained to black

5

Harriet Jacobs, Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl

,

ed.,

Jean Fagan Yellin

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1987).
6

For a look at the lives of white women during the antebellum period see Barbara
Welter "The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1 860," American Quarterly, 18 (1966):151174; Catherine Clinton, The Plantation Mistress Woman World in the Old South (New
:

York: Pantheon Books, 1982); Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Within the Plantation
Household: Black and White Women of the Old South (Chapel Hill: The University of

13

women.

was deeply embedded

Davis's analysis also illustrates the fact that racism

early suffrage

and feminist movements, which were dominated by white

excluded black women. In her examination of racial

politics,

owners recognized the gender of the female slaves when

However, these

at issue.

slave

women were

in the

women and

Davis argues that slave

their

own

sexual proclivities were

considered "one of the boys"

when the

7

economy of the

plantation

was

at stake.

The work of Melton McLaurin and

Jacob's both illustrate Davis's argument. Their

made conscious
sexuality,

even

McLaurin,

we

work

also exemplifies

how

Harriet

slave

decisions to end their exploitation and seize control over their

if it resulted in their

own deaths.

In the text Celia

A

women

own

Slave by Melton

see an analysis of the social, political, and legal dynamics that were a part of

Callaway County, Missouri

in the

1

850's and

how the

county responded to a sexually
8

abused slave

woman who

chose murder as a

way to end

the slave narrative/autobiography, Incidents In the Life

her

own

oppression.

Also

in,

of a Slave Girl by Harriet Jacobs,

Harriet rejects the sexual advances of Dr. Flint, her master, and chooses to defy these
9

advances regardless of the consequences.

The mythology
racial injustice.

that surrounded the sexuality

The problem of miscegenation

of slave

in the slave

women was

at the heart

South was reinforced through

the hypersexual image of the Jezebel and the asexual and maternal image of the

North Carolina, 1988); Carol
Marriage
7

in

Bleser, ed., In Jov

and

in

of

Sorrow:

Mammy.

Woman, Family and

the Victorian South. 1830-1900 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991).

Angela Y. Davis, Women. Race and Class (New York: Vintage Books, 1983).

8

Melton McLaurin,

Celia:

A

Slave (Athens:

1991).

14

The University of Georgia

Press,

Historian

Deborah Gray White argues

in Ar'n't I

successfully use these myths against slave

analysis

a Woman,

women to

of the evolution of the black female

their

that white

men were

able to

own sexual benefit. But

White's

provides us with an insightful look

in slavery

10

at

how racism,

sexism, and slavery were the controlling factors in their

heels of White's work, Victoria

Bynum's Unruly Women: The

Politics

lives.

On the

of Social and

Sexual Control in the Old South asserts that women's treatment was largely based on their
social acceptance within a society that clearly judged

terms of both race and

class.

The unruly women

women, both black and

in the

control over their social and sexual being by white

white, in

North Carolina Piedmont rejected

men who

did not have their best

1

Slave

interests at heart.'

women have historically been misrepresented

about the choices they made

Morton

in

in

in the literature

terms of their sexuality. According to historian Patricia

the
Disfigured Images: The Historical Assault on Afro-American Women,

stories concerning the lives

who chose

of black

women have

historically

to write these stories, often could not get

been distorted because those

beyond the stereotypical views which
12

have been grounded

in

images

like the

Mammy and the Jezebel.

The experiences of slave women

differed greatly

from slave men. In Labor of

contends that black
Love, Labor of Sorrow, historian Jacqueline Jones

9
'

Jacobs, Incidents in the

T

jfe

of a Slave

women wanted

Girl.

Female Slaves in the Plantation South
Deborah Gray White, Ar'nt I a Woman
(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1985).
11
Women: The Politics of Social and Sexual Control
Victoria E Bynum, Unruly
the North Carolina Press, 1992).
Old South (Chapel Hill: The University of
10
10

-

in the

12

Patricia

Morton, Disfigurgdjmaj^^

Women (Westport: Greenwood Press,

1991).

15

on Afro-American

something better for themselves and

their children, as they labored

under the oppression of
13

slavery, while trying to maintain their families

these

women mediated their lives

the color line

is

in

and sustain a sense of community.

an oppressive white society that consistently crossed

the essence of the lives of Sally, Lydia and

shape the world that

How

and poor white

Sally, Lydia, Julia

Julia.

women

How did slavery help to

lived in, particularly as

Southern society related to miscegenation and the color line?

As

historian

Winthrop D. Jordan perceptively notes, "When Europeans met

Africans in America [for the

first

slavery, revolt, the sociability

time in the colony of Virginia in 1619] the result was

of daily

life,

black and white began almost with the

and, inevitably, sexual union.

first

The blending of

contact of the two peoples and has far
14

outlasted the institution of chattel slavery."

and Lydia's home and for a number of years

how

a majority of its white citizens

felt

Like most Southern

Julia Chirm's, enacted legislation that reflected

about cross-racial relationships, including

marriage. These statutes were aimed directly at

hope

that the

law would stem the

tide

states, Virginia, Sally

its

black and poor white population in the

of these kinds of unions. Laws against

miscegenation were unique to the colonies and had no basis in English

common

law.

integrity of its
Miscegenation laws reflected two important concerns of the colony: the

white citizens and

its ability

to be self-sustaining in the

concern because miscegenation produced children,

13

From

who were

Color and sex were a

free, if the

mother was

ahor of Love. Labor nf Sorrow: Black Women, Work, and
Slavery to the Present (New York: Vintage Books, 1985).

Jacqueline Jones,
the Family.

New World.

T

14

American Attitudes Toward the Negro,
Winthrop D. Jordan, White Over Bla ckCompany,
1977), 136.
1550-1812 (New York: W.W. Norton &

16

'

white. This loophole directly interfered with the ability of the slave master to claim the
15

—

property.

child as

Prior to the arrival of blacks in America, white indentured servants,

the colony of Virginia,

class

16

working

Poor white women, who were indentured

side

by side with black men, which made

it

activity

as well. White

was

servants, often found themselves

easier to

form

relationships that not

only led to the birth of mulatto children but also marriage between white

men

entered

became the workhorses of their new homeland. The white servant

outnumbered the Negro population almost four to one, and sexual

common.

who

men and women, who came from the

women and black

poorest classes of England,

were given the option of prison, the workhouse, or transportation to the colonies as
any better
indentured servants. These servants quickly found that they were not treated
than the Indians they found in the colony,

whom the English considered to

be

lazy, hostile

?

and more of a headache than they were worth.

America was

strictly

The tenure of the white

based on a contractual agreement, which financed their passage to

America but required them

to

work

for a seven-year period to

labored under the illusion that their service in their

15

Edmund

servant class in

pay off their debt. Many

new homeland would

increase their

Freedom: The Ordeal of
D. Morgan, American Slavery American

Colonial Virginia (NewYork:

W.W. Norton

& Company,

1975), 336.

A

Study
The American Race Problem:
105-107; Edward Byron Reuter,
Crowell Company, 1927, 125.
the Negro (New York: Thomas Y.
17
Englishman," Ibid 44-70; Joel
See chapter three "Idle Indian and Lazy
16

Ibid.,

Williamson,

N^eopJeiMisceje^ aMMulattoej,^^

New York University Press,

1984), 36-37.

17

(New York

chances for a better
trapped in

work

life.

Unfortunately, for many, indentured servants found themselves

contracts that extended beyond the

initial

seven-year period.

Indians and Negroes were not as fortunate and often found themselves enslaved by

a white population.

When Negroes

arrived in Jamestown, they

came

in chains,

could not

speak the king's English, and had no cultural practices that resembled the Christian ideals

of England. Lacking these

essential characteristics, they immediately

posed a potential

prejudice
threat to the white colonial establishment that fostered racial
slavery in America. Indentured servants, Indians, and

Negroes found

and eventually

that their status in

and marrying across
the colony created a close camaraderie that led to sexual intermixing
8

the color

line.'

Marriages between blacks and whites have been documented

in

a mulatto from
seventeenth century Virginia. For example, in 1656, Elizabeth Kay,
lawyer. In
Northumberland County, married William Greensted, her former white

Westmoreland County, Hester Tate, a white

servant,

was

9

slave,

who belonged to

racial prejudice

Patrick Spence.'

An increase

legally married to

James Tate, a

in interracial marriages, triggered

would come to be
and a steady stream of legislation to prevent what

known as miscegenation.

18

term that
Before "miscegenation" there was "amalgamation," a

Reuter,

The American Race Problem 122-127.

Warren

M

19

Billings,

"The Cases of Fernando and Elizabeth Key:

A Note on the

Virginia," William and Mary Quarterly 3
Status of Blacks in Seventeeth-Century
VI, 40-41 in Morgan, merican Slavery
(1973): 467-474 and Westmoreland

A

XXX

American Freedom 334.

18

ser.,

.

simply meant "to unite or merge into a single body." The

means the mixing of the
Prior to

racial

1

word "miscegenation," which
20

races, did not appear until after Lincoln's reelection.

660, the early statutes dealing with blacks and whites on the issue of

mixing found the act of sex more disturbing than the

black and white.

Once

fact that participants

were

the colony realized that interracial sex could seriously affect the

colony's economic prosperity,

it

quickly reassessed

how it would

deal with the sexual

21

behavior of its indentured servants and
children meant potential

manpower

its

Negroes.

if legislation

Intermarriage meant children, and

regarding miscegenation were to benefit

the landowner. This legislation would, in essence, ensure enslavement of the children of

these relationships.

line.

More

importantly,

it

would prevent

legal marriages across the color

Antimiscegenation laws grew as the economy of the colony began to

flourish.

No

longer could a white labor force satisfy the needs of the landowner. However, total

enslavement of Negroes, as

we

will see, did

not eliminate sex across the color line in the

22

American South.

Sidney Kaplan, "The Miscegenation Issue

in

the Election of

1

864," in Allan D.

Austin, ed. American Studies in Black and White: Selected Essays 1949-1989 (Amherst:

University of Massachusetts, 1991), 47-100; Forrest G.

Wood, "The Miscegenation

Black Scare: The Racist Response to Emancipation
University
of California Press, 1968), 53-59 cited in
and Reconstruction (Berkeley:
Marcus G. Harvey, "Antebellum Southerners, Miscegenation, and Attitudes Towards: The

Controversy of 1 864," chapter four

in

Complexities of Race and Racism in a Slave Society" (Masters Thesis., Queens University,
1994), 1. See also "A Miscegenation Vocabulary and the Coining of An Americanism" in

Werner Sollors
Literature,

and

American History
Oxford University Press, 2000), 211-219.

ed. Interracialism: Black- White Intermarriage in

Law (New York:

21

Frank F. Arness, "The Evolution of the Virginia Antimiscegenation Laws"
(Masters Thesis, Old Dominion College, 1966), 10-11.
22

Morgan, American Slavery American Freedom 333-337.
,

19

Records of laws for the Virginia colony prior to 1629 are almost nonexistent.
Signs of racism

appeared when a Negro was

on September

statutes

that

first

"Hugh Davis

17,

1630

in the

first

mentioned

case of Re Davis.

to soundly whipt before

The

in the colony's legal

official

court record reads

an assembly of Negroes and others

for abusing

himself to the dishonor of God and shame of Christianity by defiling his body in lying with
23

a Negro which fault he

known

is

to actk

Next Sabbath day."

Hugh

Davis' case

the

is

first

case of miscegenation that appears in the legal statutes for Virginia. The Davis

decision

would be the precursor of what would

would support a

eventually

racially divided nation. Historian

become law

in the

Winthrop Jordan reveals

colony that

that early

on

24

whites demonstrated a racist attitude

of this case might appear harsh, a
David Fowler, who suggests

when

it

came

different perspective

that the language

Although the outcome

to Negroes.

is

reflected in the

of Re Davis was no

work of historian

different

from the

25

language found

in other cases

where the

litigants

were both white.

Legal scholar A.

W. Hening, The Statutes at Large: Being a Collection of All the Laws
(New York: R. & W. & G. Bartow, 1823), I, 146. This thirteen volume set

William
ofVirginia ,
consists

Laws
from

of all of the colonial

Earliest

consistency,

I

legislation for the state ofVirginia;

June Purcell Guild, Black

Summary of the Legislative Acts ofVirginia Concerning Negroes
the Present (New York: Negro Universities Press, 1936), 21. For
to
Times

ofVirginia:

A

will refer to Guild

which

replicates the Virginia statutes.

We should note

first appeared in
that the term mulatto that will be used throughout this dissertation
to Guild, the term
According
1682-1710.
years
Hening's third volume, which covered the

increase
mulatto "tended to disappear as a distinctive legal concept, with the actual

actual

number of such people

in the state."

See page 13 of the Introduction

in the

in Guild.

24

"Racism in the
Jordan, White Over Black , 78 cited in Byron Curti Martyn,
(Ph.D.
Litigation"
History of the Anti-Miscegenation Legislation and
Unites States:
diss., University of Southern California, 1979), 2.

A

A Study
David H. Fowler, "Northern Attitudes Towards Interracial Marriage:
the Old
States
of
and
the
States
Atlantic
Middle
the
of Legislation and Public Opinion in
25

20

Leon Higgenbotham believes

that this case raises cause for

concern because

it

reveal Davis's race or his legal status: freedman, indentured servant, or slave.

decision notes that Davis's 'mate'

was

"does not

The

black, but the court does not disclose the person's

26

Information that could shed light on the litigants

sex or legal status."

the court records, which also supports Jordan's belief that

"it is

is

not revealed in

possible that the 'negro' [in

27

Re Davis] may have
It

was not

not been female."

until

statute that addressed

white

women and

of life

in Virginia.

twelve years

1642, that the Virginia Assembly passed a

later, in

what they thought were secret marriages and fornication between

black men. These violations against the statute became a disturbing fact

The colony saw these

illicit

relationships as "abuses.

.

.against the

of God and likewise to the servants of many masters." Servants were no longer

marry
act

at will

but

now required the

law

free to

consent of their master; the penalty for disobeying

was extension of their indentured

service.

this

A free person accused of such
28

transgressions

possibility

who

was forced

of marrying

to

make payment

to the colony in the

secretly penalized the

when the

White slave masters had the power to control the

when

it

came

issue

lives

Northwest" (Ph.D. diss., Yale University Press, 1963), 33 cited
"Racism in the United States," 2.
A. Leon Higginbotham,

Legal Process
27

Jr.,

In the Matter o f Color:

(New York: Oxford University Press,

was

interracial marriage.

of their white servants and

to miscegenous behavior. Black and white

26

The

poor and gave additional power to masters

controlled the lives of both whites and blacks

blacks

form of tobacco.

women often gave birth to

in

Byron Curti Martyn,

Race and the American

1978), 23.

"Racism in the United States".
Jordan, White Over Black, 78 cited Martyn,

21

To

illegitimate children in the colony.

of the servant

class, the colony's

control these illegitimate births by masters or

1662 statute kept white servant

colony by extending their required work time by two years.

women bound to

If the father

of the

men

the

child

were

a servant, the parish would assume responsibility of caring for the child until the father
29

was

and able to repay the

free

However,

parish.

master class to financially care for their

child.

this statute forced

white

men of the

Although the laws focused on white women,

they could, however, be used to address the same issue dealing with black women,

particularly

a

Act XII of the

Negro woman

Christian shall

shall

statue,

which stated

commit

of a former

fornication with a

act. "

By

1

662, there

Negro man or woman, he

shall

if any

pay double the

was a growing concern by white men over the

number of births by black women with white

was

by an Englishman upon

be bond or free according to the condition of the mother, and

30
fines

that "Children got

fathers.

On one

level,

miscegenous behavior

behavior of
offensive to the colony because mulatto children called into question the

white men. But on another

was a

level, the

steady increase in the

strong indication that most white

men

number of mulatto

did not care. For the

first

children

time this statute

and the children that
addressed the issue of blacks, their sexual relationships with whites,
resulted

from crossing the color

28

Guild, Blacks

line.

By

Laws of Virginia

doubling the fines in this statute, the colony

,

22.

29
Ibid., 23.

30

date the legal position of the
23-24 According to Guild, "Prior to this
generally by laws controlling indentured
Virginia was vague but was regulated
Ibid

Negro

in

servants.

"

22

thought they had a handle on controlling the sexual

lives

of its white and black

men and

women. Obviously they were wrong.
Between 1662 and 1691, marriages between blacks and whites were occurring

at

such a rate that the Virginia Assembly inl691 passed a statute dealing with marriages

between blacks and whites known as "An Act for Suppressing Outlying Slaves."
other things, the statute specified the following;

".

.

.And for prevention of that

abominable mixture and spurious issue which hereafter

may

increase as well by Negroes,

mulattoes and Indians intermarrying with English, or other white
for the time to

come,

shall intermarry

that

women,

it is

enacted that

man or woman, bond

whatsoever English or other white

man or woman, bond

with a Negro, mulatto, or Indian

Among

or free,

or free, he shall

31

within three months be banished from this dominion forever. "
disturbed by this sexual interaction by

its citizens, this

Although the colony was

act did not, in the end,

prove to be

effective.

The Act of 1691 was meant

to prevent white

women from falling from grace

A white woman who delivered a mulatto child would be required to

eyes of the colony.

pay the church a sum of fifteen pounds. In addition, a
of five years

if she

could not pay the church

servant, the five years

child

was

also

in the

would begin

bound out

at the

for service

fine.

woman could be

If the

woman were

sold for a period

an indentured

end of her original time of service. The mulatto

by the church for a period of not

31

Ibid., 24.

23

less

than thirty

Therefore, white

years.

found

life difficult in

If the

line,

women who

found themselves giving birth to mulatto children

the colony.

Act of 1691 was written to

restrain white

the Act of 1 696 had to deal with the issue of slave

The

as well.

act stated that

".

.

.all

women from crossing the
women who

children born in the country be

color

crossed the color line

bond or

free according

33

to the condition

of the mother."

The

implication of this statute

was

far-reaching.

The

Act of 1 696 again reflected the colony's stance on race and took under consideration the
birth

1

of mulatto

children, but did not penalize white

662 when the law fined white men

became

slaves like their mothers

potential for a larger workforce.

men. This law was a

far cry

from

for fathering mulatto children. Mulatto children

became a

Not

financial gain for their masters

penalizing white

men

who

because of the

validated slave breeding by
34

slave masters, and the law, therefore, legitimized their doing so.

Sex and marriage between whites and blacks across

more common,

Ibid.,

class lines

was becoming

despite a legal system that could not successfully end these kinds of

35
relationships.

all

This result

is

evidenced nine years

later in

1705 with a statute passed by

24-25.

33
Ibid., 25.

34

Arness,"The Evolution of the Virginia Antimiscegenation Laws," 16.

35

See Joshua D. Rothman, "Notorious in the Neighborhood: An Interracial Family
Southern History, LXII (2001):
in Early National and Antebellum Virginia," Journal of
of Interracial Sex and
73-1
Peter W. Bardaglio," 'Shamefull Matches:' The Regulation
14;

Sex, Love, Race: Crossing
the South Before 1900" in Martha Hodes, ed.
University Press, 1999),
Boundaries in North American History (New York: New York
all parts of early America from the
in
occurring
was
line
color
112-138. Sex across the

Marriage

in

24

we

the Virginia Assembly in which

Assembly had begun to

Remedies

relationships.

colony did not prove
white

fine

men

or

try

many

like

different

methods of arresting the problem of interracial

extending a servant's time and banishing the servant from the
In a 1705 statute, which did not discriminate between

effective.

women,

can see that the law was becoming harsh. The

the Assembly called for a six-month prison sentence, no

often pounds, which would go to the

parish.

who

Ministers

were, in turn, fined 10,000 pounds of tobacco, a crop that was

bail,

and a

married these couples

at the

foundation of the
36

development of the colony of Virginia and the livelihood of its white

showed no mercy to poor white
were

fined fifteen

amounts of money

in early eighteenth-century Virginia.

first

servants and were virtually caught in the same legal

By

as well.

therefore,

all

five years indentured servitude

most servants were poor, they had very

mulatto children from these relationships spent the

little

thirty-one years

of their

that

lives as

to control their lives

was harsh on mulatto

by 1765, the assembly changed the statue to read

access to

Unfortunately, however, the

web that sought

standards, a penalty of thirty-one years

The law

had children by black men. They

pounds and could expect an additional

for breaking the law. Because

large

women who

servant

citizens.

and

children,

males would be bound
37

out until the age of twenty-one and females until the age of eighteen.

seventeenth century on, and

we

can see that

women constantly

In actuality, this

exhibited agency as they

negotiated these kinds of relationships. See James F. Brooks,
"
'This Evil Extends Especially to the Feminine Sex' Captivity and Identity in
:

Mexico,

1

Unequal

New
A

700-1 846" in Vicki L. Ruiz and Ellen Carol DuBois eds.,
Women's History (New York: Routledge, 2000), 20-38.
Sisters:

Multicultural Reader in U.S.
36

Guild, Black
37
Ibid., 27.

Laws of Virginia

,

25-26.

Arness, "The Evolution of the Virginia Antimiscegenation Laws," 17.

25

punishment was no better than the previous one and represented enslavement

in

another

form.

On the

surface, Virginia

behavior of its citizens.

Negroes
fathers

existed, they

had

were the exception and not the

woman was

was bound out

white,

The

children

bond or

free,

would not be held

of relationships

rule.

was on top of the sexual
its

Negro population;

if free

Mulatto children with white

of their Negro mother, which meant

for service by the local parish.

statutes that guaranteed that they

children.

it

1765, the colony had enslaved

their lives tied to the condition

enslavement. If the

child

By

gave the impression that

and gave

birth to a mulatto child, the

White men hid behind these
liable for the

legal

care of their mulatto

that crossed the color line simply

became the
38

property of their master, which only added to the prosperity of a plantation.

Laws

that

regulated the intimate lives of both blacks and white in the slave South have lingered and

become a constant reminder
It

to us, even into the twenty-first century.

would take another twenty years

for the Virginia

statutes concerning their mulatto population.

the mulatto

meant

on January

1

that the person

By

Assembly to pass more

1785, the statute

had one-fourth Negro blood;

now

this

specific

designated that

law became

effective

39
,

1

787.

From 792
1

on, additional laws in the colony that were used to

regulate relationships between blacks and whites ultimately sought to punish those

crossed the color

line.

However, by

1

806,

Wythe was dead, and twenty years

later,

See "Slaves as Property-Chattels Personal or Realty, and Did It Matter
Thomas D. Morris, Southern Slavery and the Law. 1619-1860 (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1996) for a thorough discussion of slavery as
property; Arness, "The Evoloution of the Virginia Antimiscegenation Laws," 18.

26

who

?" in

Jefferson died in 1826. Johnson passed

away

in

1850

We

County, Kentucky.

in Scott

should note here that as politicians and slaveholders, Jefferson, Wythe, and Johnson

clearly

had a hand

in seeing that these kinds

and Kentucky. By the spring of 1787,

culture, both in Virginia

of about fourteen,

London and

left

of laws remained a part of Southern slave
Sally, a

mulatto slave

girl

Norfolk, Virginia with Jefferson's daughter Polly, bound for

eventually Paris. For Sally, her adventure in a foreign country ended with a

pregnancy and a relationship with Jefferson. Lydia was manumitted by the

fall

of 1787.

We can probably surmise that Julia belonged to Johnson at this time, but we lack
substantive information concerning her

Slave owners like Jefferson,

life.

Wythe and other men of this same

historically portrayed themselves as one-dimensional beings.

of an

elite class

interpretation

As

caliber

politicians

have

and members

of men, Jefferson and Wythe's public behavior controlled our

of who they were and what they wanted us

to believe about their lives.

Johnson, however, took a more public approach to his relationship with

Julia:

although he

care. However,
did not have the blessings of other Southern gentlemen, he simply did not

Johnson's case

In

was not

the norm.

many ways, Southern gentlemen were a product of their

"sexless" in order to preserve a

Southern culture, while

still

form of white masculinity

that

time, appearing

would be acceptable

to

procreating mulatto children. If we as outside observers are

others, some,
perplexed by the behavior of our Founding Fathers and

like Alexis

de

male. According to David G. Pugh, de
Tocqueville, had a unique sense of the American

Guild, Blacks

Laws of Virginia

,

29.

27

Tocqueville's observations "were prophetic and
suggested that manliness, or masculinity,

must

at

are the

some point be understood

as a complex, psychosexual state of being."

same white men, who made and supported laws

that they thought

40

These

would eliminate

the sexual intimacy between whites and blacks, and at
the same time tried to control the

discourse that swirled around their

however, was to control

goal,

own personal

lives

on a

daily basis. Their ultimate

how manliness was perceived

in

Southern society. Various

forms of literature, including novels and poetry, spoke of "manhood"
and
South.

"

The Southern Man, a poem by W.H. Holcombe,
'

'gallant bearing

manhood

is

and reckless daring' to 'ardent loving and

describes a Southern

faithful proving.'

man

"

man as

This notion of

"
!

Cultural patterns that formed a distinct part of the lives of African

disrupted by the

demands

that slavery placed

having children at a younger age;

it

on

their lives.

was not unusual

women were

Black females were

for slave

woman to

now

have babies

at

42

„

ages fourteen and

795

place in the

reinforced through the poem's refrain, which suggests that "There's none
like

the southern

1

its

We know that

fifteen.

Monticello, although

at

we

Sally

Hemings gave

birth to her first child in

suspect that Jefferson and Sally were sexually involved

40

David G. Pugh, Sons of Liberty: The Masculine Mind

America (Westport: Greenwood

in

Nineteenth-Century

Press, 1983), xv.

41

W. H. Holcomb, "The Southern Man," Southern Literary Messenger
1

860): 26 cited in Vasantha

and Miscegenation

in the

Lynn Kennedy, "Images and

(July

Actualities: Sexual Stereotypes

Antebellum South" (Masters Thesis., Queen's University, 1994),

65-66.
42

Herbert G. Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom 1750-1925

(New York: Vintage Books,

1976). See Gutman's extensive

28

work on

the

Good Hope

the age of fourteen. Although these three
not long after her arrival in Paris in 1787 at

women may not have been exploited in the same way and to
majority of slave

usually

meant

that the

Once white men

women,

women as we

clearly

their lives

which

With

this realization, slave

lives

of their

them to

the realities of slavery and

women in the

find

ways

children. If this

its

Resisting the oppression of slavery

and

by the

institution,

into the fields.

slave
understood the ovemhelming advantages of exploiting

in turn required

and for the

women resist,

will see, exploitation, as exhibited

power dynamic began in the bedroom and extended

their lives changed.

slave culture,

the same degree as the

women became a mainstay

in

was

which to

resist

the case, then

and to negotiate

how

did black

oppression in the American South?

was

part

of the

daily existence

of black men

Aptheker clearly understood the reality
slave South. Historian Herbert

dynamic, the
resistance and one negates the
of slavery: "Deny the existence of
43

reality

of that

of

history."

For as long as black men and

women were

soul, the

enslaved in America,

of bondage. Through
collectively to break their chains
they sought individuaUy as well as
the

works of such

Bettina Aptheker,
historians as Herbert Aptheker,

Mary Frances

Berry,

other scholars, we have
Vincent Harding, and a host of
John Blassingame, Angela Davis,

plantation,

which gives

insight into the birthing

and

within slave communities.

The University of Massachusetts

Press, 1986), 11.

29

familial patterns that

were

typical

come

to understand

what

it

meant to

resist the

oppression of slavery,

if only to

gain

44

freedom for a moment.

We know that resistance took on many forms and that a majority of those who
were slave men. This majority does not negate the

resisted

in helping to secure their

role that slave

own freedom and the freedom of those they

women played

loved.

It

was not

unusual to read in the newspapers that a slave had run away, and most of the time the

runaway
suit.

slaves

—although on

were male

Slaves also,

keep from being

if pushed to

limited occasions female slaves also followed

the brink, murdered their overseers or slave masters.

To

and away from labor-intensive work, tools were destroyed or

in the fields

45

discovered missing.

resist

However, perhaps the two most

was through poison

or

fire,

effective

which were used to take the

ways

lives

slaves chose to

of their masters

slow, and painful way, or to quickly burn the "big house" to the ground.

methods seemed

like

in

a

When these

they were not effective enough, slave revolts occurred in which

groups of slaves, mostly men, revolted en masse. However, slave revolts were few and

between

in the slave South.

The Stono Rebellion (1739), the

far

revolts by Gabriel Prosser

The following represent just a few of the books by historians that speak to
resistance in African American history: Herbert Apthecker, American Negro Slave
Revolts, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1943); Mary Frances Berry and John
Blassingame, Long Memory: The Black Experience in America, (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1982); Angela Davis, Woman. Race, and Class, (New York: Vintage

Books, 1983); Vincent Harding, There is a River: The Black Struggle for Freedom
America ((New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1981).
45

Women

in

Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, "Strategies and Forms of Resistance: Focus on Slave
Studies in African, Caribbean, and
in the United States" in Okihiro, In Resistance
:

Afro-American History , 154.

30

(1800),

Denmark Vesey

(1822), and

Nat Turner (1831) gave

slave

men a sense of purpose
46

and demonstrated a manhood that they had to seize despite the consequences.
In the

mid 1980's

scholars had contributed

Aptheker wrote

historian Herbert

much to our

necessary

work

to be

done

in this area.

slaves

were male-centered. But what about

we

the choices

fit

made by

Sally,

although a number of

understanding of resistance, he
47

still

that,

Lydia and

felt

that there

was

We know that most acts of resistance by

acts

of resistance by female slaves? And can

Julia into this

category and

still

validate the

emotional entanglement that resulted in interracial relationships.?

The
it

politics

of sexuality created a

different

world for slave

created for slave men. Because of this difference,

women resisted

we

and the choices they made concerning
48

was influenced by

their gender.

Female slaves

46

See the following

articles

in

women from the

are almost certain that

their lives

and

world

how these

their families' lives

America tended to be involved

in the

and books with regard to slave revolts and slave
Loren Schweninger, Runaway Slaves: Rebels on the

John Hope Franklin and
Norrece T. Jones, Jr., Borna
Plantation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999);
Control an d Strategies of Resistance in
Child of Freedom Yet a Slave: Mechanisms of
University and Hanover: University
Antebellum South Carolina (Middletown: Wesleyan
"Governor James Monroe and the
Press of New England, 1990); Arthur Scherr,

resistance-

(1999): 557-578, Joyce Tang
Southampton Slave Resistance 1799," Historian 61
Black Studies 27 (1997): 598-614,
"Enslaved African Rebellions in Virginia," Journal of
Slave
The
Organization:
Christopher Morris, "An Event in Community
93-1
11.
(1988):
Scare of 1835," Journal of Social History 22

M^ppi

Insurrection

Afro-American History. Some Notes on
Hebert Aptheker, "Resistance and
In
for Further Research in Okihiro,
Contemporary Historiography and Suggestions
47

Resistance , 10-20.
48

Slave

women made choices every day when

Chahmharti Myers

it

came

to acts

of resistance. See

™*%^»££Z^ZSL1&
31

day-to-day forms of rebellion that did not expose them to the more dangerous aspects of

resisting slavery, as

kill

their masters,

other

it

did their men. Slave

women were

and on rare occasions paid with

members of the

Such

family.

incidents

instrumental in using poison to

their lives for poisoning their masters or

were reported as

early as 1755

and 1769

in

49

Slave

South Carolina.
easily

tamper with

women had

their food.

These

access to the kitchens of their oppressors and could

women also

aborted their pregnancies through the

use of highly potent herbal mixtures. If they were not able to abort their pregnancies, they

were often accused of infanticide, although
50

children from being born into slavery.

were performed not only by American
examples demonstrate
be female docility

Among

slave

is

was

to prevent their

Day-to-day acts of resistance were universal and

women but by Caribbean women as well.

was the case during

slavery,

"These

what appears on the surface

to

often a very subtle, calculated, and conscious form of resistance.

women,

"Reflections

that, as

their ultimate goal

resistance

was a multidimensional phenomenon."

on the Black Woman's Role

in the

Community of Slaves," Black

Scholar 3 (1971): 2-15.
49

Gray White, Ar'n't
For an excellent discussion of female slave resistance, see
Woman: Female Slaves in the Plantation South 76-84.
50
documentation on this
Although infanticide was committed by slave women,
case of infanticide
to pinpoint. "The most well-documented

I

a

,

subject

is

not always easy

Kentucky in 1856, and during her
than have her returned to her master.
capture in Cincinnati killed her baby daughter rather
novel, Beloved, which was published in
This saga inspired Toni Morrison's award-winning
Anthology of African-American
Sheftall, ed. Words of Fire: An

concerns Margaret Garner,

1987." Beverly

who escaped

slavery in

Guy
(New York: The New Press,

Feminist Thought

1995),

51

3.

in the

Caribbean:

female resistance
See the following essays with regards to
the French Caribbean;' Barbara Bush,
Bernard Moitt," Slave Women and Resistance in
in British Caribbean Slave Societies,
"Hard Labor- Women, Childbirth, and Resistance
Slave Women and Resistance in
David Barry Caspar, "The Sense of their Slavery:

32

Most

slave

women could not

ran away because they were mothers

who

felt

a

therefore,
strong sense of responsibility to their children, and other family members, and

felt tied

to the plantation.

As women, they

withstand the rigors of running away.

did not always have the physical capacity to

Some women used their

secure, if not their freedom, then a better

life

sexuality as a

for themselves and their children.

whatever method they chose to use as a form of resistance, each
capacity to

make

decisions about her

life

at

women

like Harriet

examples of women

who

clearly

to

But

demonstrated her

and the choices surrounding the kind of freedom

she wanted. In order to better understand the choices

can look

means

made by

Sally, Lydia,

Jacobs and Melton McLaurin's Celia:

acted as agents in their

own right,

in

A

order to

and

Julia,

we

Slave, as

resist the

oppression of slavery, no matter what the cost.
Jacobs wrote
Linda Brent, the pseudonym under which Harriet

narrative/autobiography,

is

easily

juxtaposed with Celia:

were both

slaves, experienced the sexual abuse

institution

of slavery. However, on another

Harriet, takes a

Celia,

is

more aggressive

important slave

who

Slave. Harriet and Celia,

and oppression that was indicative of the

level they

were

dissimilar, as

we

will see.

control the sexual dynamics of her

life,

and

not have made on her own.
persuaded to make a choice that she might

Unlike most black

recollections

fact,

initiative to

A

this

men and women who

lived under slavery, Harriet's earliest

with the
of her childhood were not scarred

according to Harriet,

"I

was born a

slave; but

I

never

in

knew

of being
it till

in

bondage. In

six years

of happy

Clark Hine eds., MsreTl^
David Barry Caspar and Darlene
(Bloomington: huhana Urnversrty

^^Zn^ msmMTMM^

Antigua 1632-1763"

realities

Press, 1996).
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Although enslaved,

childhood had passed away."

Harriet's

life

seemed

relatively

comfortable until her mother's death. At this point, she began to understand the concept

of being someone's property as she was sent to

who

Horniblow,
twists

with her

new

mistress Margaret

teaches Harriet to read and write. Because of the inherent turns and

of slavery, Harriet ended up being willed to Margaret's niece Matilda Norcom the

wife of Dr. James

is

live

—

Norcom

the infamous Dr. Flint.

Whether you think

"over exposed or under exposed" from a historical or

narrative provides an interesting landscape

how

of view,

literary point

life

Harriet's

We can begin to

on a number of levels.

understand the "gendered" dynamics that dictated

that Harriet's

black females chose to respond to

53

the psychosexual behavior of their slave masters.

Harriet

of slavery and

somehow understood

that she could take charge

independent minded young woman,

Flint.

More

importantly, she clearly

challenges of being

have a free black

I

like

and

definitive,

"You have

52

of her

can

kill

you,

own

me, and

I

intelligent

and

was

ready, willing, and able to respond to the

if I

wish,

Tar-ohs. Incidents in th e

She was an

with the horrors

consistently resisted the sexual advances

at

please?

"

T if"

I

have a

right to

Harriet's response to his threat

fearful

of his

reply.

you had; but you have no

"f »

of Dr.

about the age of fifteen she wanted to

was "Do you know that

even though she might have been

tried to kill

life.

filled

who

lover, Dr. Flint's response

I

did not have to be

life

owned by this man. When,

you—that

with

that her

™rl- Written

clear

According to Harriet,

right to

Bv

is

do as

do as you

like

Herself, 5.

Under Exposed: Harriet Jacobs and
See the introduction "Over-Exposed,
Deborah M. Garfield and Rafia Zafar, eds., Harriet
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl" in
53

34

54

This response was certainly not a

with me."

does

common among most

reflect Harriet's ability to reject the insanity

ground

rules,

which were:

Kill

me, but you

slave

women, but

of her slave master and to

set her

it

own

have the privilege of sexually abusing

will not

me.
Perhaps the most important question asked by Harriet

does the slave ever love?

of falling

fruitless act

"

$5

She asked

in love

interest in Harriet, her response

course, flattering; for

was "So much

human nature

is

She

my heart."
knew

clearly

choices, in spite

Harriet, "It

Harriet understood

that as a

of the

seems

less

all.

human

was a

slave,

degrading to give one's

something akin to freedom

in

having a lover

degrees, a

nature, like

slavery.

When it

more tender

feeling

most men and women.

she had the right to

make

her

own

and not considered human. According to

self,

who

than to submit to compulsion. There

has no control over you, except that

57

which he gains by kindness and attachment."

fulfilled

from a superior person was, of

By

human being and a woman,

fact that she

like the

man, began to show a romantic

attention

the same in

56

crept into

own emotions

men and women experienced under

that Dr. Sands, an unmarried white

became apparent

was "Why

with regard to what seemed

this question

and not being able to see one's

because of the violence that black

in her narrative

However, freedom

for Harriet

JLMMA3^miMmCr^ Essays

Jacobs and Incidents in th e

Cambridge University Press, 1996), 1-10.
54
Ibid., 39.
55
Ibid., 37.

56
Ibid., 54.

57
Ibid., 55.
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would not

(New York:

is

be the norm. Harriet "challenges us to think about freedom and agency as specific and
contextual, not as abstract and universal, to think about freedom, as she puts

it,

58

Seizing the opportunity to take charge of one's emotions and

"

usual way.'

an easy feat for black
masters demanded.

danger and

fatal

women under

slavery, simply because

Often the decision was

for dignity and the ability to control her

slavery.

For almost

slave masters

all

enslaved

was not an

—person account of a female

life,

encouraged to do so

The

little

Harriet,

daily threat

women,

she probably

in order to save her relationship

of

felt

from the age of

felt

powerless to change

with George,

real,

body and mind from the sexual onslaught

however, could read and write and

fortunate

institution

the ability to resist the sexual advances of their

Newsom, a position

to protect herself and her children

slave's fight

then Celia's story serves to reinforce the

of rape by a slave master or overseer was

to protect one's

that their

life.

option. Celia found herself a concubine,

fourteen, to her master Robert

do

own

of the sexual contact

of sexual abuse and oppression of black female slaves under the

history

slave.

first

was not

and fraught with the kind of extreme

consequences that characterized Celia's

If Harriet's story represents a true

until

difficult

life

'not in the

who was also

a

and often one could

that slavery produced.

a sense of empowerment that enabled her

from the infamous Dr.

enough to have the protection of someone

Flint.

However, Celia was not

else or the sense

of empowerment to

no mercy.
defend herself from an institution that had
Missouri, and "was
Celia lived in Callaway County,

owned by John Newsom, who

Within five years,
bought her at the age of fourteen.
repeatedly raped her from the day he

58

Readers: Incidents
Contracts and Emancipatory
Carla Kaplan, "Narrative

36

in the

Newsom's sexual

violation

became involved with a
visits to

of Celia had caused her to bear two

slave

named George, George

insisted Celia

her cabin. Celia herself had threatened to hurt

practices.

On the night

of June 23,

1

855,

approached Celia

in her cabin, she hit

Celia then burned

Newsom's body

stick,

his last

When

Celia

end Newsom's nightly

Newsom if he

Newsom made

him with a

children.

continued his sexual

demand. As he

causing him to

fall

to his death.

59

she

was hanged on December

of her children were

Newsom's

visits to

of murder

raises

he loved her?

one

level,

that Celia

in danger.

For

Celia's

bold act of resistance,

end Newsom's nightly

visits, Celia's life

Although George asked Celia to put an end to

questions:

Why

did

George not volunteer to help Celia

did Celia have a choice in making this decision to end the rape?

George probably

felt

that Celia's direct access to

Newsom would be a

slave master. But George
than become involved in making demands on Celia's

Celia's life

was

and the

her cabin, George did not volunteer to help her in his request. This act

two important

And

her fireplace."

21, 1855.

Once George demanded
lives

in

in just as

much danger as his

life

could have been. If nothing

if

On

lot easier

knew

that

else, the fear

Criticism 6 (1993): 93.
Life of a Slave Girl" The Yale Journal of
59

Reflections on the Death of a
Powell "In Remembrance of Mira:
Slave Woman" in Patricia Morton, Discoyerjngjhe^
of Georgia Press, 1996) 53; Me ton
Perspectives on American Past (Athens: University
26-31.
University of Georgia Press 1991),
A. McLaurin, CjfeASlaye (Athens: The
hves
wn
their
o
took
but sometimes slave women
Celia took the life of her slave master,
and
to
master
prevent the abuse of a slave
and the lives of their children in order to
See Jesse Torrey, A
families from being sold
prevent themselves and members of their

Carolyn

J

-
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of retribution by

much he loved

Newsom probably kept George from becoming

Celia.

Celia clearly had a choice: (1) end

or (2) accept the nightly

in return,

George, or control over her

much of a choice,

visits

Newsom's

make

that choice

scenarios do not

was

Newsom was perhaps an automatic

had endured over a five-year period with no hope

that

it

'one

history'

seem

like

is

of the most remarked upon but
their 'sexual vulnerability

least

solely in Celia's hands.

The

response to the abuse Celia

would end. Historian Darlene

Clark Hine, in her essay Rape and the Inner Lives of Black

women's

and get George

given the obvious repercussions that were bound to occur, they were

decision to strike out at

"

visits

how

and the rape and not have a relationship with

own life. Although these two

choices nonetheless, and a decision to

believes that

involved, no matter

Women

in the

Middle West,

analyzed themes in Black

and powerlessness as victims of rape and

60

domestic violence.'
if she

was

Celia

"

knew what

to expect if either she failed to stop

successful in killing him. Either

way

she could lose her

Newsom, or

—and she

life

did.

The

chance to end the rape was probably an easy decision to make. Whatever the
consequences, surely they would be better than the

The many ways
resistance

was an

in

which slave

women chose

individual choice, and that slave

change. Perhaps the

ability to

life

she was living under slavery.

to resist their

women were

bondage

their

indicates that

own agents of

speak up to one's slave master, as Harriet did, took the kind

Published by the author, 1817), 42-45. Please note the black and white picture of the
slave woman committing suicide by jumping out of a window.
60

Suzan Harrison, "Mastering Narratives/Subverting Masters: Rhetorics of Race
Slave," The Southern
in The Confessions of Nat Turner, Dessa Rose and Celia, A
Lives of Black
Quarterly, 35 (Spring 1997): 22; Darlene Clark Hine, "Rape and the Inner
in
Melton
A.
Women in' the Middle West," Signs 14 (Summer 1989): 912-913 cited
McLaurin, Celia.

A

Slave,

1

16.
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of nerve

that

was sometimes demonstrated by

whipped, sold, or
take.

killed for her insubordination, but

She not only succeeded

from him

slave

in

keeping Dr.

women.
it

Harriet could have been

was a chance

Flint at bay, she

was

at

was

willing to

also successful in hiding

for seven years, with the help of her grandmother. Celia,

a dangerous chance

that she

on the other hand took

ending the rape as well as trying to secure a relationship with

George. Unfortunately, she did not win. However, what

is

more important

is

that she

had

a choice, which she made knowing she could either win or taking a chance on ending the
sexual abuse and having a relationship with George outweighed the consequences of

committing murder.

While slaves might have been forced to defer to a slave master, they consistently

made

great efforts to

the institution

they were

let their

masters

would never possess

human

in spite

system positioned white

of a

men

know

that while slavery

their souls.

Black

might

own their bodies,

men and women demonstrated

patriarchal system that ultimately exploited

as the head of their households, and

all

all

that

that

blacks. This

others in the family

deferred to them, including their slaves. Because of the hierarchy within this system

Jefferson,

offer.

Wythe, Johnson and others

like

At the time these three men had

women were

them, represented the best that patriarchy had to

relationships with Sally, Lydia

and

Julia,

no white

present in their homes, thereby, creating another kind of human and intimate

dynamic.

For

Sally,

Lydia and

Wythe, and Johnson

is just

Julia, to

another

slavery.

These

women wanted to

security,

and

some

in

accept their miscegenous relationships with Jefferson,

way

in

which black

women resisted

the degradation

of

secure for themselves and their children a sense of

instances their freedom. Although the
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power

issue always existed the

choice to accept or reject that factor of love or emotional attachment, that occurred along
the

way was there

years, Lydia

and

as well.

We know that

gave birth to children,

If this

women are

for over

is

fathers.

true,

Resistance

we need to

for over thirty-eight

twenty years each. The

indicated by these long-term relationships that

who were ultimately protected,

provided for by their white

women.

was with Jefferson

were with Wythe and Johnson

Julia

emotional attachments of these

slave

Sally

educated, freed, and financially

was a multidimensional phenomenon

understand that these

for

all

women resisted the

oppression of slavery in ways that were not always the norm. Their view from the slave

South

set the

parameters by which they lived and died. These

of slavery and sought ways
keep the
chattel

ability to

by the

make

in

women

understood the rules

which they could function, maintain a sense or

choices. This strength enabled

institution but to

be survivors

in

them not

and

to just be considered

a racially divided America.
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self,

CHAPTER HI
JEFFERSON AND HEMINGS: AN INTIMATE STORY
On November
York Times

1

altered the

1998, journalists Dinitia Smith and Nicholas

,

Thomas

Wade of the New

Jefferson mystique forever by breaking this story:

"DNA

Test Finds Evidence of Jefferson Child by Slave."'

Much of America's

"love affair" with presidential history has historically been

centered on remembering the legacies

left

by the Founding Fathers.

Men like George

Washington, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and James Monroe are

remembered fondly because of what each of them has done

individually

and collectively

in

the development of this nation. Americans feel a certain degree of pride because these

men

acted on the

of the day, dealt with foreign nations, lead us

critical political issues

through the Revolutionary War, and understood that expansion and growth were

paramount

if this

nation were to survive. History has protected these men, and

been responsible for not
"love affair"

would be

lifting

public lives. Therefore,

bits

on the

their private lives, fearing, perhaps, that

tainted by the information revealed.

not to examine the private

uncovers

the veil

we

lives

of men

like Jefferson the

leave ourselves

and pieces of their private

1

Although there have been

open

lives,

we have

We have consistently chosen

same way we examine

to shock and dismay

which may

our

alter

their

when someone

our impression of who they

hundreds of articles on Thomas Jefferson and
found
results, here are a few which I have

literally

Hemings with regard to the DNA
page A27), November 2, 1998, New York
informative: The New York Times (Op-Ed
(New York), January 5, 1999; U.S.
Times (Sunday), November 8, 1998; Village Voice
News & World Report, 9 November 1998, 59.
Sally
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really were. In reality,

much of what we

to believe, simply because

it

we

would preserve our

The American nation has
seventy-five years.

think

feel

has been created by what

vision

we wanted

of these men.

lived with the Jefferson legacy for over

one hundred and

We had a certain degree of comfort in knowing that, as the architect of

our Declaration of Independence and the third President of the United States, Jefferson

was a reminder of what
of men

like the

this nation

Founding Fathers.

misconduct, or at least consider

have been

difficult to

prove

it

had struggled for and accomplished under the guidance

We were not willing to accept innuendo
likely that the

innuendo might be true, because

—

especially if you discount African

the topic. If historians kept Jefferson's

life

of sexual

on the

straight

would remain just innuendo. However, only sampling

it

would

American testimony on

and narrow, surely the innuendo

the blood

of Thomas

Jefferson's

descendants and the descendants of his slave Sally Hemings, raised historical speculation

to a level

of reality.

The news
last child,

findings

her
indicated that Jefferson had fathered one child with Sally Hemings,

the
Eston Hemings. The African- American community was not so amazed by

of Dr. Eugene A. Foster, a

retired Tufts University Professor

African-American community's sense of United States history
slavery and passed

and

we

down to

grounded

in the reality

of

were real
us from our ancestors. Stories of miscegenation,

can see proof in the many

American community today. Dr.
have always

is

of Pathology. The

of black that permeate the African-

different shades

Foster's findings verified

what most African-Americans

more
known to be true. However, on another, much

DNA findings have given credibility to black oral testimony and
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important level, the

its

place in America's

history, given circumstantial evidence

closely at

how the

issue

of race

Because of advances

now make those

is

of the team

meaning, and has forced us to look more

constructed in America.

in the fields

of genetics, biochemistry, and

cross-racial connections. Drs.

Taylor, P. Donnelly, P. de Knijff,

part

new

that

worked on

Eugene A.

Rene Mieremet, T.

Foster,

Zerjal,

statistics,

M.A.

we

can

Jobling, P.G.

and C. Tyler-Smith were

all

the Jefferson/Hemings descendants' blood samples. In

summary, these researchers "compared Y-chromosomal

DNA haplotypes from male-line

descendants of Field Jefferson, a paternal uncle of Thomas Jefferson, with those of male-

line

descendants of Thomas Woodson, Sally Flemings' putative

findings fail[ed] to support the belief that

father, but

Jefferson

son.

The molecular

was Thomas Woodson's

provide evidence that [Thomas Jefferson] was the biological father of Eston

Flemings Jefferson."

people

Thomas

first

first

The acceptance of this

scientific

discovery

was mixed

at best.

Many

whether he
questioned whether Jefferson was Eston's (1808-1856) father, then

could also have fathered the other five children:

Sally's first

Beverley Flemings (1798-1822), another daughter

who

daughter Harriet (1795-1797),

died shortly after birth, (1799-

and Madison Hemings (1805-1877).
1800), a second Harriet Hemings (1801-1822),

Once

make a

scientists

more easily
connected Jefferson to Eston Hemings, they could

further connection

between Jefferson and

revelation was, of course, challenged

on many

Sally's five other children.

fronts

by people

of erroneous
by what they considered the dissemination
fact that the research findings

felt

deeply

DNA

wounded

scientific information, despite the

were performed by respected
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who

The

scientists

and researchers

in

their fields.

Thomas

However, more than a year

after the release

of the

DNA research, The

Jefferson Memorial Foundation in an assessment of a paternity connection

between Jefferson and Hemings, concluded

that,

"The

DNA study, combined with

multiple strands of currently available documentary and statistical evidence, indicates a

high probability that

Thomas

Jefferson fathered Eston Hemings, and that he

most

likely

3

was the
The

father

of all

six

of Sally Hemings's children appearing

DNA findings put a different spin on the Jefferson mystique, one that many laypeople

and scholars wanted to believe could not

and dead accountable for
gender

in

America. But

because

exist,

incapable of this kind of impropriety. But

this

in Jefferson's records."

more

how and why has the

wrote about

importantly,

eyes Jefferson

was

DNA can hold both the living

their actions that defies all the issues concerning race, class,

his

we must

turn to the

work of the men and

fife.

scholarship on Jefferson's
Unlike most other Founding Fathers, the historical
4

has been more than plentiful.

There are numerous

2

Eugene E. Foster and
(November 1998): 27.

titles

on the

Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation Research
2000, 10.
Jefferson and Sally Hemings, January
4

literature

life

of Jefferson,

last child,"
others. "Jefferson fathered slave's

3

Because the

on Jefferson

is

in

Nature 396

essays, here
so extensive, in both books and

just a small sampling

Rlack: American AttitudesTow^rdJhgJjegro,

life

Committee, Report on Thomas

McCoUey
of the breath of that work: Robert
1964; 2ed
Press,
Illinois
of
Jeffersonian Virginia (Urbana: University

is

and

Jefferson mystique been allowed to survive

long? In order to answer these questions,

women who

in their

n3U_iAU
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^

v

1973),

WiDwm W

addition to hundreds of articles that also affirm or disaffirm

many

facets

of his

life,

up to

and including whether or not he had a relationship with Sally Hemings. Jefferson has

more than had
in their

the

his fair share

of male biographers, a few of whom have become legendary

assessment of Jefferson and the Revolutionary

War

period in our history. Perhaps

two most noteworthy female biographers have been Fawn Brodie

and, Annette

Gordon-Reed, both offering a much more challenging assessment of Jefferson's personal

life,

as

we

will later see.

His biographers, with the exception of Brodie and Gordon-Reed,

Now that we have DNA

were strong supporters of a Jefferson with an untainted image.
findings that validate an entirely different image, these

support an image of Jefferson that did not

affair to

still

overshadow the

rest

of his

believe that Jefferson remains a

life.

man

resist

the

same

historians,

I

believe,

would

DNA findings, but would not want the

Regardless of the

DNA findings,

—one whose

behind a mask

some people

life is

anchored

in

5

"the semi-transparent shadows" of our history.

the distinction of
Jefferson, unlike other noted historical figures, probably holds
nation's history.
being one of the most written-about presidential figures in this
6

Biography, simply defined,
that biographers

is

the "written account of a person's

more than any other type of writer would want

life."

One would

to ferret out, as

think

much

as

Virginia by the University of North
of Early American History at Williamsburg,
O'Brien, The Lon g Affair. Thomas
Carolina Press, 1968), 429-481; Conor Cruise
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press
Jefferson and die_French^yol^^
York:
The Character
1996); Joseph J. Ellis, Americ^Sphirrx:
Thomas Jefferson andSaUv Hemings: An
Alfred A. Knopf, 1997); Annette Gordon-Reed,
Press of Vtfginia, 1997).
University
American Controversy (Charlottesville,
5
book Thomas
first chapter of Fawn Brodie's
This comes from the title of the
1974).
Company,
Norton
&
New York: W.W.

Institute

ofJQMJeJto^ew

Jefferson:

An hrtjrMteHistory_(
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possible,

all

of the information concerning a person's

personally revealing.

life,

The biographer's job, according

discover the "truth," what-ever

it is

and where-ever

even those things that seem too

to historian

it

trying to unravel a person's story, the biographer's job

may
is

be.

Fawn Brodie,

is

to

During the process of

to act as "a historical or

psychological detective, intent, hopefully, on transcribing truth into art without
7

.

However, many of Jefferson's biographers, excluding Fawn Brodie and

distortion."

Annette Gordon-Reed, mirror each other
Jefferson. Biographers like

in

terms of what and

Dumas Malone and

thousands of pages about Jefferson's

life

how they

Merrill Peterson,

wrote about

who have

written

along with Julian Boyd, invested huge amounts of

time and energy to ensure that their subject would not only have a secure place

but would also stand above those

seemed

to have his pulse

who

in history

g

seek to defame the Jefferson name.

Freud,

who

on the nature of biographers, wrote:

Biographers frequently select the hero as the object of study because for
personal reasons of their

from the very

which

As

outset.

own

emotional

strives to enroll the great

defined by the

life,

they have a special affection for him

They then devote themselves to a work of idealization,

man among their

Random House

infantile

models, and to relive

College Dictionary: Revised Edition

.

7

Fawn M.Brodie, "Jefferson Biographers and the Psychology of Canonization,"
Journal of Interdisciplinary History 1-2 (1971): 155.
8

Dumas Malone,
1948);

The

Jefferson and his

Jefferson Heritage ,

Time (Boston:

Brown & Company,
Thomas Jefferson as

Little,

(Boston: Beacon Press, 1953);

Leader (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1963); The Sage of Monticello
(Boston: Little, Brown & Company, 1981); Malone and Jefferson: The Biographer and
Political

The
American Mind (New York: Oxford University Press, 1 960);
Thomas Jefferson: A Profile (New York: Hill and Wang Publishers, 1967); Thomas
Jefferson and the New Nation: A Biography (New York: Oxford University Press, 1970);
Adams and Jefferson: A Revolutionary Dialogue (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
the Sage (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Library, 1981) and Merrill Peterson,

Jefferson

Image

in the

1976).
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through him, as

it were, their infantile conceptions of the father. For the sake of
wish they wipe out the individual features in his physiognomy, they rub out the
traces of his life's struggle with inner and outer resistances, and do not tolerate in

this

him anything savoring of human weakness or imperfection; they then give us a
cold, strange, ideal form instead of a man to whom we could feel distantly related.
It is to be regretted that they do this, for they thereby sacrifice the truth to an
illusion, and for the sake of their infantile phantasies they let slip the opportunity to
9

penetrate into the most attractive secrets of human nature.

We can see one way in which a number of the biographers have tried to protect the
supposedly impenetrable Jefferson image
sexual affairs with white

women,

in

how they

generally approached the subject of

as opposed to cases such as Sally Hemings.'

More

importantly, beyond the issue of miscegenation, one can sense from these biographers' that

they thought

in

a "collective" sense, not only about sexuality, but about race, as they tried

to construct an

image of Jefferson that could never be questioned. The language of these

twentieth-century biographers differs

women, or
Hemings
issue

when

distinguishing Jefferson's affairs with white

the Alexander Hamilton-Maria Reynolds liaison from the Jefferson-Sally

relationship. Again, this kind

of black/white dichotomy raises the ever-looming

of the "race card." As writers of people's

for places, things, or situations

see, hear

is

important

if

lives,

we

we know that our

are to

choice of words

convey the truth about what we

and or know. In trying to protect the image of Jefferson from

castigation, the

image of Sally Hemings also suffered the wrath of these biographers and

in the

end the

truth prevailed one hundred and ninety-five years later anyway. These biographers

compelled to rebuild the damage,

at

any

cost, that

9

Sigmund Freud, Leonardo da

Modern

Vinci:

felt

had been done by the scurrilous James

A Study in Psvchosexuality (New York:

Library Edition, 1947), 109.
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T. Callender and his single-handed assault

on the much-beloved Thomas

How

Jefferson.

did they achieve this task?

Legal scholar Annette Gordon-Reed has noted

that, the "Jefferson scholars

have a

recurring tendency to highlight parts of a statement denying the existence of a Jefferson-

Hemings

liaison

and to ignore other parts of the statement

that are contradictory, perhaps

10

dissembling, or even irrational."

Some

had Sally accompany

one

is

his daughter to

argues that:

Europe so

that he might

was fourteen or fifteen when
1 787 and Jefferson had not seen her for more than three

his passion for a slave girl.

she arrived in France in
years,

Mapp

with imaginations less restrained than Mrs. Brodie's have suggested

that Jefferson

consummate

For example, biographer Alf E.

Since Sally

asked to believe that even amid the caresses of the cultivated belles of

Paris he pined for an ignorant serving girl

whose eleven or twelve year

old charms

11

were

indelibly burnt into his brain.

Mapp's defense of Jefferson required a case against
Reed, in order for

this

defense to

sell

it

persuade their audience that "to believe

Sally

Hemings. According to Gordon-

required historians like

in the truth

Mapp

and others to

of the Hemings story

is

to believe that

12

Thomas

Jefferson had designs

upon a prepubescent

girl."

Dumas Malone,

a long-

established biographer of Jefferson, emphasizes Jefferson's "good character."

noted

that,

"They

[the charges against Jefferson] are distinctly out

Malone has

of character, being
13

virtually unthinkable in a

man of Jefferson's moral

standards and habitual conduct."

Gordon-Reed, Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings:
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia), 14.

An American

Controversy

11

Alf E. Mapp, Thomas Jefferson: A Strange Case of Mistaken Identity (New
York: Madison Books, 1987), 264 in Ibid., 111.
12

Gordon-Reed, Thomas Jefferson and

Sally

Hemings, 111.

13

Malone, Jefferson and

his

Time,

vol. 4, (Boston: Little,

1948), 214.
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Brown and Company,

These examples express the kind of thinking that represented
level,

except in the

all

on some

the biographers

work of Brodie and Gordon-Reed, when they focused on the

Jefferson-Hemings relationship. Sally Hemings' image had to be maligned

if the

Jefferson

image was to be resurrected from the damage done by Callender. Biographers
accomplished

this vilification

miscegenation and sex

of Hemings through a

skillful

in general, that instantly sets apart

use of "words" as

it

pertains to

black from white, male from

female, and in the end, relationship from relationship.

We know that Jefferson had two

affairs

with white women, Betsey Walker and

Maria Cosway, who were both married. Jefferson
his first affair, at trying to

Dumas Malone
noted

it

seduce Betsey, the wife of a friend, was wrong. In

agreed that Jefferson had crossed the

as such.

line

in Paris,

Malone saw the Jefferson-Cosway

this instance,

of respectable behavior and

However, when Jefferson became involved with the

supposedly blonde Maria Cosway
pout,"

clearly understood that attempting, in

who had what was

fair,

blue eyed and

considered "a cute

relationship simply as

"Illicit

little

love-making

14

[which]

was

generally condoned in [Parisian] society.

saw the Walker

..."

It is

interesting that

relationship with Jefferson as unacceptable, while accepting the

of behavior with Maria Cosway as the "norm"

in Paris.

nothing to lose because he was not on American

soil.

Perhaps he

felt

Malone
same kind

that Jefferson

had

When Malone commented on the

14

John Dos Passos, The Head and the Heart of Thomas Jefferson (New York:
Doubleday Publishers, 1 954), 296, cited in Carren Linn-Downs, "Thomas Jefferson: A
Psychohistorical Perspective on Personality, Structure, Patriarchal Ideology and Paradox"
(Ph.D. diss., Wright Institute Graduate School of Psychology, 1986), 171; Dumas
Malone, Jefferson and the Rights of Man (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1951), 72
cited in B.R. Burg, "The Rhetoric of Miscegenation: Thomas Jefferson, Sally Hemings,
and Their Historians" Phylon 27 (1986): 130.
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Hamilton-Reynolds

which was decidedly another case of "adultery," somehow the

affair,

"A" word was avoided for softer words that did not exactly smack
of sex
amours."

was
an

However, Malone's language

far different

affair

than the words he used to describe a white

of such a nature was simply "vulgar," and

black children, she surely

that adulterous liaisons

pain on

in describing Sally

made

affair? Sally,

affair.

affair

with Jefferson,

According to Malone,

ever told Jefferson about his
5

this

pronouncement out of "vanity."'

would be much more

more unsuspecting

if Sally

Hemings'

like "protracted

people.

One would

vulgar, because of their tendency to

What could be

think

inflict

vulgar about a Jefferson-Hemings

although a slave, was single, and so was Jefferson. The only obstacles that

kept them apart was race, slavery, and the eighteenth century— something Sally,

at least,

had no control over.
Historian Merrill D. Peterson
neither choosing to

wrong with

embrace

it."

It

saw Jefferson and Cosway

love with

almost sounds as though Peterson found nothing

this flirtatious affair, as long as the

Peterson any black person

"flirting at

who announced

woman was

that they

had

were only

trying to connect themselves to the Jefferson

for a

pride"

white.

But according

to

direct familial ties to Jefferson

name based on a

"pathetic wish

16
little

Douglass Adair, on the other hand, was a

thought the mentioning of Jefferson and Hemings
"

same breath was most assuredly a

in the

horror story that [he] hoped to rewrite and publish."

This "horror" story flourished

Malone, Jefferson and the Rights of Man 498.
,

Peterson,

Thomas

Jefferson and the

Ibid., 130.

New Nation

50

man with a mission: He

,

187. Ibid., 131.

in

8

name of politics and

the

Hamilton-Reynolds

even though
in

it

this

that served

affair,

was an

it

became a

"sordid' story of. adultery.

Dabney believed

extramarital affair, one could also find something

besides "sex." In his eyes,

it

was a

matter, had a relationship with a black

in

When Virginius Dabney took on the

no purpose.

a relationship that crossed the color

that

more redeeming

"love affair." If Hamilton or Jefferson, for that

woman,

like Sally

Hemings, the children produced

were not born, but

line

"sired"

and considered a

18

"brood."

Although Nathan Schachner wrote biographies on both Hamilton and

Jefferson, the subject matter

Hamilton-Reynolds

affair

of sexual

was "low

affairs did sit well

intrigue"

with him. Schachner thought the

and "sordid"

at best, but

far

19

m

afield

chose to stay

from any discussion

that

might

link Jefferson to

Hemings.

Recently, several male scholars have thrown their hats into the ring and have, in

their

own ways,

Portrait

tried to decipher the

ofA Grieving Optimist,

private Jefferson, while Joseph

Thomas Jefferson

takes

man

historian

J. Ellis's

on a more

called Jefferson. In

Andrew

literary

The Inner Jefferson:

Burstein introduces us to a

work American Sphinx: The Character of

public Jefferson that covers

some of the

Douglass Adair, Fame and the Founding Fathers (New York:

Company, 1974),

much more

political life

of

W.W. Norton &

160, 166-67. Ibid., 134.

1

Dabney,op.

cit.,

pg.7. Ibid., 134.

1

Nathan Schachner, Alexander Hamilton (New York: D. Appleton-Century
Company, 1946), 336-369 and Thomas Jefferson: A Biography (New York: T. Yoseloff,
1957). Ibid., 135.
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this

American

These historians certainly did not have the same

icon.

strident feeling

about a Jefferson-Hemings relationship as older historians who, unfortunately, were not

around for the

DNA revelation.

which devotes few pages to

However, the more recent work of Burstein and

this topic, implies that

character could not have allowed

him

perhaps they

still felt

March

told the truth to the Pike

13, 1873, relative to Jefferson

that his [Madison's] claim

that Jefferson's

to have crossed racial lines and enter into a

relationship with Sally Hemings. For example, in Burstein's discussion

Madison Hemings

Ellis,

County Republican, an Ohio newspaper, on

and Hemings, he suggests that

was contrived

of whether or not

—by

his

mother or himself

"it is

also possible

—to provide to an

otherwise undistinguished biracial (my emphasis) carpenter [Madison Hemings] a
21

measure of social respect."

In addition, "Jefferson

would have been

uncharacteristically

imprudent to be responsible for giving Sally Hemings the two children that she bore

in the

22

years after the charges surfaced, while he remained president."

Hemings knew who

fathered his mother's children:

Thomas

Fortunately,

Jefferson. In his

Madison

work,

Ellis

thought that the possibility of a relationship was remote. "Again, the accusations of sexual
promiscuity defy most of the established patterns of Jefferson's emotional
"not because, as his latter-day defenders

life,"

he notes,

would have, Jefferson was too honorable a

Burstein, The Inner Jefferson: Portrait of a Grieving Optimist
The University of Virginia, Press, 1995); Joseph Ellis, American Sphinx:

Andrew
(Charlottesville,

The Character of Thomas

Jefferson

(New York:

21

Burstein,

The Inner

Jefferson: Portrait

Alfred A. Knopf, 1997).

of a Grieving Optimist

22
Ibid.,

231.
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,

230-231.

Virginia gentleman to engage in such behavior, but because his deepest urges were

more

23

self-protective

The

and sentimental than sexual."

past

is

prologue, and

DNA has changed everything.

historians not only to recant their arguments, but given

Jefferson and

Hemings

was

Fawn Brodie and

historian

in

ways they

certainly

legal scholar

them the

It

has

now allowed

ability to

speak about

had not before. However, before

Annette Gordon Reed, two

DNA there

women who

altered the Jefferson-Hemings landscape.

As a historian,

DNA announcement.
ability to

swim

In

life

many ways,

for the fanfare that followed the

this scientific revelation

was a

final

against the current in a sea of male historians to look at a

human way. From the
the

was not around

regret Brodie

I

of Jefferson,

testament to her

man

in

a more

beginning, historians easily dismissed Brodie's attempt to delve into

who became

President of the United States, author of the Declaration

to look
of Independence and slave master. Brodie had made other controversial attempts

deeply into the lives of other

biographies,

men and

questioned

who

they were. Her other two

No Man Knows My History: The Life ofJoseph Smith,

and Thaddeus Stevens: The Scourge of the South, published
that a man's intimate sexual

life

was dangerous

in

territory for a

time period and the fact that sex coupled with race

is still

published in 1945,

1959, were both reminders

woman to

explore, given the

an uncomfortable subject

23

in

Ellis has
American S phinx: The rh^ne-r of Thomas Jefferson 219.
Founding Brothere LThe Revolutionary
since won the Pulitzer Prize for his book
Generation (New York Alfred A. Knopf, 2000).
,

Ellis
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24

Although Brodie's book may not have been perfect

America.

in

every way,

did give us

it

—

of

"food for thought" and something to either disagree or agree about

the intimate

Thomas

Annette Gordon-

Reed

Jefferson.

Most of all,

it

enabled other female scholars,

to step forward and give us a

new and even more

like

controversial spin

on the

life

life

of

Jefferson.

I

agree with historian Martha Hodes that "documenting sex

in history is

a tenuous

25

enterprise," but not an enterprise that

Gordon-Reed changed the

issue.

is

totally impossible.

was

refreshing to see

Instead of addressing whether Jefferson and

even had a relationship the question was
that simply obscured

It

how historians

now whether to view this

chose to keep us weighted

how

Hemings

kind of racism as one

down with iconographic

views of Jefferson that did not allow for meaningful discourse. For example, Gordon-

Reed draws our

attention to the descriptive adjectives that historians like Malone, Dabney,

Boyd, Miller and a host of others used to denigrate
"other possibilities." Gordon-Reed's

Sally

book allows us

Hemings and

to

overshadow

to attempt to examine

all

of the

evidence concerning the sexual behavior of Thomas Jefferson, including evidence that

many chose
validate his

to exclude.

life

as a

By examining

human

this additional information,

we

are attempting to

being, and to place his thirty-eight-year relationship with Sally

Numerous reviews of Brodie's hook Thomas

Jefferson:

An Intimate

Hist ory

The following are just a few of
have been
American Historical
(1975):510-512;
those reviews: William and Mary Quarterly 32
A\
(1975): 107-109; The
Review 80 (1975): 1390; The Journal of Southern History
Commentary
57 (July 1974): 96Journal of American History 61 (1974-75): 1090-1091;
published over a period of twenty-five years.

98.
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Hemings

into historical context.

We can realize this goal by first looking more closely at

those semi-transparent shadows because
that

is

not complex, makes sense, and

To examine
and kinship

fits

his actions.

this additional information,

in eighteenth century Virginia,

Jefferson's family. Kinship

definition."

believe they reveal information about Jefferson

I

Generally,

it

need to begin by analyzing family

first

and then see

how these

issues relate to

is

a socially constructed term in which there

is

commonly viewed

either through a blood or marriage connection.

in trying to help

we

is

"no.

as a family relationship with

.

its

.

universal

basis

Historians have used the idea of kinship

us understand the social organization of families during this time period.

However, kinship

studies

on

all

levels

would be

greatly enhanced if genealogy data
27

incorporated into a historical exploration of families.

We know that

Sally

were

Hemings was

the half sister of Thomas's wife Martha Wayles Jefferson. However, historians have not

explored the kinship

ties

ties that existed

between

Sally

Hemings and Martha

Jefferson.

These

not only directly linked black to white but contributed to Jefferson's thirty-eight-year

relationship with Sally, in spite

of the

fact that she

was

black, his sister-in-law, and his

slave.

Martha Hodes, "Racism and the Craft of History," Reviews in American History
26 (1998): 510-515. Other reviews include The Virginia Quarterly Review 73 (1997):
541-548 and The Journal of Southern History 64 (May 1998): 348-350.
26

Carolyn Earle Billingsley, "An Analysis of Kinship

1998, unpublished paper

in

Southern Historiography,"

4.

27

Carolyn Earle Billingsley, "Communities of Kinship: Antebellum Families on the
Cotton Frontier" (Ph.D. diss., Rice University, 2001), 1.
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A number of Southern historians have tried to enlighten us about Southern kinship
patterns in order to explain the cultural dynamics in the eighteenth and nineteenth
28

centuries of both blacks and whites.

Historians have avoided delineating kinship's

relationship to Southern history, perhaps because

who have

long been working

in this area.

believed that the essence of kinship

is

it

has been the turf of anthropologists

Americans, on the other hand, have historically

—blood

centered on biogenetic relationships

29

However,

relations.

it

is

important for us as historians to explore kinship with a

new

set

of lenses. Race complicated not only kinship but the black- white dynamic, given
miscegenation in the slave South that blurred those familial

definition

would

be, "It

is

lines.

Perhaps a better

a set of social relations concerned with a group's conception of

a commonality of identity based on the categories of biological connections as

known

or

See the works of Brenda E. Stevenson, Life in Black and White; Family and
Community in the Slave South (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); Laura
Thatcher Ulrich, A Midwife's Tale: The Life of Martha Ballard, Based on Her Diary,

1785-1812 (New York: Vintage Books, 1991); Orville Vernon Burton, In My Father's
House are Many Manisons: Family and Community in Edgefield. South Carolina (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985); Lois Green Carr, Russell R. Menard and
Lorena S. Walsh, Robert Cole's World: Agriculture & Society in Early Maryland (Chapel
Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press for the Institute of Early American
History and Culture, 1991). See also Herbert G. Gutman's work on the black family and
their kinship ties in

The Black Family

in

Slavery and Freed om. 1750-1925

(New York:

Foster, "African Patterns in the Afro-American Family,"

Vintage Books, 1976); Herbert J.
Journal of Black Studies, 14 (December 1983): 202-232.
29

Billingsley,

"An Analysis of Kinship

David M. Schneider, American Kin ship:

in

Southern Historiography,"

A Cultural Account. (New

1968), 23.
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2, 3.

See also

Jersey: Prentice-Hall,

perceived by that group.

It is

usually underpinned by such concepts as obligations,
30

constancy, inalienability, and

some

level

of love or

affection."

African Americans have never been consumed by determining whether there

deep and binding relationship between blacks and whites

known and accepted

this kind

of relationship because the

union between blacks and whites.

embraced
kinship.

family,

whatever

in

We cannot

their color

and

change

who

We share a blood and a history that

this fact,

ever they

and

may be

a

We have always

America.

institution

is

of slavery created

we have

this

cherished and

within the realm of

DNA factor and forces us to

goes beyond the

acknowledge one another as blacks and whites. This history began when Africans were
captured and forcibly brought to America. Stripped of their language and culture, they

were absorbed

into

an American

way of life

that

demanded they accept an

often brutal connection to their captives. This connection would

years.

Although anthropologists have always

dealt with the concept

to historians' advantage to continue to explore this area as

gender and sexuality. If we explore the issue of kinship

Hemings,

we need to

last

it

intimate and

over two hundred

of kinship,

in relation to Jefferson

is

ourselves

how

With

[itself]."

that said,

we

should

fruitful relationship

of [the]

now ask

could Jefferson's indirect kinship to Sally Hemings across race

perpetuate a lasting and

class,

and

[the] interpretation

31

genealogy, rather than [the] genealogy

would be

of race,

relates to issues

understand that "the essence of kinship

it

lines,

help to

between these two people?

30

Kinship (London and Chicago:
Ladislave Holy, Anthro pologica Perspectives on
Kinship in Southern
of
Analysis
"An
Pluto Press, 1996), 23 cited in Billingesley,
l

Historiography, " 4.
31

Ibid., 3.
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The schizophrenic behavior of the

slave South coupled with the fact that

mulatto population was increasing, particularly

in Virginia,

meant

that kinship

its

between

blacks and whites could never be acknowledged under the institution of slavery, even

though a

set

of social

These kinds of social

relations, according to

Williamson caused "deep confusion of kinship across the race

historian, Joel

more

relations existed.

importantly], the tangled emotions that

grew out of such

be appalling and indeed tragic" and could never

exist

line,

[and

familial connections

on the same

could

level as white

32

To understand why

relationships.

look more closely

at the kinship

Jefferson chose Sally

Hemings

as a mate,

we need to

dynamics of the Jefferson family.

Peter Jefferson, Thomas's father,

was a good provider

for his large family,

which

consisted of his wife Jane Randolph and their eight children, six girls and two boys: Jane

(1740),

Mary

Anna

755) and Randolph

(1741),

Thomas

(1743), Elizabeth (1744), Martha (1746), Lucy (1752),
33

(1

family enabled

him to move

children's future. Peter

(1 755).

into a

His marriage into the prominent Virginia Randolph

much more

acceptable social class, securing his

was of solid Welsh stock and demonstrated

work. While growing up

in Virginia,

Thomas saw

a tenacity for hard

his planter father as

a proactive person

and a consummate role model, who managed to secure for himself such positions as

Joel Williamson,

(New York: New York

New People:

Miscegenation and Mulattoes

in the

University Press, 1984), 55; see also Billingesley,

United States

"An Analysis of

Kinship in Southern Historiography," 17.
33

Historian Brenda E. Stevenson notes that white households were larger and
contained eight to nine persons, as opposed to free black households that averaged
between four and fiver persons. White women were inclined to have more children than

and Jane Randolph was no different. See Stevens, Life
White: Family and Community in the Slave South 311.
free black

women

,

58

in

Black and

justice

of the peace,

sheriff of Albemarle

County, an a

vital

membership

in the Virginia

34

House of Burgesses.

Peter Jefferson demonstrated that no job

small in terms of accomplishment, which

was a direct

landing holdings of 7,500 acres and sixty slaves.

example of what a man ought to
something special

in his

on

either too big or too

his ability to acquire

35

In

many ways, he was the

perfect

In a house filled with children, Peter evidently

be.

son Thomas that required nurturing.

Jefferson died prematurely at forty,

Thomas was

Thomas—perhaps his intelligence and

In

1

757,

when

saw

Peter

willed slaves and property, which he

could not inherit until the adult age of twenty-one.

make

reflection

was

36

saw himself in

Peter probably

love of learning, the kinds of things that help to

great men.

The saying
ways, but

"like father like

is difficult

it

to pinpoint

son" might apply to

whether there were

Thomas and

similarities

mother, Jane Randolph Jefferson. Although Jefferson was a

about what he thought about his mother

—

and, therefore,

mother and son. Merrill Peterson has suggested

that,

his

between himself and

prolific writer,

little

"By

his father in certain

we know

his

little

about their relationship as

own reckoning

she

37

(Jefferson's

many

mother) was a zero quantity

things,

up to and including an

Brodie,

Thomas

This lack of information can denote

in his life."

intense dislike between the two.

Jefferson:

An

Intimate History 34-35.
,

Jan Lewis, The Pursuit of Happiness: Family and Values

(New York: Cambridge

Her death on March

University Press, 1983),

in Jefferson's Virginia

1.

36

Brodie,

Thomas

Jefferson:

An Intimate

History 35,38.
,

37

Peterson.

"Thomas

Jefferson:

The

Jefferson

Image

in the

White Mind 9
,

A Psychohistorical Perspective,
59

83.

cited in

Linn-Downs,

31, 1776,

came and went with very

difficult to

understand

much time

in

relationship.

how

little

Jane and

emotion expended on

Thomas

each other's company and

Jefferson,

have

still

this

Jefferson's part.

It is

mother and son, could spend so

uneasy silence attached to

Perhaps the silence comes from "too much mother"

in the

their

absence of an

38

adult male presence in the family.

place,

The

Jefferson household

was a female-centered

which could not provide him with the kind of male support

that

was needed

in

eighteenth-century Virginia. Perhaps one can speculate that the mother-son relationship

was

cool, not overly loving, and that they accepted each other because they

—something they could do nothing

and son

about.

Jefferson's relationship with his siblings probably varied, depending

was dealing with

at the time.

Having

Of all of Jefferson's

remembered her with fondness and
family, particularly with the death

birth

of another

sisters,

start relating to

women on

There were sad moments

different levels

in the Jefferson

infant brother Peter Field in 1748, the still-born

brother, and his sister Elizabeth's mental retardation.

Jefferson's childhood reflected the

whom he

Jane was his favorite, and he always

affection.

of his

on

allowed him to witness different kinds of

six sisters

female behavior and, therefore, gave him a head

in his later life.

were mother

normal ups and downs of living

However,

in eighteenth-century

39

Virginia, despite the fact that he

with his immediate family and,
Jefferson and their

came from a wealthy

later, to his

own

Jefferson:

Jefferson's relationship

family, including his wife

two daughters, Martha and Maria,

Page Smith,

family.

can,

I

Martha Wayles

believe, give us insight as to

A Revealing Biography (New York: American Heritage,

1976), Ibid., 90.

60

why

Sally

Hemings became not just another

slave

woman, but

the center of his private

existence for thirty-eight years.

Family structure

Everyone knew
responsibility

in

pre-Revolutionary Virginia society was a well-oiled institution.

their place,

was

to

make

pleasant, but not central.

and

things

all

stemmed from the head of the household, whose

sure that orderly family

From

life

prevailed.

"[Family]

life

[was]
40

-

no Virginian would derive

it

his all

of happiness."

Families during this time period were large with extended family relationships. Friends

were an extension of the nuclear

family. Individual self-control kept

within the confines of what society

families in the early part

deemed

as acceptable forms

each family member

of behavior. Virginia

of the eighteenth century were not demonstrative when

it

came

to

extending affection to loved ones; affection took on a more reserved quality and was

constantly held in check because

it

was the proper

someone by giving them a house, money, or

thing to do.

several acres

Showing

that

of good farmland

you loved

in eighteenth-

42

century Virginia was

Jefferson

much

easier than exposing your emotions for

was born on the cusp of familial change

when he would have been seven years

old, society

show each other the

especially, felt

an attachment to

Brodie,
40

Thomas

affection that

was beginning

Jefferson:

By

now

felt

Lewis, The Pursuit of Happiness 172.
,

41

Ibid.,181.

61

History, 48.

750,

that they

in check.

Children,

knew no bounds. One could

An Intimate

1

to see the changing

had long been held

their parents that

to see.

in Virginia society.

emotional attachment between parents and their children. Families
could openly

all

often find

letters that

.

.

'In fact

expressed this kind of attachment and affection.

how

completely

ever loved a mother as

Love of family and
vital part

do.

of the

*How

sincerely

my affection for you is the passion of my life.

much

as

I

.

.no

the need to be able to individually express one's affection

lives

of the people

of the nuclear

I

love you,'

human

in Virginia, particularly those that

in

men and women who would

family, to give love

and to console them

became a

were more

rely

in time

Families that were not as prosperous

neighbors to survive colonial

Thomas

Jefferson

life in

still

of need. The outer

who

at

in their

required the help of other relatives and

Virginia.

was among

the most elite

a young man, Jefferson was well liked and included
Fauquier,

well-to-

on the inner

sphere of neighbors and kinfolk did not disappear, but became peripheral players
lives.

being

do you, but then no one ever had such a mother.'

The turn of the century ushered

sanctity

"

young men

among

his

in the Virginia colony.

many

As

friends Francis

one time was the governor of the Virginia colony, and William Small, a

professor at the College of William and Mary. Both of these men,

who were

older

gentlemen, served as mentors to Jefferson, particularly because Jefferson had no father to
turn to. Like most

Mary

in

1

men of his

social class, Jefferson attended the College

of William and

760 and then apprenticed himself to study law under the esteemed and most

beloved citizen of Richmond, George Wythe. As

we

will see,

Wythe became an

influential

42
Ibid.,

174-175.

43

This is just one of several quotes that describes how children like Ellen felt
about their mothers and fathers. See Ellen W. Randolph to Martha Randolph, [ JulySeptember 1825]; July 28, 1819; March 30, 1814; Ellen Wayles Coolidge

Correspondence, ViU. See also T.D. Bennehan to Mrs. Bennehan, December 14, 1799,
Cameron Family Papers, NCD. Ibid, 180-181.
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figure in Jefferson's

life,

seventeen, Jefferson

century Virginia

as the paths of their lives and friendship evolved over
time. At

was

was

intelligent

filled

and well-read because he loved to

with educated young men, just

learn.

like Jefferson,

Eighteenth-

who were

beginning to understand that part of their honored position required
them to have a degree

of self-control,

44

in essence, the ability to regulate their passions.

did not apply to

men. In

all

fact,

However,

this control

"Gentlemen on both sides of the Atlantic associated

emotional restraint with class position, race, and gender

identity.

Elite

men

interpreted

control over emotions such as anger, sadness, and lust as the triumph of reason
over
45

passion."

from

Jefferson's friend

John Page, noted

that, "[Jefferson]

could tear himself away

46

his dearest friends, to fly to his studies."

man because of his

inquisitive mind.

Jefferson

White men

became a well-rounded young

like Jefferson

were privileged and

powerful simply because they were wealthy and white, and nowhere was that power seen

more

vividly than through the sexual

dominance wielded throughout Virginia and the slave

South.

For Jefferson,

know that

a young

women were not

upper-most

in his

mind as a young man.

woman by the name of Rebecca Burwell

unfortunately a love affair

was not

to be.

captured his heart, but

Rebecca Burwell became Mrs. Jacqueline

Steven M. Stowe, Intimacy and Power
Planters (Baltimore:

We do

in the

The John Hopkins University

Old South: Ritual

in the

Lives of

Press, 1987), 130.

45

Kathleen M. Brown,

Gender Race and Power

Good

Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs:

in Colonial Virginia

(Chapel

Hill:

University of North Carolina

Press, 1996), 324.
46

"Memoir of John Page,"
Brodie,

Thomas

Jefferson:

in the Virginia Historical Register, III, 151 cited in

An Intimate

History , 59.
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Ambler
elite

in

1

white

764 leaving Jefferson with a broken heart

men of Virginia had

a warped sense of their

sought to express their masculinity

in

is

the

674, died one year after Jefferson was born in

vividly laid out in his

Commonplace book.

warped sense of his own
reality, like the reality

own

life

1

It is

of William Byrd

744, and

clear

whose

from

lot

Many of the

sexuality and, therefore,

deviant. Perhaps

II,

who was born

in

sexual conquests are

his writings that

sexuality in relationship to both black

of a

spirit.

ways that many would consider

our best example of their deviant sexuality

1

—and a broken

he had a

and white women. Byrd's

of southern men, was not limited to the bodies of black

women. These same men saw nothing wrong with demeaning black men

as well, and took

47

them

pride in the fact that their behavior guaranteed

Jefferson

was not

cut from the

Although

total sexual control.

as Byrd, as a white elite male, he

same cloth

was exposed

to a certain kind of behavior in eighteenth-century Virginia that, in the end, sanctioned

miscegenous behavior and

that ultimately

skewed the emotional dynamic between blacks

and whites.

Whereas most men of his

and

his

age flaunted their position

in

unbecoming, such as drinking, gambling, and disrespecting female

certainly

Jefferson

political

class

was a

life,

serious and disciplined scholar.

but

was not

He was

ways

that

were

slaves,

successful in his studies and in his

destined to be successful in affairs of the heart, except for his

very short marriage to his wife Martha Wayles Jefferson.

47

in the eighteenth century
For an interesting discussion on sexuality and power
us Patriarchs, 328-334. See also
see Brown, Good Wives, Nasrv Wenches and Anxio
II of Virginia,, 1674-1744
Kenneth A. Lockridge, the Djary^nd_Life of William B yrd

(New York: W.W. Norton & Company,

1987).
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Once Rebecca Burwell broke

women.

All

of the

Jefferson's heart, he

women that became

a part of his

life

took a long hiatus away from

after

Burwell were either
48

considered

"

'interdicted, forbidden,

or sexually experienced.'

The need

"

for female

companionship and love enabled him to meet and marry the wealthy and supposedly
beautiful

widow and

mother, Martha Wayles Skelton,

who had

for

Bathurst Skelton. Jefferson and Martha were married on January

of Martha and Jefferson was
of Virginia's planter

strategic in

two years been Mrs.
1772. The marriage

1,

many ways, because "marriages

class established several families

within the ranks

and helped others to maintain

their

49

Jefferson and

position for several generations."

attachment that was not only emotional, but by

all

Martha each brought to the marriage an
indications, sexual as well.

By

capturing Martha's heart, Jefferson got not just another young and attractive lady but an

experienced

woman, who,

many ways,

in

Jefferson did not have to spend time training.

Martha not only came to Jefferson with her young son Jack, but
5

her half-sister Sally Hemings.

°

It is

interesting to note

or silhouettes of Sally Hemings, nor do

historians

is

lot like

fifty slaves.

But

beautiful.

his

to Martha, Jefferson

know that many

In fact, Sally

owned approximately 5,000

Jefferson:

A Psychohistorical Perspective,"

Brown, Good Wives. Nastv Wenches and Anxio us

Thomas

also

acres

marriage to Martha eventually increased his holdings by

Linn-Downs, "Thomas

Brodie,

not have any pictures

her half-sister Martha.

At the time of his marriage
of land and

we do

we have any of Martha. We

have said that both Martha and Hemings were

supposedly looked a

that

also with a personal slave,

Jeffer*™-

An

Patriarchs,

Intimate History, 81-82, 85-86.
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256

1 1

,000 acres of additional property and

1

35 slaves upon the death of John Wayles,

51

Martha's father.

Jefferson

was now considered wealthy beyond

inheritance included Betty Hemings, a mulatto slave,

slave, six

—a

relationship,

how

because
did

Jefferson

by another

it

52

of fourteen children, as part of his

we may never know.

influence his

felt

own personal and

very

much

thought slavery was a

What

did Jefferson

life?

situation in Virginia

we want

Hemings and her

terrible

in

to give

him

children, half of

and was probably
credit for,

whom were mulatto.

bondage,

in spite

of the

fact that

we know

that

he

and should end.

was now not only a

man who had an

is:

a part of the Virginia social and political establishment that initiated

and supported laws that kept slaves

Jefferson

It is

about the John Wayles-Betty Hemings

sexual

was well aware of the black-white

particularly since he inherited Betty

wife's inheritance.

A more important issue

a keen observer of human interaction, more so than

a

six children

'

total

we know how Jefferson

not important whether

He was

Part of the

by John Wayles, of which Sally was one, and had two more once she became the

property of Jefferson

see and

who had

belief.

large slaveholder, but clearly distinguished himself as

intimate and passionate relationship with his wife Martha.

Such passion

gave way to the birth of many children over a ten-year span of time. Jack Skelton,
Martha's son from her

first

marriage, died in June 1772.

From the time

she married

Ibid., 87.

52

•

Brodie indicates that Betty Hemings had fourteen children, (see page 82 in
Thomas Jefferson: An Intimate History), however, on the genealogy chart of the
descendants of Elizabeth Hemings, a total of thirteen children are listed in the Report on

Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings

as indicated by the

Foundation, Section C.
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Thomas

Jefferson

Memorial

Jefferson

on January

four, Jefferson kept

nine

months

clearly

1,

1772, until her death on September 6, 1782 at the age of thirty-

Martha pregnant. Martha

after her marriage,

aware that Martha's

ill

and had her

health

was

started giving birth

last child

on May

8,

in direct relationship to

on September 27, 1772,

1782.

Jefferson

was

her pregnancies. Martha

died four months later from being constantly with child. Out of seven births, six with

Jefferson, only three children survived: Martha, better

known as

Polly and their other sister Lucy.

Two

known

of the

sisters,

see adulthood. Giving birth

was a dangerous occupation,

of their mother. Maria died

at

The death

list

as Patsy, and Maria, also

Martha and Maria,

lived to

as evidenced by the early death

age twenty-five due to problems brought on by pregnancy.

in the Jefferson family

was

long, not unlike

what occurred

in

many

families

during this time period. Jefferson had lost his father, mother, a young wife, two
daughters, and an infant son

who

lived less than a month. Perhaps that

is

why Jefferson

53

stated that

who

"I

thrived

am born to

on having a

lose everything

I

Jefferson clearly

love"

relationship with a

woman who

was a sexual being

could respond to his emotional

needs.

Jefferson

family

members

was typical of most Revolutionary men of the period who encouraged

to marry within the family, mostly

cousins—by

today's standards, an

remained
incestuous social arrangement that ensured that social and political connections
her distant cousin,
within the family. For example, his daughter Martha "married

Mann Randolph,

son of the 'older brother' Thomas

53

Julian

P Boyd,

Tuckahoe. Maria married John

The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, 18 vols. (Princeton:
"Thomas Jeffe
1950), vol. XI, 520 cited in Linn-Downs,

ed.,

Princeton University Press,

at

Thomas

A Psychohistorical Perspective,"

155.
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Eppes, the son of her mother's half sister. Jefferson's younger brother Randolph married

his first cousin,

Ann Jefferson

54

Lewis."

were pervasive and considered normal

Incestuous relationships between family members
in the eighteenth century.

Hemings was Martha Jefferson's half-sister. In

spite

of her race and her

a biogenetic sense, kin to Jefferson's wife, with no direct kinship
indirect kinship tie existed

Jefferson must have

felt

between Jefferson and

live in the

company of kin;

"

therefore, the

and looked

on a

daily basis.

after his family

actually lived in Jefferson's house

She was a great help to Martha during her

pregnancies. Jefferson treated Sally special because she

human

Only an

most fundamental challenges of living are

Hemings was kin who

her

ties to Jefferson.

was, in

In most cultures around the world,

Sally

was not

status, she

Sally, but a kinship tie nonetheless.

met with the help of kin."

that she

Sally

the bonds of kinship in spite of his feelings about slavery and

regardless of his indirect ties to Sally Hemings.

people

We know that

directly related to Jefferson

and the

but disposable property. Jefferson

knew

was

family, in spite

institution

this

of the

fact

of slavery did not consider

and chose to go against southern

tenets that did not publicly sanction close and intimate ties between blacks and whites,

whether they were family or

not.

Prior to his marriage to Martha, Jefferson had an affair with Betsy Walker, wife of

his best friend

John Walker. After Martha's death and

his

move

to Paris, to take

up the

post as minister, replacing the much-loved Benjamin Franklin, Jefferson soon began an

affair

with Maria Cosway, another married woman.

having

affairs

It is

interesting to note that only after

with relatively safcmarried white women, Jefferson only

Brodie,

Thomas

Jefferson:

An Intimate

History , 53.
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finally

found solace

not in their arms, but in the arms of Sally Hemings,

who was black, beautiful—and

family

because Sally was actually his sister-in-law in every sense of the word.
Because Jefferson

had promised Martha

that

He began a thirty-eight-year relationship with the

or family.

had children, even though
slavery,

he would never remarry, he came

this

full circle

back to

indirect kin

closest person to his wife

and

kind of relationship was forbidden under the institution of

and of course they could never marry. In a way, Jefferson did exactly what he

encouraged

his

two daughters to do and what most people of wealth and

social position in

the Revolutionary period did: he maintained close family ties and kept everything within
the family.

Although the denial of a Jefferson and Hemings relationship was engraved
fabric

of American history for nearly two hundred years, the kinship factor has not been

explored

in greater

Genetically, these

depth beyond the fact that Sally and Martha were

two women were blood

sustained the institution of slavery.

perfect sense for Jefferson. Sally

sexual),

and

in his house.

who were

in

many ways

related, in spite

was a known

factor.

knew each

their relationship

was

philosophy that

racist

it

seems,

made

She was family by blood on

other in intimate

ways

safe because she lived

(that

on

were not

his property

all

and

We should know that all of Sally's children are named for people or family

directly connected to Jefferson.

was considered an important

Naming

children after

someone

else in the

part of the family structure. Jefferson's need to have

female companionship would have never been

like

of the

half-sisters.

A Jefferson and Hemings relationship,

Martha's side. Jefferson and Hemings

family

into the

fulfilled satisfactorily

Betsy Walker and Maria Cosway.

69

with married

women

Jefferson

knew

very well that scandal and blackmail could be a disturbing,

factor to a man's social and political well-being.

fatal,

effects after witnessing the

major

into a

crisis

He became

Alexander Hamilton-Maria Reynolds

with a simple knock

at the

especially

affair,

door of Hamilton's home

if not

a

aware of those

which, evolved
in the

summer of

55
1
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Although the Jefferson and Hemings relationship was not without scandal,

.

was

it

probably easier for historians to either dismiss the idea of a relationship between
Jefferson

and Hemings, or pretend

it

could never happen, given the fact that she was black, a slave,

and had no power to cause the same kind of social and
could.

Men like Jefferson got caught

and private" spheres

Of all
the

in

which they

between their "head and

damage

that white

their heart"

women

and the "public

lived.

the relationships outside of the one that Jefferson had with Sally Hemings,

most talked-about

relationship by historians has been Jefferson's relationship with

Maria Cosway. Maria was young,
It

political

beautiful,

and attracted the admiring eye of many a man.

has been said that Maria had caught the eye of Italian singer Luigi Marchesi, Vincent
56

Lunardi, the secretary to the Neapolitan ambassador, and the pianist J.L. Dussak

If

Maria caught the attention of men outside of her marriage to Richard Cosway, Richard

was no

less

busy when his attentions turned to Mary Moser, an accomplished painter.

evident that Maria

was keenly aware of Richard's roaming eye

It is

but chose to remain silent

55

Jacob Katz Cogan, "The Reynolds Affair and the

Politics

of Character," Journal

of the Early Republic 16 (Fall 1996): 389-417.
Helen Duprey Bullock,
Jefferson and Maria

My Head and My Heart: A Little History of Thomas

Cosway (New York:

G.P. Putnam and Sons, 1945), 48.
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—
on the
to the

subject.

more

letters, that

Jefferson, a

intimate part of his

leaving behind information with regard

did leave copies of his letters to her, as well as Maria's

life,

she wrote to him.

we know a

Fortunately,

these

man known for not

The

letters.

letters

lot

about Jefferson's relationship with Maria because of

between Jefferson and Cosway are numerous, thoughtful, tender

and to some degree bittersweet.

We can see the affection that they felt for each other,

although sometimes reserved on Jefferson's part,

what

is

often striking

is

how each

ends their

soul." In this

same

things,

trust this thro' the post office, disguising

saying "Adieu,

is

to last

warmth

often, write affectionately

On May 21,

my very dear friend

No

seal

& duration."

Ibid.,

786,

& freely, as

be food for

I

my
I

must

58

superscription."

Both Jefferson and

each other and clearly understood the danger of
1789, Maria ends her letter to Jefferson by

be our affections unchangeable, and

in

it

that

if our little history

which record

their purity,

Most of the

somehow

letters

between Jefferson and Cosway appear to end

Jefferson's farewell letter to

Maria from England on

—more emotional

not only has a different tone

in its

144-45.

Thomas

1

59

same way. However,

14, 1789,

will

29,

private conveiance occurring

&

beyond the grave, be the longest chapter

basically the

October

"P S

my

their letters to

their affair being discovered.

me

correspondence. But

On November

and say them without reserve. They

letter Jefferson writes

Maria were cautious about

much of their

letter to the other.

Jefferson ended his letter by saying "Write to

do to you. Say kind

in

Jefferson to Maria Cosway,

Maria Cosway to Thomas Jefferson,

November

May 21,

71

29, 1786. Ibid., 59.

1789,

Ibid., 115.

ending

but also illustrates Jefferson's need to be loved. Jefferson ends his

by saying. "Once

letter

60

and again then farewell, remember

me

and love me."

This

letter

was unsigned.

Perhaps one of the most important pieces of correspondence that Jefferson

come

to be

known

particular letter

is

as the

Head and Heart

letter that

we

have

the conversation found

its

all

way

done one time or another, except

This

in Paris.

his

head and

his heart

between reason and emotion. Preventing ourselves from

has always required emotional

who was

that in Jefferson's case

into letter form.

For Jefferson the struggle between

with Jefferson,

Maria while

sent to

has

worthy of discussion because Jefferson actually had a conversation with

himself, something

battle"

was

left

restraint.

women

even Sally could also threaten the foundation of his public

was very much

This struggle appears

in the

falling

intellectual

head over heels

Passion can pull and push our emotions, as

keenly aware that dealing with

struggling for control

was "an

a part

life.

like,

read but probably also inspired his Head and Heart

letter.

did

Betsy, Maria and

This idea of good and evil

of the writings of the Greek

work of Plato's Phaedrus, which

it

classical period.

Jefferson not only must have

A glimpse of this letter gives us

a sense of the tug-of-war that Jefferson must have been experiencing concerning his love

life

with a married

woman while

he was living

in Paris.

My Dear Madam,--Having performed the last sad office of handing you
into

your carriage

at the pavilion

turned on

de

my heel &

St.

Denis, and seen the the wheels get actually

walked, more dead than

alive, to the

into motion,

I

door, where

my own was awaiting me.— was carried home.

fireside, solitary

I

& sad, the

following dialogue took place

opposite

Seated by

my

between my Head

& my

you seem to be in a pretty trim. Heart. I am indeed the
Overwhelmed with grief, every fibre of my
most wretched at all
to bear, I would willingly meet
powers
natural
frame distended beyond its

Heart: Head. Well, friend,

earthly beings.

60

Thomas

Ibid., 125.
Jefferson to Maria Cosway, October 14, 1789.
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whatever catastrophe should leave me no more to feel or to fear. Head. These are
the eternal consequences of your warmth & precipitation. This is one of the

You

scrapes into which you are ever leading us.
still

you hug

confess

Your

follies

indeed; but

& cherish them; & no reformation Can be hoped, where there

is

no

61

repentance.

Like

all

love affairs, the heart can pull each of us to

into to

and not give

and

fall

"head over heels" toward passion

—not always an easy

our rational side

feat.

Jefferson

was no

different,

his letter expresses this dilemma.

—

—

you were imprudently engaging your
deal of pain:
affections under circumstances that must have cost you a great
possessing good sense, good
the persons indeed were of the greatest merit,

Head

I

often told

you

that

humor, honest hearts, honest manners & eminence in a lovely
had moreover qualities & accomplishments, belonging to her

art; that

levels,

I

believe that historian

won,' while

it is

relationship,

Andrew

Burstein

is

correct that

equally clear that 'the head ultimately

"

letter

the lady

which might
that softness of

sex,

form a chapter apart for her: such as music, modesty, beauty &
disposition which is the ornament of her sex & charm of ours, but
these considerations would increase the pang of separation:--.
Although a number of historians have attempted to analyze the

that

that

on many

all

of

different

'we must say that the heart

would have

to rule in this

because Jefferson had too much constructive enterprise

at stake to sacrifice

62

woman.'
public consideration for private pleasure—with a married

I

see Jefferson using this letter as his only

In

many ways,

Jefferson

he had allowed

was

this affair to

means

"

On the

to express the passion he

dealing with what could have

become a

felt

other hand,

for Maria.

"fatal attraction" if

go on. Again, Jefferson was not going to have a Jefferson-

61

can be found in Thomas Jefferson to Maria Cosway,
Ari Helo, "Thomas Jefferson's
October 12, 1786. Peterson, 1984, 866-877 cited in
University of Tampere, Finland,
diss.,
(Ph.D.
Republicanism and the Problem of Slavery"
History, 210-213.
An
Intimate
Jeffasonj
1999), 131. See also Brodie, Thomas

The

letter in its entirety

73

Cosway

affair like

the Hamilton-Reynolds

with a scandal while living abroad

nor was he going to embarrass America

affair,

However,

in France.

Jefferson possessed self-restraint, understood his

in the

Cosway

own masculinity,

relationship,

and walked away from

63

her and the passion that was so

much

He was not without

a part of their relationship.

passion and the need to love and be loved; however, he had to satisfy these needs with a

woman who would

never threaten the image that he had to protect

agree that Jefferson's goal

at this

juncture in his

life

was

at all costs.

I

also

to find happiness and in doing so
64

both his head and his heart would find a happy medium of coexistence.
happiness was a goal worth achieving

letter,

he

let it

be

order to give meaning to his

in

life.

To

Jefferson,

In this

same

known that

When nature

assigned us the same habitation she gave us over

it

divided

me that of morals—in denying
gratitude, of justice, of love, of
of
benevolence,
of
sympathy,
of
to you the feelings
To these she has adapted the
controul.
their
from
you
friendship, she has excluded
the happiness of man to be
to
essential
too
were
mechanism of the heart. Morals
laid their foundation
She
head.
of
the
risked on the in certain combinations
empire.

To you

she allotted the field of science; to

therefore in sentiment, not in science.

Jefferson

was a methodical person who was a master

at preserving his present so that

might have an everlasting future. Although Jefferson destroyed

between himself,

his

mother and Martha, he did not destroy the

written by Maria Cosway. According to

Maria's letters,

Burstein,
63

64

TTicJnrinJ^""

the letters that went

letters that

had been

Brodie, "The fact the he did not destroy

knowing as he must have known

62

"Thomas

Fawn

all

Portrait

that eventually they

of a Grieving

would be published

O&msL 95 cited

1

,

Problem
Jefferson Republicanism and the
Linn-Downs, "Thomas Jefferson:

it

if

Slavery," 130.

A Psychohistorical Perspective,"

172.

and the Problem of Slavery,"
Helo, "Thomas Jefferson's Republicanism
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for the

world to read, was a kind of unwritten

was an

affectionate episode with a married

signal to his future biographers that here

woman he was

eager to leave open for

65

Could

exploration."

it

be that Jefferson wanted us to

know something

emotional side of himself that he could not reveal while he lived?

left Paris,

Sally

both of their

The
and

story surrounding

Thomas

woman. However,

with stories concerning

consistently cast a

Jefferson and Sally

Hemings was America's

woman, who was

affairs

of the heart
nation's

Woodrow

Kennedy, and of late William

—and

also, in this

—

that

just plain affairs

White House. The

long:

list is

1

relentless pursuit that

802. In the

Thomas

fall

have

James

Wilson, Warren G. Harding, Franklin D. Roosevelt,

J.

Clinton, to

name just a

few.

It is

hard to

whether America would have been privy to Jefferson's relationship with Sally

been for the

first

America has been

since that time, presidential history in

shadow over this

Buchanan, James Garfield,
F.

Jefferson

lives.

case, a slave

John

By the time

pregnant, and their intimate relationship would alter the course of

scandal involving a sitting president and a black

last

filled

was

about the

was undertaken by journalist James

of that year, Callender made

Jefferson into a different light.

On

1,

1802

in the

had not

T. Callender in

his first attempt at putting the

September

if it

know

name of

Richmond Recorder,

Callender charged:

known that the man, whom it delighteth the people to honor,
name
keeps and for many years has kept, as his concubine, one of his slaves. Her
bear
a
said
to
are
features
His
Tom.
is
son
eldest
her
of
is Sally. The name
It is

well

though sable resemblance to those of the president himself. The boy is ten
same vessel with Mr.
or twelve years of age. His mother went to France in the
must strike
arrangement
this
of
delicacy
The
Jefferson and his two daughters.
striking

65

of Canonization," 162.
Brodie, "Jefferson Biographers and the Psychology

75

every portion of common

ambassador to place before the

Some
At

Federalist.

What a sublime pattern
eyes of two young ladies!

sensibility.

.

.

American

for an

.

years ago the story had once or twice been hinted at in Rind's
that time,

we

believed the surmise to be an absolute calumny.

.

.

.

our president has had several children. There is not an
individual in the neighbourhood of Charlottesville who does not believe the story,
.Mute! Mute! Mute! Yes very Mute! will all those
and not a few who know it.

By this wench

Sally,

.

.

republican printers of biographical information be upon this point.

Callender seemed confident enough to put into print what a

have

known about
Jefferson

socially

and

of other people seemed to

lot

Jefferson and were unwilling to say.

was

fully

politically

aware of Calender's

prominent

ability to

expose the private

men of the Commonwealth.

In these

two

Calender's pen was mightier than the sword! However, several questions
looking at the lives of these men,

lives

and

is it

their public lives as servants

Calender's accusations?

More

lives

of the

cases,

still

In

persist:

possible to strike a balance between their private

of the people?

Why did Jefferson not respond to

importantly, did Jefferson have the right to privacy

concerning his intimate relationship with Sally Hemings?

More

something to hide because
than any other presidential figure, Jefferson had

Hemings was black and
have probably advanced
his political

lives in

doom. Like

his slave.

Although a relationship with a white

his career, a relationship

Jefferson,

not

with Sally would have certainly meant

many Southern gentlemen of the

Jefferson
an "essentially masquerade culture." If

honor as a man and as a president, he was expected
unmasking, which would have exposed

woman would

really

possessed any degree of

to have the

his relationship

upper-class lived dual

power to prevent

own

with Hemings. For Jefferson, and

having and not having honor
others like him, "The difference between

76

his

was

the difference

between having and not having power. The man of honor was the man who had the
66

power

As we know, honor among

to prevent his being unmasked."

that this

group of men could

did not reflect badly

freely

on the group

do as they pleased with

at large.

slaveholders meant

their female slaves, as long as

it

That Callender suspected that Jefferson was

having a relationship with Sally including having children, meant that Jefferson was forced
to either admit to a relationship and expose both his white and black families to public

ridicule, or simply

remain quiet

relationship that existed

that the gossip might subside.

hope

in the

between Jefferson and Hemings does not mean

affection, or love could not also exist,

even with

all

of the

The power

that caring,

racial, psychological,

and social

67

dynamics that were inherent within the

The
to

institution

of slavery.

private lives of men like Jefferson have always clashed with the public's need

know about

their public officials.

individual's right not to

have

Intimacy and privacy are part and parcel of an

their relationship

relationship crossed the color line or not.

exposed to the world, whether the

"Privacy protects a range of domains covering

friendship, property
one's body, thoughts, emotions, religion, relations of intimacy and

66

&

Slavery: Lies, due ls, noses, masks, dressing as
Greenberg, Honor
rebellions, the proslavery
a woman, gifts, strangers, humanitarianism. death, slave
(Princeton: Princeton
argument, baseb all hunting, and parnhling in the Old South

Kenneth

S.

University Press, 1996), 25.
67

a master and victim can straddle the fine line
that we always want to believe
between caring, passion, and even love, in spite of the fact
oppression, abuse, and subjugation because
that a master/slave relationship only produces
a master/slave relationship can vividly be
at
look
of its element of power. An interesting
Night Porter made in 1973, with Dirk
The
seen in the psychological and haunting movie
relationship between a former German
Bogarde and Charlotte Rampling, which looks at a
who was his former prisoner.
concentration camp officer and a Jewish woman
Relationships in which there

is

77

68
rights,

or personal associations."

Because Jefferson was the

architect

of the Declaration

history, perhaps he understood
of Independence, an important cornerstone of American

more than most

that

a person's "unalienable rights of life,

Happiness" protected one's

liberty to safeguard their

liberty

and the Pursuit of

own privacy. We know that

Jefferson

that trying to explain his personal situation
did not respond to Calender's accusations and
familiar with the castigation that
probably would not have helped. Jefferson was too

that Hamilton had compromised his
Callender leveled at Hamilton. "Callender contended

he
citizen. '[TThis great master of morality,
paternal role, both as public leader and private

confessed] that he had an
accused, 'though himself the father of a family,

correspondence with another man's
married

wife.'

woman, exposing himself to
70

his public honor.

Hamilton revealed

illicit

a

his sexual affair with

of giving
public backlash over the affair, instead

up

affair with Reynolds
Hamilton's need to be forthright about his

willing to
This was a price that Jefferson was not
probably cost his him the presidency.

pay.

He probably knew that

to admit to these accusations

would not only expose him, but

many other important political figures,
could also besmirch the names of so
friend

George Wythe, who was

like his

good

that crossed the color line.
also involved in a relationship

kept America
our nation's history, Jefferson has
Unlike any other political figure in

guessing about what

68

made him tick-both

as a slaveholder, and a

man who

Z ^Ki2L
69

Z

went

of Public Officials," Administration
Dobel "Judging the Private Lives
page two of the article,
tul 1 998V 1 1 5 (28) This quotation comes fromAcademic ASAP.
coJection of Expanded

J Patrick

„

easily

and the
Cogan, "The Reynolds Affair

Politics
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of Character," 397.

from the arms of unavailable white
institution

women into

the arms of a black

of slavery did not recognize as being human. He was responsible

manipulating the social discourse surrounding his
extensive

woman whom the

amount of writing

manipulation was

that did not in the

simply through his silence and an

end shed any

light

on

common practice among most of the men of the

dual lives also included crossing the color

secret lives

life,

of Jefferson was

line.

for

his personal

slave South,

What complicated the

life.

This

whose

public, private,

that he believed that slavery violated everything that

and

was

right.

Although

silent

reckoning was not far

institution

about his personal

off.

of slavery, because

many years, and

still

unwavering belief in the
Independence, and his

Hemings' children.

least

some of the

1

its

values.

What has

of freedom as embodied

is this

own

slaves, except for

things that he wrote and said. For example, in a letter dated July 30,

their situation happier, determined to content

70

"I shall

try

some plan

myself with a small portion of

397-398; Clinton L. Rossiter, Alexander Hamilton and the Constitution
York: Harcourt Brace and World, 1964), 28-30.
Ibid.,

(New

of

for us to believe that Jefferson did not believe at

787, Jefferson wrote to his brother-in-law Frances Eppes, vowing,

of making

others,

contradiction: his

in the Declaration

not have been able to free his

It is difficult

many

disturbed Americans over

complicates our picture of Jefferson,

ideals

of

for aiding in dismantling the

his livelihood as a slaveholder, like so

inability to

Sally

Jefferson might have sensed that a day

However, he was not responsible

depended upon sustaining slavery and
these

life,

79

their labour."

Why would Jefferson want to make the lives of his slaves happy if he

believed slaves were not human, but property to be bought and sold at will?
Jefferson

known

for selling off slaves in order to raise

too strained to maintain a certain

Eppes

in the

life-style at

hopes that he might be able to

money when his
Monticello.

financial situation

Was he writing this

was

became

letter to

sort out and/or rationalize his psychological

confusion concerning the complexities of slavery?

Or was

Jefferson simply lying to

Eppes

and to a future audience who might some day be required to judge him? As a man who

was known

as a prolific writer of letters, and assorted other written items,

we would

be

hard-pressed to believe that he was not aware of the inferences that could be drawn from
the written materials

left

behind after his death.

When Jefferson wrote the Eppes

letter in

1787, he

was

forty-four years old and his

wife Martha had been dead five years. Jefferson was in debt and slavery was the only
thing that kept

1

him from a

state

of poverty. However, Jefferson again wrote a

788, stating a wish to do something he could

wrote to a

friend,

"You know

that

ill

afford to do

—

letter in

give up his slaves.

nobody wishes more ardently

to see

He

an abolition not

only of the [African slave] trade but of the condition of slavery: and certainly nobody will

be more willing to encounter every

Thomas
Thomas
19

th

sacrifice

Jefferson to Francis Eppes, July 30, 1787, in Boyd,

Jefferson, vol. 10, 653, cited in

Century America

The Papers of

Ronald Takaki, Iron Cages: Race and Culture

(New York: Oxford

University Press, 1990), 42-43.
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in

for that object."

1

826 to relinquish

Jefferson

his property.

was

More

in

no position from 1 788 up

importantly, Jefferson

the ultimate sacrifice, no matter

same

time, he probably felt compelled to leave a written legacy that

proper

in the

death in

knew that he could never

make

him

until his

what kind of letter or document he wrote. At the

would always place

light.

Jefferson, a supporter

of the abolition of slavery, was never

at ease

with the idea of

emancipation or even manumission. Instead of manumitting Sally Hemings'

whose husband was owned by James Monroe,

Jefferson

felt it

made more

sister

Thenia,

sense to

sell

her

73

so that she could be with her husband.

If Jefferson

was not

the greatest proponent of

emancipation, his efforts concerning the Northwest Ordinance of 1 787 and slavery also
left

a lot to be desired. Historian William

"bondage would have been

Cohen has noted

that with Jefferson's proposal,

legal in the area [the territory north

River] for sixteen years; and

it

seems

and west of the Ohio

of slavery had been

likely that if the institution

74

allowed to get a foothold

in

Could Jefferson have sensed

the territory the prohibition

that civil unrest

was

would have been

inevitable if there

repealed."

was no

definitive

end

to slavery?

Thomas
vol. 12,

577-578,

Jefferson to Brissot de Warville, February 11, 1788, in Boyd, Papers ,

Ibid., 43.

73

Thenia [who was twenty-seven when she was sold]

Hemings family
birth year as

1

slaves in the "roll

of the Negroes taken

767. She does not appear in the next

30 nor again thereafter

cited in Brodie,

Thomas

in

listing

Jefferson:

is

listed

with the other

Farm Book, 24 with her
of slaves in 1 794, Farm Book,

1

783,"

An Intimate

History , 289. See

also Paul Finkleman, Slavery and the Founders: Race and Liberty in the

(Armonk,

New York:

M.E. Sharpe,

Inc.,

1996), 109.
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Age of Jefferson

Jefferson

through the

1

knew

first-hand that slave revolts

were a

real threat

because he had lived

800 Gabriel Prosser conspiracy, which had threatened the white population

of Virginia. He

also understood that retribution

authority" concerning the denial

was a strong

possibility

from a "higher

of justice and freedom to blacks by their

He

slaveholders.

believed and wrote that "justice cannot sleep for ever: that considering numbers, nature

and natural means only, a revolution of the wheel of fortune, an exchange of situation,

among

possible events: that

Jefferson

was stymied by

it

his

may become probable by

own

inability

supernatural interference!

and fear to take a stand on the slave

State

way

that validated their racial fears.

of Virginia,

his only

book was

the

first

I

major

until the

He

their

argue that Jefferson's Notes on the
scientific

United States and, because of this kind of defense, Jefferson's
accepted by his peers and others as "truth"

75

issue.

and other slaveholders could only accept slavery by separating themselves from
captives in a

"

is

defense of slavery in the

racial opinions

were

mid-twentieth century. Therefore,

successive historians and biographers simply chose, for whatever reasons, not to expose

the reality behind the "mask" of this icon of American political history.

Jefferson's peers learn

from

his

The Negro question
Negroes were

inferior,

book about

in Jefferson's

What

did

race in America?

mind was deeply rooted

except for perhaps Sally Hemings.

in the belief that all

For Jefferson, whites and

William Cohen, "Thomas Jefferson and the Problem of Slavery." Journal of

American History 56 (1969): 511.
75

Thomas
Hill:

Jefferson,

Ibid., 42.

Notes on the State of Virginia

The University of North Carolina

Press, 1954), 163.
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,

ed. William

Peden

(

Chapel

blacks could never

become an

integral part

of American society both physically and

mentally, because according to him, there were:

Deep rooted

prejudices entertained by the whites; ten thousand
by the blacks, of the injuries they have sustained; provocations; the
real distinction which nature has made; and many other circumstances, will divide

recollections,

us into parties, and produce convulsions which will probably never end but in the
extermination of the one or the other race.
To these objections, which are

—

political,

may be added

76

others,

which are physical and moral.

With no medical schooling, Jefferson wrote about
and whites

that

came out of a deeply imbedded

biological differences

between blacks

This critique represented

racist critique.

the psychological make-up of the slave South and helped to easily justify and sustain the

institution

of slavery. He also noted

that,

Whether the black of the Negro

colour.

skin and scarf-skin, or in the scarf-skin

"The

first

difference

which

resides in the reticular

itself;

whether

it

strikes us is that

of

membrane between the

proceeds from the colour of the

blood, the colour of the

bile,

or from that of some other secretion, the difference

nature, and

if its

seat

is

fixed in

77
is

was

analysis

as real as

and cause were better known to us."

cultivated in the middle

of the Enlightenment Era, or the

Jefferson's

scientific

Reason; however, the science of genetics had not yet evolved. Therefore,
critique

that

of the Negro

was

felt

not only incorrect and

racist,

the hallmark of a developing nation for

It

stood

is

was easy

that they

had

eighteenth century,

their "pulse"

on the Negro

his scientific

but represents the kind of thinking

many years

to

to sustain an untainted Jefferson image that

for, particularly in the

Age of

come.

embodied

all

that

America

when the men of the Revolutionary period

question. Jefferson's Notes on the State

Ibid., 138.
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of

Virginia reflected the thinking of many slaveholders

also could not survive without

it

.

The

difference

who

also feared slavery,

between Jefferson and

was that he wrote about what most people of the period were

thinking.

knew

his counterparts

For theses men,

"flowing hair" symbolized whiteness, and "a more elegant symmetry of form."
to kinky hair, "flowing hair"

was a biological symbol

that separated

they

Compared

good from bad, black

78

from white, and gave the South a sense of racial
astute

enough not

to engage the inferiority question head on; instead he took

be called a "verbal sleight-of-hand" position.

would

Jefferson, however,

superiority.

He was not

sure

if "further

men from

[their]

the rank in the scale of beings which their Creator

Jefferson

least

we

was wise enough not

some of his thoughts on

may perhaps have

to take the full plunge

race in print. But

can glean that Jefferson ultimately thought

men and women who

helped to

make

this

men

like

conclusions would degrade a whole race of

79

them."

what could

observation"

validate the inferiority question, and therefore took the position that

himself must exercise caution "where

was

know

little

matter

given

and therefore, tempered

at

how tempered his thoughts,

of the intelligence of slaves, the same

country what

it is

today. Despite Jefferson's

concerns about race mixing, he was not only a hypocrite, but he violated everything about
slavery he thought he believed in

when

it

came

to sleeping with Sally

Hemings.

77
Ibid., 138.
78
Ibid., 138.

79

American
42- 1 43 See also Winthrop Jordan, White Over Black:
Company 438;
Toward the Negro. 155M812 (New York: W.W. Norton &
Ibid

Attitudes

•

1

Judith R. Berzon,

Ndthej^jteNoLBlack: The Mulatto Characters American

(New York: New York

University Press, 1978), 22.
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Fictio

But Jefferson was not sure of how
public and, therefore,

was not anxious

his

book would be received by

to have

it

widely circulated. John

instinctively realized that this

book could dangerously

what Jefferson wrote, but he

also understood the consequences:

Slavery are worth Diamonds,".

.

.But

my

backfire.

Adams

the general

Adams

thought highly of

"The Passages upon

country will probably estimate them

differently.

80

A foreknowledge of this has retarded my communicating them to my friends."
of what other people thought and the
limited distribution, he

felt

that a mixture

fact that Jefferson

In spite

was uncomfortable even with

its

was deeply concerned about the mixing of blacks and whites and

of this

sort

would do irrevocable damage

Will not a lover of natural history then, one

to the race

who

and to the nation.

views the gradations

in all

the races of animals with the eye of philosophy, excuse an effort to keep those in
the department of man as distinct as nature has formed them? This unfortunate
difference of color, and perhaps of faculty, is a powerful obstacle to the
emancipation of these people. Many of their advocates, while they wish to
vindicate the liberty of human nature, are anxious also to preserve its dignity and

beauty.

made

.

.Among Romans emancipation

.

free,

second

is

required but one effort.

The

slave,

when

might mix with, without staining the blood of his master. But with us a
unknown to history. When freed, he is to be removed beyond

necessary,

81

the reach of mixture.

Notes on the State of Virginia represented an

earlier

heightened in the years to come. According to George

growth

intellectual

form of racist ideology that only

M.

Fredrickson, "For

and ideological racism required a body of 'scientific' and

its full

cultural

were, for unalterable reasons
thought which would give credence to the notion that blacks

of race, morally and

intellectually inferior to whites,

80

and more importantly,

it

required a

See also Thomas Jefferson to
John Adams to Thomas Jefferson, May 22, 1785.
in Brodie, Thomas
cited
164
vol.
160,
John Adams, May 25, 1785, Boyd, Papers,
'

Jefferson:

An

Intimate History 153.
,

85

which would make such ideology seem necessary for the

historical context

effective

82

defense of Negro slavery or other forms of white supremacy."

The
of race and

politics

its

of race and sex has permeated America's

connection to sex, as well as sex and the color

perpetuated and has stopped

many

scholars, like

The

history.

many of the

line,

biological

has historically been

Jefferson biographers, from

asking the kinds of probing questions that can illuminate the lives of people

like Jefferson.

This myth prevents us from conceptualizing "other possibilities" about the white
the slave South, and believe only that Jefferson "could not have done

have possibly been interested," or the

fact that "he

is

who

concerning their

crossed the color

lives.

line,

Goodman

objectively, that race

what a
beyond

racially

is

says

it

best:

a biological myth,

obsessed culture

Jefferson's grave. This

biographies on Jefferson

life,

we

many

was the

other

truth.

"When you demonstrate

men

it

in

Perhaps

scientifically,

takes the clothes off the emperor and shows

are." Unfortunately, the biological

myth was

his time."

DNA capability, we would continue to validate

the kinds of racial beliefs that Jefferson and others claimed

anthropologist Alan

"he could not

allows for a distorted view of these

If we did not have

men of

perhaps a bigger picture.

considering other possibilities concerning Jefferson and the

slaveholders

it,"

had better things to do with

This kind of one-sided thinking prevents us from seeing what

By not

myth

many ways

myth

validated through

persisted

some of the

except those written by Brodie and Gordon-Reed. Because

81

Ibid., 143.

82

W

hite Mind: The Debate on
Fredrickson, The Black Imag e in t h e
George
York: Harper & Row,
Afro-American Character and DvtmAMlzim (New

M

White
Publishers, 1971), 2. See also Berzon, Neither

86

Nor

Black, 22-23.

of this, "Our tenacious grip on the concept of race speaks volumes about the underlying
politics

of exclusion and an underlying pontics of social and

political control.

served people in power very well since the earliest days of civilizations and

This has

still

today

83
II

The

fanfare surrounding the Jefferson-Hemings relationship

but questions concerning Jefferson

life

still

evoke

interest

as a Virginia gentleman and a slave master.

name from

may have

and disagreement about

Some,

still

men

side has served

could write about the

life

his personal

need to protect the Jefferson

sexual scandal, despite our ability to determine paternity through

That so many

subsided,

of Jefferson without

no constructive purpose, except to continue a

DNA testing.

illustrating his

human

racialized discourse.

of men and

DNA

women in the

has definitely changed

how historians

future. Unfortunately

DNA has also forced those who have chosen to racially pass (from

will write

about the

lives

more damaging than
black to white) to disappear because the pain of discovery would be
living

a

lie.

A Jefferson-Hemings relationship again signifies the importance of human
relationships, in spite

of the

institution

of slavery.

We as black men and women must

shouldn't matter, why
JoAnn Glading-DiLorenzo, "Race: Why science says it
4-10,
1999): 15. Professor
(November
Arts Weekly
still does, Valley Advocate News &
Anthropology at
of
Professor
is
article,
Alan Goodman, who was interviewed for this
83

Hampshire College

in

Amherst, Massachusetts.
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it

continue the struggle for our place within a world that
his or her skin.

still

defines a person

by the color of

In the future, hopefully any illusions that have persisted about race across

the color line will finally be laid to rest.
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CHAPTER IV

AND JUSTICE FOR ALL...?
The name of George Wythe may not evoke
of Thomas Jefferson. In

who

are

little

However,

Thomas

it

known,

is

fact, the

like

Wythe,

Wythe's story that

Jefferson

story concerning

the

same kind of interest as the name

Revolutionary period probably had

who

with political success, a close friendship with

intrigue.

George Wythe and

his slave

Unlike Jefferson and Hemings, the following

Lydia Broadnax exposes both the cover-up

concerning miscegenous behavior and the affection that these

women

share of men

played an important part in our nation's history.

is filled

—and murderous

its fair

men

felt

for the slave

in their lives.

On Sunday morning May 25,

1

806,George Wythe read the papers

in his

while his Negro cook, Lydia Broadnax (Lyddy), prepared his breakfast. But
just another morning;

it

was a morning marked with impending

death.

this

freed by

Wythe and remained on

was not

George Wythe

Swinney, Wythe's great-nephew, seemed too preoccupied to stay for breakfast.

took time for a cup of coffee and

bedroom

He

only

woman who was

toast.

According to Lydia, an ex-slave

as part

of his household, Swinney poured himself coffee

and threw what appeared to be a piece of paper

into the fire in the hearth.

coffee and said his good-byes, and no one suspected that anything

He

drank his

was wrong.

Lydia
Wythe's breakfast was simple: poached eggs, toast and coffee. After

brought him his food, she went back to the kitchen to

Brown, her
so did

son.

Wythe and

While cleaning up
Michael. Lydia

after the

was

fix breakfast for herself and

Michael

morning meal, Lydia became violently

instructed to send for the doctor,

ill,

who diagnosed

doctor that he had eaten
each of them as having cholera morbus. Wythe also told the

89

and

strawberries with milk the previous evening, which could have caused his sickness.

of his

illness

spread throughout the city of Richmond, Virginia where he

lived in the city

and loved

were

particularly

citizens in the

On May 27, two

News

Those who

lived.

concerned because Wythe was one of the most respected

Commonwealth.
days

later,

Swinney attempted to cash a one-hundred-dollar check

bearing the signature of his uncle at the

Bank of Virginia.

check was a forgery and that Swinney had cashed

It

was quickly proven that

five other checks, in varying

the

amounts,

seeking to defraud his uncle of money, despite the fact that he was to inherit half of his
uncle's estate.

Swinney was arrested on

May

28 for forgery, and was quickly suspected of

having tried to murder Wythe, Lydia and Michael.
breakfast,

on June

1

,

Michael died.

An

One week

after that notable

Sunday

autopsy revealed that Michael died of

—

inflammation of the stomach and bowel

l

the kind that

is

induced by poison.

Wythe's breakfast was simple by most standards given that southern breakfasts
is still out as to whether the poison was put in the
morning coffee or the strawberries the evening before. In addition, versions of exactly
when Sweeney was arrested on forgery charges vary between May 27 and May 28, 1 806.
However, the general consensus seems to relay on May 27 as the date on which Sweeney
was brought into the Court of Hustings in Richmond, Virginia and charged at that point
only with forgery. See Julian P. Boyd, "The Murder of George Wythe," Reprinted by

tended to be more substantial. The jury

rd
Ser.), Vol., XII, No.4 (October 1955): 518-520. In
William and Mary Quarterly (3
same issue of the William and Mary Quarterly, see also W. Edwin Hemphill,
Documentary
"Examinations of George Wythe Swinney for Forgery and Murder:
.

this

A

Essay," an excellent analysis of the facts surrounding the murder. Calvin Jarrett, "Was
George Wythe Murdered?" Virginia Cavalcade (Winter 1963-64): 33-35; William

Clarion . Serene Patriot:

A Life of George Wythe (Albany: Alan Publications,

1970), 210.

&

Row, Publishers,
Joyce Blackburn, George Wythe of Williamsburg (New York: Harper
the sources
throughout
appears
name
last
1975), 135-136. Note also that Swinney's
will
use the
I
consistency,
spelled differently: Swinney, Sweeney, and Sweney. For
spelling

Swinney as

it

appears in the records from the Court of Hustings in Richmond,

Virginia.
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After being told of Michael's passing and sensing his
disinherited Swinney,

Swinney's

who would have received

room uncovered "Yellow Arsenic.

.

own impending

half of Wythe's estate.

.and

many other

Wythe

A search of

strong Circumstances
2

.

The evidence

concurred to induce a belief that he had poisoned the whole Family."
against

death,

Swinney appeared damning. While Wythe's condition grew worse, he strongly

suspected that his great-nephew was culpable.

Fourteen days after that

died.

ill-fated

The impact of his death was

felt

Sunday morning, on June

8,

1

806, George

Wythe

throughout the commonwealth. The cause of

Wythe's death was determined to be yellow arsenic. Arsenic was not the usual method of

murder among whites
that matter in

in the nineteenth-century, particularly in the

American South, or

for

any other century. However, slaves commonly used poison as a form of
3

resistance against their slaveholders.

the

"Shooting was the American way" as evidenced by

numbers of white Southern men who sought

to save face and to defend their honor

by

4

seeking revenge through the act of dueling.

sinister

than the pistol or

Jarrett,

However, poisoning has always been more

rifle.

"Was George Wythe Murdered,"?

35.

3

For a more thorough discussion on the use of poison by slaves as a form of
aws of
resistance see Philip J. Schwarz, Twice Condemned: Slaves and the Criminal L
four,
chapter
Press,
University
1988),
State
Louisiana
Rouge:
Virginia. 1705-1865 (Baton
In
Okihiro,
ed.
Gary
Y.
92-1
and
Society,
13;
Poisoning in an Early American Slave
(Amherst:
Resistance: Studies in African. Caribbean, and Afr o-American History
158.
University of Massachusetts Press, 1986), 155-156,
4

The

(November
Bernard A. Weisberger, "Post-Mortem Publicity" American Heritage
forms
of
its
many
all
male violence in
1991), 26. For an interesting discussion of southern
Punishment in the Nineteenth
see Edward L. Ayers, Vengeance and Justice: Crime and
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The legacy

—such

few

as

by America's founding

left

Adams,

Jefferson,

fathers has kept us focused

Madison and Monroe

the opportunity to look at the lives of other

—

that

we

have

all

on the

and varied

States.

life

He was

of so

too often missed

men and women who have had pivotal roles

shaping the history of our nation. Wythe has long been one of the forgotten

rich

lives

in

many whose

helped to shape the colony of Virginia and the destiny of the United

a slaveholder and prominent politician and in

many ways a private

Unlike other well-known politicians such as Jefferson, whose paper
difficult to speculate

whether Wythe had a sense of his

We do

America's history.

not

own historical

know whether he had papers, and

if he

or not they were destroyed by family members, or by someone else
sense of their value or

who

trail is

person.

extensive,

it is

contribution to

had papers whether

who

did not have a

simply just did not care. Even Jefferson thought Wythe had
5

destroyed

many of his

Therefore,

we

are

left

legal briefs,

answer questions about

to

as his will, codicils, letters

secondary sources.

which he had painstakingly crafted over a

between

his life

lifetime.

and death from documents such

friends, census records,

newspaper

We do know Wythe freed four of his slaves:

articles

and

Lydia, Michael,

6

Benjamin, Charles and probably more.

Century American South

"Honor and

its

However,

(New York: Oxford

this story will

unfold around the lives

University Press, 1984). See chapter one,

Adversaries."

5

23, 1810, Jefferson Papers, 19134037 Library
lack of primary sources on
of Congress For a further discussion concerning the issue of a
Lawyer, Revolutionary, Judge"
Wythe's life see Robert Bevier Kirtland, "George Wythe:
298-302. According to Kirtland, some of
diss The University of Michigan, 1983),
(Ph
after his death
have been deposited in the Virginia State Archives
Jefferson to JohnTyler,

November

D

Wythe's papers could
but probably disappeared before 1830.
6

Andrew Nunn McKnight, "Lydia Broadnax,

Southern Studies (Spring/Summer, 1994), 19.
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Slave,

and Free

Woman of Color,"

of Wythe, Lydia, Michael, and George Wythe Swinney. But before we can explore the
dynamics of their relationship to one another,

which they

lived,

The

first

—

loved and died

influx

we need to

their "lives in black

of Negroes,

who were brought

understand the complex space in

and white"

in the

American South.

to the shores of Virginia in 1619,

found themselves treated as indentured servants along with whites. This treatment ended
nearly twenty years later as large

for

Once

life.

planters clearly understood the possibilities

population, chattel slavery

essence the entire South.

to

toil in

became an

institution that

of enslaving

their black

changed the face of the colony and

in

A strong plantation economy in Virginia demanded a labor force

that could be easily beaten

made

numbers of incoming Negroes found themselves enslaved

down,

that did not

grumble and talk back, and that could be

the tobacco fields under the hot sun. Chattel slavery enslaved blacks,

elevated poor whites, and ensured the cultivation of tobacco

the lives of whites and the

more than 200,000

slaves

who

—a crop

that helped to shape

eventually inhabited the colony

7

of Virginia.

As the number of slaves
role in the

increased in the colony, their presence played a strategic

growth and development of Virginia, as

it

did in

all

Southern

states.

Among

the slaveholding states, Virginia's population differed from other Southern states and

slave population

States

was taken

was

the largest in the South.

in 1790.

At

The

first

census recorded in the United

that time, the following states

Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,

its

were recorded: Connecticut,

New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina,

7

D

evelopment of Southern Cultures in
Allan Kulikoff, Tobacco and Slaves: The
North Carolina Press, 1986),
the Chesapeake. 1680-1800 (Chapel Hill: the University of
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Pennsylvania,

Rhode

South Carolina and Vermont. Unfortunately, these

Island,

represent the only schedules that are

still

in existence for 1790.

schedules for Delaware, Georgia, Kentucky,

It is likely

states

that the

New Jersey, Tennessee, and Virginia were
g

destroyed during the British attack on Washington during the
to the federal census records

(for Virginia)

War of 1 8 1 2.

from 1790-1890, "The only records

were some manuscript

lists

According

that could be secured

of state enumerations made

in the years

9

1782,1783,1784 and 1785."

The

surviving census records indicate that in

1

790 America'

s

population was

3,929,214. At that time, Virginia consisted of seventy-eight counties with a total

population of 747,160. The number of whites did not exceed a half million, while slaves
10

These numbers reveal that there was approximately one slave for

numbered 292,627.
every two whites

where Wythe

who

lived

town of Richmond (Henrico County),

and died, the population was 12,000

half of that number.

of the colony, made

County

lived in Virginia. In the

in 1790.

Slaves

Perhaps a slave population that was one-half of the

it

easier for Gabriel Prosser in

that struck fear in the hearts

of its white

1

total population

800 to mount a rebellion

citizens.

Whatever the

Edmund S. Morgan, American Slavery American Freedom: The
Virginia (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1 975), 3-6.

4-5;

8

made up about

in

Henrico

case, Virginia

was

Ordeal of Colonial

Bureau of the Census, Federal Population. 1790-1890 National Archives and
,

Records Service Administration, Washington, D.C. 1974,

1.

9
Ibid.,

Introduction

.

Although the census records

for

1790 were destroyed, the

Williamsburg City Personal Property Tax for 1783,1784,1786 indicates that Wythe had
like
slaves. Even though the schedules for Virginia were destroyed, individual states
Virginia did

do

their

own head

count of its citizens, thereby, enabling us to approximate

Virginia's population for these years.
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growing rapidly;

of the

first

had the

largest population

of the sixteen

districts

or states at the time

census.

Once

slavery

were enacted.

became

Historically,

political figures

Thomas

it

come

established in the colony, laws prohibiting miscegenation

when we

think of Virginia,

to mind. Virginia

Jefferson and James Madison,

some of this

would become home

all

to

nation's

most esteemed

George Washington,

of whom have been revered

for their love

of and

dedication to their country. These men, like Wythe, were also prominent slaveholders

who
our

upheld the institution of slavery that mocked America's professed

earliest

when

it

came

to enslaving blacks in

ensured the utmost cruelty to those

laws.

it

all

of its

political history, Virginia

huge numbers.

It

was

first

pioneered a legal system that

enslaved and guaranteed racial injustice through

Wythe, who was complicit with men

like Jefferson,

Edmund

helped to maintain the legal mask that sustained the institution

this

As one of

and most powerful colonies, Virginia's economic success rested on the

planting and harvesting of tobacco. Yet given

in line

ideals.

its

Pendleton and others,

of— slavery.

What

did

mean?

From the

outset, slaves

were considered property and the colony of Virginia

constructed laws that controlled the lives of its slaves.

formed by human beings to shape the

human beings

to

attitude

human beings. The human

We know that

"Rules of law are

and conduct of human beings applied by

beings are persons. The rules are

persons. They
communications uttered, comprehended, and responded to by

10

Ibid.
'

1

313-316.
Morgan, American Slavery American Freedom,
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affect

attitude

However, the

and conduct as communications from persons to persons."

of the law that applied to slaves had one important feature

When the

humanity.

status

—

that

was to mask

rules

their

of slaves was changed from the human dynamic to property,

they were immediately removed from a legal environment that could provide them with
13

due process and the same protection that the colony provided for

Wythe was the preeminent

Thomas

Jefferson,

noted in their
laws

in

a

way

own right. Once the
that

all

white citizens.

like

trained under

Henry Clay,

him and became

colony was established, there was a need to revise

would reflect the development of a young

the Declaration of Independence during the

changing the laws of the colony.

Men

legal scholar in the colony.

John Marshall, and James Monroe

its

It

summer of 1 776,

nation.

its

With the signing of

Jefferson went to

work on

then became the job not only of Jefferson but also of

Wythe and Edmund Pendleton, who was

president of the Virginia Constitutional
14

Convention, to change those laws, which went into effect by

1

785.

But what

occurred was not the abolition of these laws, but a revision of what was already
slavery
existence. This revision indicated to the colony's white citizens that

intact.

For example, "Instead of specifically designating

death as sanction, he [Jefferson]

12

and

would remain

thirty-nine lashes, castration, or

punishable by whipping at the discretion

Jr.,

W

1976), 4.
13

Ibid., 19-21.
14

Ibid.,

in

Persons and Masks of the Law: Cardo zo, Holmes,
and Giroux,
ythe as Makers of the Masks (New York: Farrar, Straus

John T. Noonan,
Jefferson,

made each crime

actually

50-51.
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The message was

of the justice of the peace."

would

still

be used to enslave

its

clear: oppressive

methods under slavery

black population. But more importantly,

Wythe and Pendleton, who approved of keeping

it

was men

like

these laws in place.

Wythe, Jefferson, and Pendeleton were each complicit

in helping the

colony to

maintain slavery despite the fact that Jefferson might not have approved of slavery on the

surface,

was

and "Only George Wythe, among

willing to reason

all

from the fundamental

the eminent thinkers of Jeffersonian Virginia,

principle

of the Negro's rights as a human
16

Wythe was a

being, and to allow the claims of planters to suffer if they must."

who had

a following that respected him and admired his legal

Monroe,

Jefferson,

"Deploring the

evil,

skills.

Men like

and Marshall might not have approved of slavery on one
they overcame their objections to

it

leader

Clay,

level,

as Speaker, President

[s],

but

and as

Chief Justice, respectively, and sustained the system, accepting the power of the law to

convert persons into personality."

Virginia's first

major slave codes appeared between 1680 and 1682. These codes

systematically denied slaves

were meant

for

all

rights

and privileges and were

poor whites who came to work

in the colony.

built

on previous laws

Before

than
whites to convince themselves that blacks were inferior and less

1

830

it

that

was easy

for

human because no

not appear until the
whites had really challenged this concept. The challenge did

abolitionist

movement

insisted that slave masters

were denying blacks the same

equality

15

Ibid., 51.
16

Virginia (Urbana: University of
Robert McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian

Illinois Press,

1973), 35-36.
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that

was guaranteed

to whites. Slave masters found themselves opposing this kind

rhetoric in order to sustain their

way of life,

particularly those

who were

of

in the business

of

18

producing the more labor-intensive crops such as
ideology needed a

weapon to

rice

sustain itself against a

the onslaught of white and black abolitionists.

and tobacco.

Pro-slavery

movement towards

racial equality

The Southern dilemma surrounding

exemplified the duality of white male behavior throughout the slave South; the

choice

was

to respond

intensive the crops the

by using "race" as a way to justify the

more vocal the pro-slavery

ideologists, particularly

slavery

weapon of

The more

institution.

and

labor

from the lower

South. According to Governor George McDuffie of South Carolina, slaves were "unfit

for self-government

of any kind." They were

"in all respects, physical[ly], moral[ly]

and

19

politically] inferior to millions

of the human

race."

The

attack

came from those

government as well as those outside. William Drayton, a Charleston lawyer,
"personal observation must convince every candid man, that the negro

indolent, voluptuous,

that the

doom that

and prone to

has

made

mind

vice; that his

the African in

all

is

heavy,

dull,

in

said that

constitutionally

is

and unambitious; and

—

ages and countries, a slave

is

the natural

20

consequence of the

inferiority

of his character."

Noonan, Persons and Masks of the Law 59-61.
,

18

on
George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate
Row,
Harper
York:
&
Afro-American Character and Destiny. 1817-1914 (New
Publishers, 1971), 43-47.
19

on Slavery," The
46-47. See also footnote two, pg. 45. "Professor Dew
was originally published as Review
Pro-Slaverv Argument (Charleston, 1852). Dew's essay
1831-1832 (Richmond, 1832), 429-430.
Legislature
Ibid

of the Debate of the Virginia
20
Ibid.,

of

47, as cited in William Drayton,

and Fanaticism of the Northern

The South Vindicated from the Treason

Abolitionists (Philadelphia, 1836), 232.
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The

statute that

went

into effect in

1680

in Virginia

was

the

model used by most

southern states throughout the South into the next two centuries, which helped to solidify

slavery:

1

Negro

680. Act

X Whereas the frequent meetings of considerable numbers of

slaves under pretense of feasts and burials

consequence

[it]

enacted that no Negro or slave

is

judged of dangerous

may carry arms, such

as any club,

gun sword, or other weapon, nor go from his owners plantation without a
certificate and then only on necessary occasions; the punishment twenty lashes on
the bare back, well laid on. And further, if any Negro lift up his hand against any
Christian he shall receive thirty lashes, and if he absent himself or lie out from his
staff,

master's service and resist lawful apprehension, he

may be

killed

and

this

law

shall

21

be published every
If a slave

had no

six

months.

ability to protect

himself from a system built on such cruelty, then he

was

assured a dehumanizing existence. In essence, this dehumanization was the legal purpose

of all slave codes.

But even with

all

of the

cruelty, slaveholders, politicians,

and an assortment of

basis
other "Southern" gentlemen lived a dual existence, crossing the color line on a daily

produced
and forming relationships with slave women. Some of these relationships
children.

Each time they crossed

that line, the "politics

by protecting them and penalizing slave

was the purported concern for white

of sex" legitimized

women and their mulatto

racial integrity but curiously

children.

their crossing

"Always there

both in practice and by
22

legislation there

was not equal concern about white male

integrity."

However, given the

particularly the legacy of Thomas
South's history, the behavior of its southern gentlemen,

Jefferson and

what

DNA has now revealed about his relationship with Sally Hemings, and

loriRac e and the American
Leon Higginbotham, Jr., hrt he Matter of Co
Press, 1978), 39.
University
Oxford
York:
Legal Process: The Colom alPeriod_(New
21

A
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the reality of the personal dynamics of Wythe's household,

relationship existed

Lydia, Michael and

Wythe

dynamics that helped to shape and sustain

social

set

among

him apart from other Revolutionary

color

line,

those

who

that

slavery.

figures like

we

can theorize that a

was never realized due

Who was George Wythe, what

Thomas Jefferson who

and why was he loved and mourned so deeply by

this nation

George Wythe was born

Wythe

also crossed the

and especially by

lived in Virginia?

Although extensive family background on the Wythe family
that

to the

in

1726

in Elizabeth City

is

lacking,

we do know

County, Virginia, to Thomas

and Margaret Walker. They had two other children, Thomas Wythe IV, the

III

eldest son,

and Ann Wythe the youngest child and the grandmother of George Wythe

Swinney, the accused murderer of his great uncle. If he had

lived,

Wythe's father would

have been proud of his son. However, Thomas Wythe passed away when George was
23

three,

and the rearing of the Wythe children was

Walker family did not have the same
clearly

left

and

political

to their mother.

Although the

social pedigree as the Wythe's,

Margaret

understood her role as mother and her responsibility for looking after her family as

well as the slaves

who were

Chesterville,

tobacco.

left

to her as part

of the estate

by most standards, was unpretentious.

The Wythe

family

was well known

at Chesterville.

Its

in Elizabeth City

crop of choice was

County, and their

no way could compare with the many prominent and wealthy Virginians who
neighboring counties. Unlike most

women of her day,

Margaret had a

Ibid., 40.

Blackburn, Geor ge

Wvth e of Williamsburg,
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3.

lifestyle in

lived in the

command of the

classical languages,

Greek and

Latin.

With this kind of knowledge she

her love of classical languages and the importance of education.

College of William and Mary; however, this
certainty.

is

somewhat

Wythe attended

difficult to

Because the college has experienced more than one

fire,

Wythe

instilled in

pin

the

down with any

any records of his

24

attendance were destroyed.

The Wren Building on

the college grounds

obvious indicator of his attendance. One can find "G. Wythe" carved into

is

the only

its

walls along

25

with the names of other such noted

men

as John Marshall.

Margaret Wythe not only educated her son George but probably gave

all

of her

children a deep appreciation for religion, which had been a part of her upbringing.

citizen

Each

of the colony was automatically considered a member of the Church of England;

failure to attend one's local

house of worship, therefore, was considered an affront to the

church and to the community. One's presence

command performance

at least

or her local parish

once a month. Those who

requirements could expect to be fined

Being a believer

at his

—

failed to

was a considered a

comply with church
26

"five shillings

in Christian/Evangelical ideals in

or

fifty

pounds of tobacco."

Revolutionary Virginia was just as

important as being part of an aristocracy that valued the ownership of land. Land gave a

W. Edwin

Hemphill, "George

of the Pre-Revolutionary Era
35.

See also Clarkin, Serene

in Virginia"

A Biographical Study
Virginia, 1937), 33of
University

the Colonial Briton:

(Ph.D.

diss.,

Patriot, 5-6.

25

William and

Wythe

Mary_.

First Series, Vol. 10, p. 142, cited in Clarkin,

Serene

Patriot , 5.
26

Hill: The
Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia. 1740-1790 (Chapel
History and
American
Early
of
Institute
the
for
University of North Carolina Press, 1982

Culture, Williamsburg, Virginia), 58.
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man a sense of purpose and respect

in the

eyes of his peers, and being a believer reinforced

27

those ideals.

Learning

all

that he could

from

his mother,

Wythe was then

sent off to study the

28

law with her

from

sister's

his father

husband, Stephen Dewey.

who had been

just as long or possibly longer

how

long

Wythe

interest in the

law came directly

a Justice of the Peace and was politically involved with the

House of Burgesses. Becoming

sure

Wythe's

a competent lawyer in colonial Virginia probably took

when compared

studied with

to

modern day law

Dewey, but what we do know

school.

is

that

by

We are not
1

746, he

was

able to practice law throughout the colony, including Elizabeth City County where he

admitted on June

8,

1

1

746.

Wythe seemed

to

have survived several years studying the
29

law under

Dewey even though the

quality

of his education

are not sure if Wythe had any sense that his

was

life,

left

a

lot to

be desired.

We

because he studied law, would be tied to a

colony and to the creation of an American ideal that would be the foundation of an entire
nation, nor that he

would be instrumental

preeminent American

political figures

Marshall. But his relationship with

lasting,

in directing the legal careers

of several

such as Thomas Jefferson, Henry Clay and John

Thomas

Jefferson

and probably helped to shape the decisions

would be

that

close, personal,

Wythe made regarding

and

the lives

Lydia and Michael.

"Acting the Manly Christian: White Evangelical
rd
Series, Vol.
Masculinity in Revolutionary Virginia," William and Mary Quarterly, 3
Janet

LVH, No.2,

Moore Lindman,

April 2000: 395.

28

Kirtland,

"George Wythe: Lawyer, Revolutionary, Judge," 40.
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of

In his early twenties, finished with his legal studies, and from a family that

respected in Elizabeth City County, Wythe by

gentleman with a bright
career,

future.

were just as important

best political

Legal and

all

standards

moves Wythe made was

was considered a Virginia

political connections, for

in colonial Virginia as

was well

men who

chose a legal

they are today. Perhaps one of the

to associate himself with Zachary Lewis,

who was a

respected lawyer in Spotsylvania. The association with Lewis was the beginning of

Wythe's legal career and the beginning of a love
daughter of Zachary and his wife Mary.

was

part

station

of the natural progression

was secure and who had

for

affair

with his courting of Ann, the oldest

With Wythe's career off and running, marriage

any young

man

in colonial Virginia

a benefactor like Zachary Lewis.

married on the day after Christmas, 1747. Longevity of life

guaranteed to anyone;
marriage on August

life

8,

1

social

Wythe and Ann were

in colonial

America was not

could be hard and disease rampant. Eight months after their

Ann Lewis Wythe

748,

died.

Like various other parts of this

story in which the facts are nonexistent or sketchy at best, Ann's short

We do not know her age or what caused her early death.

mystery.

whose

her death occurred at an early age because most

women of her

life

remains a

However, we can say

stature in the eighteenth

30

century married

fairly

young.

After Ann's death and

"wild and thoughtless youth

Ibid.,

practice

now

who

in his early thirties,

rumors circulated

that

Wythe was a

yielded to the seductions of life's pleasure for nine or ten

41-42. See also footnote 25 relative to Wythe being admitted to the

of law.

30

Clarkin, Serene Patriot,
Hemphill, "George Wythe the Colonial Briton," 50-52;

9.
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years during which his career consisted of dissipation and intemperance."

accusation about

Wythe

is

true,

and there

is

some

If this

speculation to the contrary, then

theorize that he might have missed the companionship of his wife at such a

like

most men, found a

certain degree

of solace

in the

After Wythe's death, one of his friends stated that

we

can

young age and,

company of a number of women.

Wythe had

a "natural tendency to
32

instability

his

and that he had to be held

conduct was "truly laudable

in

check with a

in private life.

Other friends said that

tight rein."

.[and] described his virtue as

.

of the purest

33

Wythe was young and had

tint."

his

whole

life

ahead of him, and so he moved on to

Williamsburg, the seat of the colony's government, which would

many

years to come,

away from the

past and

on

become

Waller was a

Privileges and Elections and Grievances in the

home

for

to a political future that changed his

Benjamin Waller, Mary Lewis's brother, was instrumental
introduction into Virginia politics.

his

in giving

Wythe

life.

his

member of both the Committees of

House of Burgesses. By

the

fall

of 1 748,

34

Wythe was

politically in the right place at the right time.

contained a powerful group of men

who made

The House of Burgesses

important decisions for the colony; Wythe

See "Memoirs of the Late George Wythe, Esquire," The American Gleaner and
I (1807): 1-2, cited in Hemphill, "George Wythe the Colonial Briton,"

Virginia Magazine,
82.
32
Ibid., 86.

Randolph, Manuscript History of Virginia, Virginia Historical

Magazine, XLIII: 131-132.
33

See Jefferson, Notes for the Biography of George Wythe, filed under August 31,
1806, Jefferson Papers, Library of Congress, cited in Hemphill, "George Wythe the
Colonial Briton," 86.
34

For a more detailed

House

list

of specifically who was on both committees

of Burgesses see Clarkin, Serene Patriot , 10-11.
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in the

quickly became part of this illustrious group of men. If Wythe's
his

life

would now take a

different turn.

the colony of Virginia at the time, his

had once been

private,

Although he became a preeminent public figure
ultimately faded into the

life

Success and sadness traveled side by side in Wythe's
just six years after his appointment to

life

two committees

life.

in the

in

shadows of history.

On January 21,

1754,

House, Wythe immediately

found himself chosen for the position of Attorney General for the colony of Virginia due

to the untimely death

was not only a

clerk

of Armistead Burwell who previously held

on committees, but

body of men. The following

year, 1755,

also a fully accepted

Wythe

charge of the family estate at Chesterville and

What does

lost his

who

life?

To

begin

first

member of this

why was Thomas's

came with

Wythe was now not only

politically but that

political position,

he was also a

nation of men each of whom

death an

inherit the estate at Chesterville

man of property.

money, or a business

in

with the second point, Thomas's dying

now

including the land and slaves.

who was

also died without ever having children.

without children meant that Wythe would

it

Wythe

prestigious

only brother Thomas,

the promotion to Attorney General mean, and

important factor in Wythe's

35

that position.

in colonial

It

and

all

that

in the right place

was not enough to only have a

America;

it

was more important

owned enough property to support

his family

that

"A

could be a

36

republic...."

colony's

elite,

As a property owner,

planter,

and slaveholder, he was not only part of the

but equal to his peers in terms of his

self- worth.

Ibid., 17.

Morgan, American Slavery American Freedom 384.
,
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As Attorney General
positions in Virginia. In this

—

being a bachelor
exact date, but

1755. She

was

it

for the colony in 1754,

that

Wythe married

No

of

after ten years

a wife. The records do not indicate an

sixteen year-old Elizabeth Taliaferro in

37

probably died soon after

wife,

birth.

historians think that they

had a

Wythe and
child

who

We know no more about the life of Elizabeth than we do

Ann. However,

poor, particularly during the

definitive information indicates that

some

Elizabeth had any children. However,

first

probably thought that

half Wythe's age and the daughter of Richard Taliaferro, a prominent

Williamsburg planter and architect.

of Wythe's

—

new position, he

his political stature required

is likely

Wythe held one of the most important

we do know that

latter part

of her

life.

Elizabeth's overall health

Life in the colony

was

was tenuous

at best,

38

and on August
life

1

8,

1

787, Elizabeth died

would now be one of bachelorhood

at

The remainder of Wythe's

age forty-eight.

filled

with important political work that lay

at the

foundation of a developing nation.

With a
better

life,

bright political future and financial security,

in spite

of the

beginning, everything

scale,

his

fact that

he had

lost

Wythe touched seemed

Wythe could not ask

two wives and

his older brother.

to turn to "political gold."

he was regarded by the Colony's leaders as an able and dependable

for a

From the

"On a

larger

legislator,

while

Williamsburg neighbors, too thought well of him: he was mayor and councilor for a

number of years

at the

Kirtland,
Ibid.,

end of this period.

He had no

superior and few equals at the bar.

47-48.
"George Wythe: Lawyer, Revolutionary, Judge,"

48-49.
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.

39
."

Wythe rose through the

political

ranks to take his seat with the Continental Congress

where the Declaration of Independence was born. Along with a long
influential

men,

like

Thomas

Wythe was

Jefferson,

list

of other

the sixteenth person to sign this

40

document.
legal

The people of Virginia loved

mind and

political ability;

this

kind and generous

man and valued

he became Chancellor of Virginia as well as the

Professor of Law at William and

Mary

College.

However,

who would be caught

housekeeper and her son Michael,

in

it

his

first

would be Wythe, Lydia

a murderous

his

web that shook

the colony of Virgina.

Lydia Broadnax's

of Sally Hemings and

life

Julia

was

some

in

China

Julia

respects different from, yet similar, to the lives

Chinn was the only one of the three

whom we know was literate. We know that to some

women

degree Lydia could read and write,
41

and to our knowledge Sally Hemings did not have these

were

either literate or

had some important

skill

skills.

that could earn

The
them a

children of all three

living.

Two

important facts to be noted are that Lydia not only worked for Wythe, she also ran a small
42

But more importantly, on September

business by taking boarders into her home.

Virginia Gazette (P.

& D.),

1

December 1768,

Ibid., 49.
40

Although Jefferson was the
signature appears after Wythe's as
41

architect

number

p.3;

December

3,

1

7,

1772, p.2.

of the Declaration of Independence,

his

eighteen.

We are unsure about Lydia's ability to read or write because she signed her will

with an X. However, Lydia writes a
indicates that her eyesight

was

letter to

1827, book 4, 361, microfilm cited in

Woman of Color,"

Thomas

Jefferson

on April

9,

1

807 and

by the poison. See Richmond City Husting Wills,
McKnight, "Lydia Broadnax, Slave, and Free

affected

24.

42
Ibid., 20.
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1

787, Lydia

was the only one out of the

three

Virginia allowed the emancipation of slave

five

women to

women between the

and male slaves between twenty-one and forty-five

Lydia's emancipation did not

effect.

come

ages of eighteen and forty-

American Revolution,

until five years later after the

law of 1 782 went into

The Loudoun county area of Virginia was home

799" and

Although

after the

George Washington. "Washington controlled 188

1

be manumitted.

to hundreds

slaves in 1783,

of slaves owned by

216

in 1786,

and 316

in

44
in the

end freed

all

of his

Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for

slaves.

Wythe's dear friend Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson owned approximately 200 slaves and
freed only four,

who were

all

Sally

Heming's children.

Lydia was lucky she received her freedom when she
General Assembly of Virginia

felt

it

necessary to strengthen

have prevented her from gaining her freedom.

1

And by the

did,

its

because by

slave codes,

1

792, the

which could

time of Wythe's murder in

806, the Gabriel slave conspiracy only helped to validate the need to curtail the

movement and manumission of slaves.

Gabriel Prosser,

who was

literate

and a blacksmith,

had planned to take Richmond out of the hands of his white oppressors. White
slaveholders

saw men

like Prosser,

serious threat to slavery. In

and eventually Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner, as a

many ways

these

men were

considered a step above other

45

slaves because they

were

literate.

Therefore, the freeing of slaves had to be curtailed at

York County Deed Book, August
44

15, 1787, 390-391. Ibid., 18.

Brenda E. Stevenson, Life in Black and White: Family and Community
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 209-210.

in

the

Slave South
45

Eugene D. Genovese,

Roll, Jordan, Roll:

York: Pantheon Books, 1974), 593.
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The World The Slaves Made (New

any cost.

By 1 806

freed slaves

would have

freedom. But despite the scare and the

new

to leave the state within one year or lose their

legal restrictions, slaveholders

still

managed

46

to

manumit

explore her

their slaves.

life

and the

Lydia's freedom,

I

believe, will be an important factor as

of her son, Michael,

life

in relationship to

we

George Wythe.

After the death of Wythe's second wife Elizabeth, and possibly their daughter,

for

Wythe must have been

know
1

for certain

783 and

1

784

lonely, despite the fact that the

how Wythe

indicate the

law kept him busy.

acquired Lydia. However, the property tax

name "Lydia" twice

have been part of the Wythe estate

lists

life

We do not
for

both

for Elizabeth City County. Lydia could

at Chesterville; the inheriting

of slaves was common

in

47

Not only

the slave South.

did inheritance occur through a direct family line but

also occur through inheritance

Jefferson acquired Sally

know that Lydia was
years.

from a wife or other

Hemings through

his

relative.

it

For example, Thomas

marriage to his wife Martha Wayles.

part of Wythe's household and

could

We do

had been devoted to him for many

According to William Duval, Wythe's executor, "Never had a man a more

faithful

48

servant, her attention to Mr.

Gerald

W.

Wythe was

incessant and always studied to please him."

Mullin, Flight and Rebellion: Slave Resistance in Eighteenth-Century

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1972), chapter five cited in Richard S.
Dunn, "Black Society in the Chesapeake 1776-1810" in Ira Berlin and Ronald Hoffman
eds., Slavery and Freedom in the Age of the American Revolution (Urbana: The
University of Illinois Press, 1983), 80.
Virginia

47

Elizabeth City County Personal Property Taxes, 1783,5, 1784, 11, microfilm,

Library of Virginia,

Woman of Color,"

Richmond

cited in

McKnight, "Lydia Broadnax, Slave, and Free

18.

48

thought about
In several letters to Jefferson, Duval describes not only what he
William Duval
well.
as
Michael
son
Lydia but also the wonderful qualities that were in her
27915,
to Jefferson, June 8, 9, 20, July 12, 1806, Library of Congress, 27882,
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Because Lydia was a

free

woman of color her choice was

clear: she

could either

accept her freedom and leave Virginia or accept her freedom and continue to

Wythe. Lydia chose to

stay,

Julia Chinn,

for

perhaps because she had been a part of Wythe's plantation

for so long that going to a strange

Hemings and

work

new place would be even more

Lydia did not

live in

Unlike Sally

difficult.

Wythe's house but on another piece of

49

property probably

owned by him.

The

fact that

Lydia had her

read and write, and had a good relationship with Wythe,

work, helped her to sustain a small business of her

woman within the Richmond

who

own house,

probably paid her for her

own and became

a respected free black

community.

Teaching slaves to read and write was dangerous. But teaching
skills

his

could possibly

was not something Wythe

tried to hide.

Several people

his slaves these

knew that Wythe had

taught

former slaves to read and write, including William Munford, a witness to Lydia's

who

—

stated in a letter to John Coulter that

begun

to teach

Jimmy,

"Would you

believe

his servant to write? Nevertheless,

it is

it,

will,

that he [Wythe] has

true,

and

only one

is

more

50

example of that benignity, granted by heaven to the minds of few."

between Wythe and Jefferson

also

meant

that Jefferson probably

The

knew

friendship

that

Wythe was

schooling his former slaves.

(unnumbered), 28044 cited

in

(New York: W.W. Norton &
49

Richmond

Fawn M. Brodie, Thomas Jefferson: An Intimate History
Company, Inc. 1974), 390.

City tax records, 1797. Footnote 14 cited in Kirtland, "George

Wythe: Lawyer, Revolutionary, Judge," 163.
50

Letter from William

Box

1,

Munford

to John Coulter, Brown-Coulter-Tucker Papers,

Slave, and Free
Folder 44, July 22, 1791. See also McKnight, "Lydia Broadnax,

Woman of Color,"

24.
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Because miscegenation played such a large part
have been mulatto. Although

Memorandum
yellow

we have no

dictated by John

Dove

to

proof of this

fact,

Lydia could

according to the

lived with

him as wife or mistress as was

racial relationships,

ago with gentlemen of the older time."

of certainty, because we know

which produced mulatto

'

We can say this

that the history

above North Carolina and any

states

below made up the lower South. In

and Lydia resided, mulattoes tended to be

lower South. Mulattoes

in the

that occurred

of cross-

children, in the slave South, can be divided

between a upper South and a lower South. The upper South consisted of those

of relationships

quite

5

city fifty years

relationship existed with a degree

Sally

Dove

Thomas Hicks Wynne, "Judge Wythe had a

woman by the name of Lydia who

common in this

direct

in the slave South,

free in larger

states

where

Virginia,

numbers as opposed

to the

northern part of the region were more often a direct result

between poor whites (indentured servants) and

blacks.

By

the latter part of the eighteenth century, the upper South, and in particular Virginia,

through

its

antimiscegenation laws decided that a drop of Negro blood automatically
52

determined one's racial status

The mulattoes
Alabama and Georgia
upper South.

in the

in the colony.

lower South did not appear

until later,

and did not increase

in

in places like

number

South Carolina,

to the degree as in the

We should note that relationships between whites and blacks in the lower

South did not produce as many mulatto children as

in the

upper region. This inconsistency

John Dove to T.H. Wynne, BR, Box 133, Thomas Hicks Wynne,
dated September 16, 1856 (The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA).
52

Joel Williamso n.

(New York: New York

New People:

Miscegenation and Mulattoes

University, 1984), 14.

Ill

in the

Memorandum
United States

was probably due to
from an

the fact that the

few white men, involved

such

in

of men who were plantation owners and had
more

elite class

their status in their

community than an indentured servant or a

historian Carl N. Degler, "In Mississippi
in 1860,

.

.

in

her late

53

According to

A similar pattern is

54

same

or early

fifties

date."

sixties

because

old,

we do

and

we

can speculate that

not have her exact date of birth.

We can glean her age from the fact that she could have been slightly older than
when

she was emancipated in 1787.

Michael when she was

in

forty-five

55
It is

not improbable that Lydia gave birth to

her mid-forties, because in 1806, at the time of Wythe's
death,

Michael was a young man, probably between the ages of fifteen
and nineteen years

Rumors have
was

of

.77 per cent of the free Negroes were

At the time of his death Wythe was eighty years
Lydia was

but were

to lose in terms

slave.

mixed bloods, whereas only 8 per cent of the
slaves were mulattoes.
discernible in Louisiana at the

affairs,

circulated that

Wythe was Michael's

father although

some

old.

historians think

it

highly unlikely. According to historian Robert Bevier Kirtland,
"Apart from the

intrinsic improbability that

a seventy-year-old

would have been more than

fifty at

particularly offensive to Southern

Ibid.,

man

could beget a child on a

woman who

the time of the birth, this allegation of a liaison

mores [my emphasis], without a shred of evidence

in its

14-15.

54

Carl N. Degler, Neither Black Nor White: Slavery and Race Relations in Brazil
and the United States (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1 971 ), 23 1 Ira Berlin,
Slaves Without Masters: The Free Negro in the Antebellum South ( New York: Oxford
;

University Press, 1974), 108-110.
55

York County Deed Book, 15 August, 390-391, Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation as cited

in

McKnight, "Lydia Broadnax, Slave and Free

112

Woman of Color,"

19.

support, militates against the uniform testimony of the extraordinary esteem in which
56

Wythe was held by his
allegation

of a

friends

liaison simply

If we allow ourselves to reject an

and neighbors."

because

it

would have been

would have defamed the Wythe name, then we

risk

offensive to Southern

mores and

once again the iconographic way

in

how we represent American political figures.
Wythe's

friend, Jefferson,

the birth of Harriet (the

first

the birth of Sally's last child,

began fathering children from the age of fifty-two with

of two Harriets) and did not stop

Thomas Eston Hemings. He

until

he was

sixty-five,

with

fathered a total of six children,

57

two of whom died.

As we know,

Jefferson lived until the age

and historian Annette Gordon-Reed reminds us
the defilement of Sally

lying with Sally

Hemings but

Hemings.

By doing

at the

that,

of eighty-three.

"The horror

is

not

at

Lawyer

the thought of

thought of Thomas Jefferson defiling himself by

so, Jefferson

would have hurt himself and, by
58

extension, other whites. That particular sin

allow ourselves to be seduced into
dismiss the reality of what

would be unforgiveable."

this racist

way of thinking,

then

DNA has shown us to be true about the

Republic, and slavery in general in the American South.

I

it

Therefore,

if

becomes easy

to

we

"men" of the early

believe that the evidence

supports the claim that Wythe was probably the father of Michael.

Kirtland,

"George Wythe Lawyer, Revolutionary, Judge," 163.

57

American
Annette Gordon-Reed, Thomas Jefferson and Sallv Hemings: An
genealogical
the
See
Controversy (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1997).

Hemingses and Wayleses in the front of the book. Note also
Jefferson was born in 1743 and died in 1826.

table for the
58

Ibid., 113.

113

that

Thomas

Historian Herbert Gutman, in The Black Family in Slavery

1925 included detailed information on the

Good Hope
did the

births

of slave children

and Freedom

that occurred

Plantation between 1760 and 1857 in Orangeburg, South Carolina.

number of births

vary,

many women gave

birth to as

many

1 750 to

on the

Not only

as fourteen children
59

over a period of time that spanned sixteen, and sometimes twenty-four years.

women often began

giving birth in their early teens, which

giving birth well into their forties, since the

as

many

as fourteen. Therefore, Lydia

in her forties

silent

means

that

Slave

many were

number of births range from as few

may well have

given birth to Michael

still

two

as

when

to

she was

given the birthing information concerning slave women. The sources are

as to whether Lydia had any other children besides Michael.

Furthermore, to assert that George Wythe could not possibly father a child
seventy

is

surely mistaken, regardless

Men have fathered children well into

of whether Lydia could have had children or
old age, including a

at

age

not.

number of men prominent

in

60

American

politics in the twentieth century.

was incapable of fathering

It

has also been said that Wythe probably

children, because both

of his wives supposedly never gave

Herbert Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and
York: Vintage Books, 1976), 52-58.

Freedom 1750-1925 (New

60

Supreme Court Justice Joseph Brennan Jr., who was born
of
in 1906, married Mary Fowler on March 9, 1983 was forty years his junior. At the time
Former United
their marriage, he was seventy-seven and went on to father two children.
States Senator George J. Mitchell from the state of Maine, retired from Congress in 1994,
In the United States

married his second wife, Heather MacLachlan, a considerable younger tennis pro agent
and became a father at age sixty-four in 1997. According to a Time Magazine article
Congress's
dated February
1995, "George Mitchell never presented himself as one of
13,

more magnetic

leaders.

But

this publicly stolid statesman,

must have maintained a very different dating persona [that
his fellow

congressmen.]"

114

who gave up

his seat, last year,

was unbeknown to the

rest

of

Could both Ann and Elizabeth not have had children?
Given the death

birth.

American colonies of men, women, and children from sickness
and
rate

is

even higher.

'

It

becomes a

could not and did not father a child with Lydia
ability to father children.

human

disease, the probability

6

of this occurring

seeing the

if

lot easier for

us to believe that Wythe

we assume that he

did not have the

A narrow view of America's political icons prevents us from

side in all

of us, both black and white. This kind of perception

slaveholders and negated the relationships that were formed
with black
Sally

and

rate in the

women

insulated

like Lydia,

Julia across the color line.

As a

small business owner, Lydia paid taxes a fact reflected in the

Personal Property taxes

listings for the

year

1

Richmond City

797. Lydia paid thirty-four cents tax on

62

property she owned, valued
after

The

at fifty dollars.

Wythe's death was probably enhanced by the

support herself before and

ability to

fact that

both the slave and free

population of the city of Richmond were steadily increasing, which meant that Lydia could

earn additional

money

63

apart

from the work

that she did for

Wythe.

We know that the

aging process affected Lydia's eyesight (Lydia believed she was losing her sight due to the

61

The

intense heat and the

many swamp

areas found throughout the South

Todd

the southern region a prime target for widespread epidemics.

and Slavery: The Diseases and Health Care of Blacks

in

L. Savitt in

made

Medicine

Antebellum Virginia (Urbana:

University of Illinois Press, 1978) notes that smallpox, cholera, and yellow fever "were

among

the

most vicious and

fatal

of the day, often more

childhood maladies or adult disorders," sparing no one

virulent than

—black

any of the usual

or white," 219.

62

Richmond

City Personal Property Taxes,

Broadnax, Slave, and Free

Woman of Color,"

1

797cited in McKnight,

"

Lydia

19.

63

There are also two letters written by Wythe to Jefferson, which
indicate that Wythe knew that Lydia had other financial means. See George Wythe to
Ibid.,

20-21

.
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poisoning) and although

Wythe provided

for her in his will, she

was

in

need of some

necessities that she could not financially provide for herself, as
indicated in a letter written

by Lydia to Jefferson on April
to live

in,

64
9,

1

807.

"It is

true

but being almost [entirely] deprived of my eyesight, together with old
age and

infirrnness

of health

I

find

—and without some

life

it

extremely

assistance

my situation I am compelled to

I

difficult in

am fearful I

which

I

procuring merely the daily necessaries of

shall sink

resort to this crisis

acquaintance, and knowing your benevolence do

aid,

have a tolerable, comfortable house,

I

have no doubt your generous hands

—from

under the burden. This being
the old and intimate

now appeal to you for some
will

not refuse

when

charitable

considering

my

embarrassed circumstances."

We know that Lydia felt a certain degree of comfort in her relationship with Wythe
because she also writes on April 9 that

whole family was

afflicted

with

at the

"I

believe

owning to the dreadful complaint the

it is

decease of my poor Master

—supposed

to be the

66
effect

family

of the poison."

member

The use of the word

to live in the

Wythe household

great-nephew George Swinney. But Lydia
afflicted."

Thomas

"family"

is

after the death

of his second wife was

states in her letter that "the

The only people who were poisoned were

Thomas

his

whole family was

Lydia, Michael and Wythe.

Jefferson, June 19, 1801 and July 31, 1801 in

of Congress, Washington, 1974).

interesting since the only direct

What

Jefferson Papers (Library

Ibid., 19.

64

Thomas Jefferson, April 9, 1807 as cited in Jack
To His Excellency Thomas Jefferson: Letters to a President (New York:
Company, 1991), 128-129

Letter from Lydia Broadnax to

McLaughlin, ed.

W.W. Norton &
65

Ibid., 128.

66
Ibid., 128.
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made Lydia think
was

part

that the three

of his household

remember, here,

for so long that she simply felt like family?

that Lydia

of Wythe's second

wife.

of them formed a family? Did she think that because she

was manumitted almost one month to the day

Can we draw any conclusions between the

important to

It is

after the death

timing of Elizabeth's

death and Lydia's manumission, coupled with the fact that she stayed on as part of Wythe's

household?

who were
means

Lydia simply could have

never freed.

to survive

had chosen to

left

—she was a

On the other hand,

Free

woman,

unlike Sally and Julia

Lydia demonstrated that she did have some

on her own and the Wythe name

leave.

free

to support her decision to

women of color often chose to

masters as historian Brenda E. Stevenson has noted

in

stay

on to work

do

so, if she

for their former

her examination of households in

67

Loudon County,

Lydia could have stayed for several reasons.

Virginia.

Could one of

these reasons be due to family ties a mother wanting her child to be near his father?

Moreover, why did Lydia
States,

Thomas

feel

comfortable enough to write the President of the United

Jefferson?

Lydia's letter to Jefferson implies a special kind of relationship existed not only

between Wythe and Jefferson but one between Lydia and Jefferson as
Lydia was not only bold, but smart to even think that she was

in

well.

First, for

a position to write the

President of United States and that Jefferson might respond. For Lydia to take

herself to write the President

because of her gender. In

was only unusual because she was black and

fact,

women not

only wrote to

Stevenson, Life in Black and White 303.
,

117

men asking

upon

literate,

Lydia in actually emulated what many white

the early nineteenth century. White

it

not

women did

in

for their help to

obtain various necessities of life also

felt

that tugging at the heart strings

of these

men

68

That Lydia was losing her eyesight and could have had someone

could help their cause.

else write the letter to Jefferson

on her behalf is secondary

respond to her request. Five years

likely

was intended

wanted to avoid,

improprieties

on

Jefferson had been accused of having a sexual

later,

Hemings by James Callender, a journalist, whose

relationship with his slave, Sally

revelation

to expose Jefferson's private

at all costs,

his part.

life

all

the world to see. Jefferson

Jefferson used his cousin

George

as an intermediary to get fifty

from here make any remittance, but

thank you to inform her that you are authorized to pay her 50 D. out of the money
69

you are

to receive

to warrant a

gift

Jefferson

1

for

startling

another political scandal that could suggest any

dollars into Lydia's hands. Jefferson writes, "I cannot

will

to the fact the Jefferson did

of fifty

dollars

who had

it

,.

from the President of the United States?

was generous.

807, and in this instance

a person

T

But the questions remains, why was Lydia so important

from me."

Fifty dollars

was given to

was a

Lydia,

lot

of money to give to anyone

who was

not only a free black

in

woman but

—George

a deep and abiding connection to Jefferson's best friend

Wythe. Jefferson probably gave money to various people over
also constantly in debt

and giving Lydia

68

White Southern

fifty

his lifetime, but

he was

dollars in essence represented several

months

learned this kind of strategy from their mothers and the
Samuel Richardson, who gave us Pamela and Clarissa.

women

many epistolary novelists like
However English novelists also

Americans to produce their own novels like
Novel in America, 1789-1860
Evelina and Heloise. Herbert R. Brown, The Sentimental
"The Elegant Epistolarians.
(Durham: Duke University Press, 1940), see chapter three,
69

inspired

127.
McLaughlin, To His Excellency Thomas Jefferso n,
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wages, for a worker, during the early national period.
that Jefferson also

historians have intimated

gave money to his daughter, Harriet Flemings

away from Monticello, never to

1

when he

822,

his overseer to give Harriet fifty dollars

stagecoach bound for Philadelphia.

does not directly give a black

in

sent her

According to the evidence, Jefferson had

return.

Edmund Bacon,

supposedly told

Some

We should note that Jefferson,

woman money but uses

and put her on a

for the

second time,

an intermediary to make the

71

As we

transaction.

more deeply

will see, Jefferson's

connection not only extended to Lydia but ran

to her son Michael as well.

We are fortunate to know as much as we do about Lydia.
the

same cannot be

not known, but

we

said for her son Michael.

can speculate that

it

Unfortunately, however,

The exact date of Michael's manumission

was some time between 1 787

(his mother's

emancipation) and 1806 at the time of both Michael and Wythe's death.

why

Michael's

last

name was Brown

However, we do know
intelligence as

his freedom.

a

way

that

to give

or

why he

him a wonderful

Michael was well versed

in

We do not know

did not have his mother's

Michael was young and
gift

—

intelligent

is

last

name.

and that Wythe saw

his

the gift of an education coupled with

a variety of subjects including the classical

languages Greek and Latin. But more importantly,

both Lydia and Michael by leaving them half of his

we know that Wythe provided
estate.

for

For a prominent slaveholder

Donald Adams, Jr., Wage Rates in the Early National Period: Philadelphia,
875-1 810 in the Bureau of the Census Historical St atistics of the United States; Colonial
Jefferson and
Times to 1970 Washington, D.C., 1975 cited in Gordon Reed, Thomas
1

.

Sally

Hemings and American Controversy
71

Hamilton

PWgon

30.

Jefferson at Monticello:

Jefferson 1862; reprinted (Freeport,
.

,

New York,

The

Private Live of Thomas

1971). Ibid., 27-28.
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such as Wythe to educate Michael and

likely Lydia, to free

financially for their future, indicates that

relationship with both Lydia

slaveholders and slave

in

Wythe had more than a

"passing" master-slave

and Michael. This kind of bold connection, between

women,

in

either denied or simply ignored.

Wythe and

them, and to provide

Jefferson has done

which there

is

obvious caring between them, has been

Denying or ignoring the moral behavior of men

more damage to our understanding of what

really

like

happened

America's history than the moral behavior of these political figures, including Wythe,
72

Jefferson and a host of others

Sex across the color
institution

who

consistently crossed the color line in the slave South.

line in the

American slave South was

at the heart

of the

of slavery. According to historian Joel Williamson:

White men of the upper class who mixed apparently fell into two very
uneven groups. A few were promiscuous, but a highly significant number
established long running relationships with a single mulatto woman. They were

men of some power. Most

often the

man was

a planter and the

mulatto, a slave and a domestic servant in his house.

.

.

woman was

.Yet one

is

a

often impressed

by the depth of devotion displayed by both men and women in such unions. The
relationship usually lasted until one or the other died. .He provided especially for
her and their offspring in a material way. Often he arranged for some special
education for the children and frequently for their emancipation. The latter was
73

typically attempted

72

Some
slave

by

will.

.

.

slaveholders, including Wythe,

women in their

lives

were

to receive

upon

left

detailed instructions as to

their death.

The

will, codicil,

what the
and

Chesterfield County, Virginia
testamentary letter of Benjamin Watkins, a slaveholder from
for his black family. The
provided
slaveholder
a
also provides an interesting look at how

County Will Book No. 10.
and testamentary letter are filed in the Chesterfield
Conscience," The
Troubled
Planter's
A
See also Bruce E. Steiner, "Notes and Documents:
Journal of Southern History (1962): 343-347.
will codicil,

73

Williamson,

New People, 42-43. A number of slaveholders throughout the

slave women and children that were
South demonstrated their love and affection for the
relationship that occurred in Virginia can be found
apart of their lives. Another interesting
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George Wythe, Lydia Broadnax and Michael Brown's
will

and

but

how Jefferson's

its

codicils reveals to us,

friendship

protect those he loved. But

I

believe, not only

and personal

first,

we

life

story runs true to form.

how he

felt

about Lydia and Michael,

would be instrumental

should look more closely

But Wythe's

at the

in helping

Wythe

Jefferson/Wythe

friendship.

The
1

friendship that blossomed

between Jefferson and Wythe began as

762 when Jefferson was probably nineteen and Wythe was twice

early as

Jefferson's age.

Jefferson had studied at William and

Mary College

Wythe's tutelage. In his mid

Wythe was a respected member of the House of

thirties,

prior to

Burgesses and carved out a specific place for himself in the

Wythe and

Jefferson

came from prominent

evolved over time and became a significant player
eighteenth century

men it was not

guidance of someone

Wythe

unusual for

political

arena of the colony.

Virginia families. This

in

or

same colony

a democratic nation. In the

men to

who was master of a trade

becoming a private pupil under

apprentice themselves under the

field.

In this case, as a lawyer,

trained Jefferson not to just read the law but to appreciate the larger world in

E. Buckley, S.J." Unfixing Race: Class, Power, and Identity in an Interracial
Family," The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography (July 1994): 349-380.
in

Thomas
74

Getting additional help with a specific craft or learning a completely new skill
under the direction of a master crafts person or teacher was quite common in Europe as
the law. See
well as America. This was particularly the case when it came to studying

Constructing Brotherhood Class. Gender and Fraternalism
gives an interesting
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989), 25-30. Clawson
household.
discussion of apprenticeship as it pertains to the patriarchal

Mary Ann Clawson,

:
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which

all

The commonality that helped

lawyers functioned.

to shape their friendship

included not only their love of books, classical languages, nature, and music but possibly
the fact that both Jefferson and

Wythe had come from families where their

been members of the House of Burgesses.
their father's footsteps.

legal

knowledge

that

It

fathers

had

was only natural that both men followed

When the time was right

would earn Jefferson his

after five years

rightful place

in

of acquiring the kind of

among

his peers, Jefferson

76

made

his legal

debut

in the Virginia

General Court

between Wythe and Jefferson might seem

Each man respected the other and shared

would mark both of their

19,

his will

It is

on April 20,

important to note

was

sealed forever.

and sadness that

at the

hands of Wythe's great-nephew,

their friendship

and Wythe's

will in the

end

and Michael each to the others.

and February 24,1806. The

died.

Although the age difference

in the successes, failures, joys,

George Wythe Swinney. However, not only

Wythe wrote

767.

Wythe's friendship with Jefferson came to an end when

lives.

Jefferson, Lydia

1

significant, their relationship

both Wythe and Michael were murdered allegedly

bound Wythe,

in

1

last codicil

who

is

803, with the

first

was written June

provided for

in his will.

two
1,

codicils dated January

1806, the day Michael

Wythe

specifically states

that:

[He appointed

his] friendlie

neighbour William Duval executor, and

him to accept fifty pounds for his trouble in performing that office over a
commifsion upon his disbursements and receipts inclusive, i devise to him the
houses and ground in Richmond, which i bought [from] William Nelson, and my
desiring

Wythe encouraged

Jefferson to read widely

from the natural sciences to

all

of possible reading material available during this time period

forms of literature. For a list
that could have been assigned by Wythe to Jefferson
76
Ibid., 44.
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,

see Clarkin, Serene Patriot, 40-41.

stock in the funds, in

my

freed

trust,

with rents of one and as interest of the other to support

woman Lydia Broadnax

Michael Brown, during the

and

my

freed

man Benjamin and

of the former, and

lives

freed

boy

after their deaths in trust to the

use of the said Michael Brown.
In the

be

at

same

will,

Wythe

also stipulated that

the time of my death be entitled,

i

".

.

the other estate to which

.all

devise to George

i

am

and

shall

Wythe Sweeney the grandson of

my sister."

That the rent from the houses and grounds plus the

stock were

left

to support Lydia and Michael speaks volumes.

interest

It is

from Wythe's

clear that

Wythe had

other relatives, which he could have provided for in his will, particularly his sister and her

family.

Many wills

did not admit the parentage of mulatto children. Paternity could only
77

be determined by additional documentation belonging to the slave master.

The

its

codicil written

19,

1806

is

the most interesting and telling

Wythe was seeking something more important from his

boldest requests

Thomas

on January

Besides leaving what could be considered sentimental objects,

the three.

Jefferson,

first

is

the one

Jefferson's patronage

i

recommend

the freed

became aware

"

We can speculate that

that

Swinney had been

boy Michael Brown

benefit, as the said

Wythe made

this

selling off some

change

books, to

Perhaps one of

friend.

Wythe made concerning Michael Brown: "To

named, for whose maintenance, education or other
shall direct

like

of

the said

in

my testament

Thomas

in his will

Jefferson

because he

of his prized law books and forging
78

checks in his uncle's name

Tf,mp. g

(Chicago; The

Hugo

in

order to raise cash for his debts.

should also be noted

Johnston. Miscegenation in the Antebellum South 1776-1860
,

University of Chicago Libraries, 1939),

78

It

5.

villain (only about 16 or 17) had been in the habit of
George Wythe] with a false-key, had sold three
granduncle,
robbing his uncle [i.e., his
checks on the bank to a
trunks of his most valuable law-books, had forged his
It is

said that

"The young

123

that

by the time

this first codicil

was

written, Wythe's freed slave

Ben was

We can

dead.

speculate that Lydia and Michael's inheritance might have increased due to Ben's death.

However, we must ask two important questions based on Wythe's
this

request. First,

why was

bold request made, given the fact that Virginia was a slave state and miscegenation

was not only
fulfill

illegal

but also taboo?

And

secondly,

Wythe's request and not some other

On the

friend,

surface, Virginia believed that

if free

Negroes

number. The mulatto children of black

Jefferson chosen to

of whom there were many?

antimiscegenation laws would be able to

its

control the behavior of its citizens in the colony.

population was enslaved;

why was Thomas

What

did this

existed, Virginia

women could

mean? The Negro

made

sure they would be few in

either expect to

be bond or

which would depend on the condition of their mother. White men reaped the

free,

of

benefits

these laws in that their mulatto children became their property and therefore, enhanced

their

economic position within the colony, which enabled most of these men

to

become

wealthy off their slaves.

However,

was

Virginia's ultimate goal well into the eighteenth

to control the lives of both blacks and whites.

that followed

Re Davis expressed

To be

and nineteenth centuries

sure, the antimiscegenation laws

a growing fear that the colony and the South would lose

control of its profitable plantation economy. But white southerners' greatest fear

the white race

would be forever

tainted with the blood

of those

it

enslaved.

and Jefferson clearly understood these laws. They were both instrumental

considerable amount,

was

that

Both Wythe

in constructing

& wound up his villainies by this act [of murder]." William Wirt to

James Monroe, June 10, 1806, Monroe Papers,
Documentary Essay," 551.

vol. XI, no.

124

1373 as cited

in

Hemphill,

"A

the laws of Virginia and for America during their lifetime.

involved with a slave

woman, Thomas

Jefferson

strongly gives support to a relationship between

these

women was unlawful

Each of these men was

was involved with

Wythe and

Sally

Hemings, which

Lydia. Their relationship with

given the numerous statutes that mandated a separation of the

DNA study on the descendants of Thomas Jefferson has

races.

However, the recent

finally

confirmed his relationship with Sally Hemings. This

scientific

information lays bare

the hypocrisy that has been allowed to prevail in America's history concerning sex across

the color

line.

More

importantly, the Jefferson study gives strong support to the

other relationships, including the relationship that

I

believe existed

Lydia, which indicates the level at which these laws were broken.

many

between Wythe and

Wythe and

Jefferson

not only broke the laws of Virginia but also sustained lasting and loving relationships with

these slave

women

in

which children were fathered,

ways. Most of all, these

men demonstrated

and provided for

freed,

their love for these

in

various

women and their children

in

a manner that can only be understood within the context of the institution of slavery and

have
the society in which they lived. Therefore, Wythe's choice in a confidant could not

been better when he selected Jefferson to carry out

his last wishes concerning

Michael

Brown.

As

early as

1

802,

Wythe and

the entire country were getting

information on Jefferson, due to the stunning revelation

President

was

Hemings and

his indisputable siring

be sympathetic to Wythe's concern for Michael's
father

made by James

sexually involved with his slave, Sally Hemings.

relationship with Sally

future.

earful

of

Callender, that the

Of course

given Jefferson's

of her children, Jefferson would

Admitting to being Michael's

Therefore,
would not have been a politically smart move.

125

more than an

Jefferson

and Wythe

were

in similar positions;

Wythe

did not want to be a part of another scandal involving a

white man, a slave woman, and their

To

best friends.

paternity

Everyone knew Jefferson and Wythe were

child.

avoid another political scandal, Wythe did not have to admit
to his

of Michael, but simply ask Jefferson to care

son. If Wythe's will

not naiVe,

it is

Wythe's son.

for Michael as if he

became public knowledge, given the

highly probable that

fact that

most people would have

When Wythe wrote his will on April 20,

1

right,

his

who knew that

the timing

given the Jefferson-Hemings scandal that Jefferson's support would be

Duval which he stated

Wythe, but also
gratified

was

803, less than one year after the

unwavering. Jefferson was deeply shaken by the death of Michael and indicated
letter to

own

most Virginians were

realized that Michael

Jefferson scandal broke, he did so as an intelligent legal scholar,

was

were

me

it

has deprived

that

".

.

.not only for the affliction

me of an object

for the attentions

unceasingly with the constant recollection

it

this in

a

must have cost Mr.

which would have

& execution of the wishes of my

79

We at

friend."

least

the United States

remain

was

know that
slim.

the likelihood of someone challenging the President of

However,

if he

was

challenged, Jefferson

would forever

silent.

Although Wythe's request of Jefferson

document

that

is

open

for public scrutiny,

of Protestant anxiety about death and the
dated January

1

9,

1

806, he wrote

restore lost innocence; In wrath

is

courageous because

Wythe probably
afterlife.

sins

was

written in a

suffered from a certain degree

Therefore, at the end of his

"Good Lord, most

my grievous

it

merciful,

remember

let

not;

first

codicil

penitence sincere to

My secret

faults

me

out of

Jefferson to William Duval, June 22, 1806, Library of Congress, 27941cited in

126

.

thy record blot; That after deaths sleep

when

I shall

partake." Although these kinds of statements
century,

is it

were standard

between himself and Lydia? Because Wythe spent
and was an active participant—at

we can strongly argue that

do know

for certain

that they

household for
in the cities

girl,

it

least for

a

all

of his

he fathered a child—his

were devoted

with the Negro

child,

a slaveholding society

challenging institution,

Michael Brown.

to each other and that Lydia

Although

we

woman

wanted to

as mistress or

on the plantation with the

line

favorite slave

80

Perhaps Wythe needed

woman and

be, given southern white society

of the color

was a member of his

a frequent practice and, whether occurring

forgiveness because he had fathered a child with a black

tolerate the crossing

life in

what kind of relationship existed between Wythe and Lydia, we

many years. "Concubinage was

that he

may

fare during the eighteenth

while—in this morally

often led to prolonged relations and mutual devotion."

of father

I

Wythe needed forgiveness because of what had occurred

possible that

do not know

awake of pure beatitude

could not be the kind

and the law, which did not

by anyone, including Wythe and Jefferson.

We know that Wythe altered his will for a second time one month later with the
codicil

of February 24, 1806.

According to Wythe,

"I will that

Michael

more than one half my Bank stock and George Wythe Swinney have
immediatelie.

.

.

.If Michael dies

before his

full

age,

i

George Wythe Swinney. ..." If Wythe was not sure

when he wrote

Brodie,

the

Thomas

first codicil,

Jefferson:

he definitely

An Intimate

give what

that

is

Brown have no

the other

devised to him to

Swinney was

knew with the second

one.

stealing

from him

Wythe was an

History. 391

80

Otto Klineberg, Characteristics of the American Negro

Row,

Publishers, 1944), 267.
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(New York:Harper &

astute lawyer, he

had taught the very best minds the law and was experienced

documents should be

was

did not suspect

written, given the time period in

that such a small

which he

change would become the

lived.

On June
which would

that

1,

now

George Wythe Swinney would

catalyst for his

first

legal

own death.

support Lydia

inherit everything else.

1806, Michael died. With his death, Wythe wrote his

supersede the

how

But what Wythe

We know from his original will that the houses and stock would be used to
and Michael and

in

final codicil,

two. With the death of Michael, Wythe

now

left

everything that had once been for Michael and Swinney to his sister and her other
children.

As we

shall see, Virginia's legal

process coupled with racial injustice that was

the cornerstone of its existence would ultimately be at the heart of the murders of Wythe

and Michael.

We know that

slave masters, like Wythe,

their children in various

so.

Wythe

life.

However, he

would never be challenged
executor of his

Thomas

will,

Jefferson.

clearly

in court.

Wythe gave
It is

line,

provided for

for carrying out their last wishes, but in the end failed to

did not leave an extensive paper

concerning his

crossed the color

ways. All too often the executors of their wills were family

members, who were responsible
do

who

trail

for us to glean information

from

understood the importance of writing a

will that

Although William Duval was given the job as

the responsibility of caring for Michael to President

interesting to note that

even though they were

close,

—he chose Duval, who was a

not chose Jefferson as executor for his will

Wythe

did

magistrate and

also a friend.

How do we explain their murders—two people who had obviously harmed no
one? Wythe was well known and respected by many

128

in the political

and

legal circles

of the

He had power,

colony.

no protection.

position,

—powerful

and money

We will never know why Swinney chose to murder in such a cold and

The murder of Wythe and Michael

brutal way.

never possible in a world

on human

built

cried out for justice, but true justice

was

flesh.

From the moment of Wythe's death on June
at

ingredients that in the end offered

8,

1

806, the press and his friends were

a loss to explain his death. William Wirt, a judge of the Superior Court of the Chancery

and a friend of Wythe's, wrote
have heard

me

say that

I

his wife Elizabeth

on July

13,

1806

that "I dare say

you

hoped no one would undertake the defense of [the accused,

George Wythe] Swinney, but

that he

would be

left

to the fate

which he seemed so justly to

81

Virginia

merit."

on June
[best]

was stunned by Wythe's

17, 1806, nine

death. According to the

days after Wythe's death "Undoubtedly, no man, not even the

of the worthies of ancient Greece and Rome, even carried

greater height than he did.

moreover be known,

Richmond Enquirer

.

.

With

[these] virtues

of a

that this laborious, [student], this

[stern]

[those] virtues to a

and

rigid [craft],

man of undeviating

it

[should]

integrity, this

firm and inflexible republican, [puffered] a heart overflowing with the milk of human

[kindness]."

By June

1

,

Michael was dead, and by June 2 Swinney had only been accused of

forgery and brought before the Court of Hustings in the city of Richmond for examination

on the

charges. Although Swinney had forged six checks in Wythe's name, he

See footnote

Kennedy, William Wirt,

7,
I,

was unable

William Wirt to Elizabeth Gamble Wirt, July 13, 1806,
152-153, cited in Hemphill, "A Documentary Essay," 544.
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to

make

bail,

which was

set at

Swinney, William Danridge,
Tinsley,

who

at

one thousand

who worked

To

dollars.

in the

support the charge against

Bank of Virginia

as a clerk, and Peter

one time had been the Clerk of the High Court of Chancery were both
83

sworn and deposed
June

8,

in the first indictment against him.

and three weeks

Monday, June 23,

1

806

Swinney faced a second examination, which occurred on

in the

same

Michael died seven days
until

Wythe

Wythe died on

later,

included the murders of both

murder

Six days later

Wythe and Michael.

earlier

died.

By

court. This time the charge

It is

was more

serious;

it

now

important to note that although

than Wythe, Swinney was not charged with Michael's

the time of the second examination, the

witnesses increased from two to fourteen to include Tarleton

number of deposed

Webb, William Rose,

Samuel McCraw, Fleming

Russell, Taylor Williams,

Greenhow, William

Nelson Abbott, William Claiborne, Edmund Randolph, and

Price,

Major William Duval, Samuel

84

Doctors James McClurg, James D.
that "the prisoner

is

guilty

McCaw, and

William Foushee.

The court decided

of the offense aforesaid, and doth order that he undergo a

trial

therefore before the next District Court directed by law to be holden at the Capitol in this
85

City. ..."

The second examination was not

able to ascertain with any degree of

Court of Hustings Minutes, City of Richmond, No. 3, 1802-1806, as cited in
Hemphill, "Documentary Essay," 551-552. See footnote 29, 552-553 for a detailed
outline as to each

deposed witness.

83

Ibid.,

552.

Ibid.,

553-562.

Ibid.,

554.

84
85
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whether the arsenic was

certainty,

someone would

die,

in

Wythe's coffee or

Swinney could have placed arsenic

On May 25th,

that

in both.

"

'Mass George Sweeney,'[author's spelling]

supposed to have said .... 'came here yesterday, as he sometimes does when old

is

master

To ensure

the day of the poisoning, Lydia told Dr. William Foushee, a

physician and personal friend of Wythe's that

Lydia

in the strawberries.

is at

court, and

desk, he opened

it,

went

into his

room, and finding

and when she went

in,

his

keys

in the

door of his private

she found him reading a paper that her old

87

master had told her was his

will.' "

Why did Lydia make this

statement?

We know that

Lydia was not fond of George Swinney and probably thought him an unsavory character,
but she had no reason to

was

true, then

Swinney

lie

given the gravity of this terrible incident. If what Lydia says

certainly possessed opportunity

and motive to

kill

both Wythe and

Michael.

What do we know about Wythe's death?
on May 24 or May 25 according
June

8,

1

806.

to the evidence.

We know that arsenic can be lethal.

almost two weeks, which

and the form

We know that he ingested arsenic

in

is

However, he did not pass away

Wythe on the other hand

until

lingered

not that unusual but does depend on the amount of the dosage

which the arsenic was ingested. In her

that she thought her failing eyesight,

which occurred

letter to Jefferson,

less

Lydia stated

than one year after Wythe's

murder, was due to the effect of the poisoning. Although Lydia's

Ibid.,

either

failing eyesight

could

562-563.

87

Boyd, "The Murder of George Wythe," 522. Much of Lydia's story appears
George Wythe Munford, The Two Parsons (Richmond: J.D.K. Sleight, 1884).
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in

have been due to numerous things,

compound was

is

it

possible that if mercury or

in the arsenic, the likelihood

We can speculate that

Swinney,

of her losing her eyesight could be greater.

who was

would not be aware of the reaction of the poison
attempted to commit the murder on
attempted to murder again on

May 24

May 25. The

some other heavy metal

only sixteen or seventeen at the time,
in the

human body.

and the attempt

failed,

If Swinney

he

may have

evidence presented at Swinney's murder

examination does not provide us with enough information to validate
addition, the autopsies performed

88

89
this possibility.

In

on Wythe and Michael supposedly proved inconclusive

based on the testimony of the witnesses. Given the time period,

Doctors James McClurg, James D.

McCaw,

we

can surmise that

William Foushee and two other doctors,

who

performed the autopsies, may or may not have had the medical knowledge that doctors
90

have today.

However,

historian

W. Edwin Hemphill

necessary knowledge, based on the fact that

work had

thinks that the doctors did have the

already been published

on the

91

effects

were

of poisons on the human body.

If what Hemphill thinks

is

true and the doctors

aware of the ramifications surrounding arsenic poisoning, then

fully

it is

also possible

88
I

would

like to

thank Dr. Loren Mednick, Associate Chief Medical Examiner of

the Western Massachusetts Medical Examiners Office, Holyoke, Mass., for taking the time
to educate

me on how arsenic was

historically

used and

its

effects

on the human body.

89

Hemphill, "Documentary Essay," 563.
90

Thomas Jefferson, June 8, 1 806 in the
two other physicians were in attendance at the
autopsy on Wythe's body, however, the names of the physicians are not mentioned. See
In a letter from William Duval to

Jefferson Papers, the letter mentions that

footnote 52. Ibid., 561.
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that the doctors did not

want to divulge the

prove to be a miscarriage ofjustice, which

Wythe

believe

True

Swinney did not see the

in

members of the

inside

Richmond

The presiding judges

Philip

would help

trial that

followed would

to bury a secret that

I

by the grand jury for both the murders of Wythe and

as stipulated

bills

Court

in turn

Therefore, the

carried to his grave.

Michael and for the forgeries were handed

District

truth.

down some time

of a courtroom again

for the

September

June 23 examination.

2,

1

806, at the

murders of Wythe and Michael and for the

were John

at his trial

until

after the

Prentis and

John Tyler,

Sr.

92

forgeries.

Both were

Virginia General Court. Representing the colony in this criminal case

Norborne Nicholas, who

at the

was

time was the Attorney General of Virginia, and a

93

person

who

also

knew Wythe.

capable hands of Randolph,

For the defense, Swinney's

who wrote

Michael died. Joining Randolph

known

in the

the

last codicil for

life

was

in the strange but

Wythe on June

1

the day

defense of Swinney was William Wirt,

who

let

it

be

94

that

he hoped no one would come to Swinney's defense.

Randolph's role as

defense attorney for the accused apparently represented a conflict of interest, and Wirt's
dislike

of Swinney should have

—

for the accused

certainly warranted the court to seek other representation

but strangely this did not occur.

91

See footnote 54, Robert Christison,

A Treatise on Poisons, in Relation to

Medical Jurisprudence, Physiology, and the Practice of Physic (2d
223-324,

Ibid.,

563.

Ibid.,

564.

Ibid.,

564-565.

Ibid.,

565.

92
93

94
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ed.,

Edinburgh, 1832),

Why would two
eventually defend

well-respected attorneys

him in a court of law?

It is

that everyone in

compounded by a charge of forgery. The

Richmond loved and respected Wythe.

almost impossible to find excellent legal counsel

surrounding his death. This

obviously did not like Swinney

evident that Swinney required the best

representation possible for the crime of murder,

problem was

who

trial

who

did not

It

would have been

know Wythe

or the events

proved not only to be problematic but clouded

in

unexplained secrets.

Many problems

surround Commonwealth v Swinney. For example, the court

records of the District Court

in

which Swinney was

tried did not survive the fire that

occurred with the Confederate evacuation of Richmond

have no way of knowing
the

if

Swinney

testified in his

Richmond Enquirer what must have seemed

in April

1865. Therefore,

own behalf. We

like the trial

we

can only glean from

of the century. But

something strange and almost unexplainable happened as reported by the Enquirer on

September

9,

1

806, just seven days after the

trial

began. According to the newspaper

"After an able and eloquent discussion the jury retired, and in a few minutes brought in a

verdict

of not

guilty [with reference to Wythe's death].

A similar indictment against him

[Swinney] for the poisoning of Michael, a mulatto boy [who lived with Mr. Wythe] was
95

quashed without a

trial."

I

see three main problems confronting this case.

Two of these

problems, which impact each other, are based on race. At second glance, maybe the
verdict

was not so unbelieveable

after

all,

based on the dynamics surrounding

95
Ibid.,

566.
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this case.

we need to

First

understand the criminal law as

committed by someone who
in the first

white

white

in

statute

standards, first-degree murder

If we further explore this case,

were not

806.

of murder as

Murder by poison was considered murder

would have applied regardless of the

under the law. In the case of Swinney

as to

1

pertains to the act

degree and was punishable by death. Swinney
was not only considered a free

man but the

By most

is

it

called into question.

how Wythe

died.

is

all

we

considered

of these

fact that

he was so young.

willful, deliberate,

and premeditated

criteria

would have

applied.

find that certain things did not occur,

which

The doctors who performed the autopsy could not

all

agree

Doctor McClurg thought Wythe's death was not due
to poison but
96

to a disorder

23,

1

of the

bile.

Swinney was examined three separate times: June 2 and
June

806, and sometime during the

summer of the same year during a grand jury

examination. In each of these instances a guilty verdict
was returned.

reached the District Court

level,

When

Wythe's

the information from these hearings did not find

trial

way

its

97

into the

Perhaps the reason

trial.

have records to give us more

we know that
also

knew

that

if the

it

is

not so complicated despite the fact that

insight as to the

we do

courtroom drama. From the medical

not

side,

doctors collectively agreed that Wythe died of arsenic poisoning,
they

was admissible evidence

in

a court of law. In conjunction with

Randolph and Wirt knew the contents of Wythe's

will

and

codicils,

and

I

this,

suspect, so did

the doctors. With Randolph and Wirt acting as defense attorneys
for Swinney, they would

have had the power to control the

line

of questioning of the defendant and possible

96

See footnote 60, William Wirt to
Wirt,

I,

152-153.

Ibid.,

his wife, July 13, 1806,

565.
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Kennedy William

witnesses. If the

first

degree murder indictment prevailed, each
of the doctors would

probably have been sworn
possibility for

mulatto,

I

Wythe's

in to testify as to the

will to

was being provided

cause of death, thereby opening up
the

be exposed in Swinney's

for

and the

trial

fact that Michael,

a

by Wythe, a white man.

concur with Hemphill that

it

was

"highly significant that four of the
fourteen

witnesses were not placed under bond
to be available to serve as witnesses
in Swinney's
trial

on the charge of murder before the

District Court.

The four who were exempted

from such an obligation were William Duval,
Samuel Greenhow, Edmund Randolph, and
98

Tarlton Webb."

What makes

the status of these four men,

who were

not under bond

significant in Swinney's trial?

William Duval was the executor of Wythe's
the will and codicils. Samuel

will

Greenhow corroborated

and therefore knew the content of

the

same information

that

McCraw

gave about searching Swinney's room. Edmund
Randolph, also from one of Virginia's

most prominent

families,

was not only

the Attorney General for the colony but

the appointed lawyers in Swinney's defense.
Tarlton

aware

that

Swinney had poison

Interestingly,

in his

was one of

Webb knew Swinney and was

also

possession well before he went to jail."

under oath on June 23, 1806,

Webb stated that

house of the deponent's mother, and shewed the
deponfen]

t

"[Swinney] came to the

something wrapped

which he said was Ratsbane [poison], and informed the deponent

97
Ibid.,

567.

Ibid.,

see footnote 53, 561-562.

98
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that

in paper,

he intended to

kill

himself,

and offered to give the deponent some

would not be considered odd

for

if he

Swinney to ask

wanted

00

to die."'

This question

Webb actually had

if

something to do

with helping Swinney obtain the poison.
Secondly, the significance of these four
if

we

the

look at Wythe's will and three codicils.

first

two

codicils

were never witnessed.'

the third and final codicil, which

was

witnessed by the following people:

written

It is

'

not being under bond becomes
greater

important to note that Wythe's will
and

However, what

on

relative to the search

is

Price,

who

as

we know

corroborated

codicils,

knew

least

two people, Randolph and

of his

the heart

men was
of the

not unusual and

slave South.

was

directly a part

was not "thou

who was

helped to defend

McCraw and

Wythe's executor and

of the

shalt not fornicate

men

class

among white

and

social

that enabled white

dynamic

men

Ibid.
,

552-56 1
.

learned early on that "The main

with black women," but rather "thou shalt take

Hemphill gives a

detail outline as to

each person

who was

m the Commonwealth v Swinney in the first and second indictment hearings.
Ibid.,

at

to

99

deposed

was

to perform the autopsy

that existed

The unwritten code of honor

operate with impunity loomed large. White
Southern
lesson

1806,

will.

The complicit and seemingly incestuous network
Southern

1,

that

is

McCaw knew the contents of the will and

or had handled Wythe's body, as well as
Duval,

the complete contents

interesting

of Swinney's room; Samuel Greenhow, who

was not under bond; and Doctor Samuel D.
McCaw, who helped
on Wythe. At

more

the day Michael died, June

Edmund Randolph, who

Swinney and who was not under bond;
William
Greenhow's statements

men

554.
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care to do so at

no other man's expense."

These men

strategically placed themselves

between the known public image of Wythe
and the information
divulged

southern

if the

contents of his will

men in this

was made

that could

public in a court of law.

have been

Honor among

case conspired to subvert justice at a
political level that would not
be

questioned and whose larger function
was to protect the image of the white South.
White
southern

men have

historically shielded their sexual

Jefferson, denied their involvement,
placed the

case, simply covered

it

up. In this case,

Lydia Broadnax as

I

deeds and often lived

blame on to someone

believe the easy scapegoat

we now know was

literate, free,

else,

in silence like

or in Wythe's

was Lydia Broadnax.

and a respected member of

Wythe's household. She was the only
person to have possibly seen Swinney
handle what
could have been the poison that killed her
son and Wythe. Lydia therefore, was
the key

was

justice

to prevail in this case.

criminal laws concerning

that

".
.

.

Negroes

But she was
in Virginia

still

still

black,

and although she was

The 1732

applied.

free, the

statute stipulated

But forasmuch as [Negroes and Indians] are
people of such base and corrupt

natures, that their testimony cannot certainly
be

depended upon, and some juries have

altogether rejected their evidence, and others
have given

the mischiefs that

full

credit hereto:

For preventing

my possibly happen by admitting such precarious evidence,

it is

enacted

101

Boyd, "The Murder of George Wythe," 531
102

R. J. Walker to

Thomas H. Garret
Runnels,

if

Hiram G. Runnels, July

case, January 25,

October

May

S.C., vol.6,

6,

1

835,

18, 1860,

RG 2

R.G

1

Miss

DAH;

also see

27, ibid.; Daniel Greenleaf to

1, 1834, RG 21, ibid.; J.J. Lyons, dry goods, August
7, 1835, Abbeville,
DB Baker are several examples of this kind of behavior by white men as cited

Bertrum Wyatt-Brown, Southern Honor: Ethics & Behavior in the
Old South fNew
York: Oxford University Press, 1982), 298. Chapter twelve,
"Status, Law, and Sexual
in
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that

no Negro, mulatto, or Indian,

witness, except

upon the

trial

either slave or free, shall hereafter

of a

slave, for

better than the previous law in that

pleas of the

Commonwealth for or

a capital offence.

"Any Negro, bond or

"

be sworn as a

The 1801

free, shall

statute

was no

be a good witness

against Negroes, bond, or free, or in civil pleas

in

when

103

free

Negroes

shall

alone be parties."

William Wirt and

Edmund Randolph had to have known that this law would

bring Swinney to justice. Because as long as Lydia

testify against

a white

Between the two indictment hearings

Hustings, the grand jury hearing, and the

witnesses

who

was black she would not be allowed

man even though he might have committed two murders

to being charged with forgery.

actually

trial in

not

in the

in addition

Court of

no

the District Court, there were

saw George Swinney poison the food or

coffee that

to

was ingested

by Wythe, Michael or Lydia, except possibly Lydia. Because doctors McClurg,

McCaw

and Fouschee could not or did not want to achieve a consensus on the autopsies of Wythe
and Michael, the charges against Swinney could only be based on hearsay evidence that

would not have gotten past a jury. Manipulating the evidence so
trial

could achieve a

—keeping Wythe's

common goal

power of slaveholders
relations" problem.

Misconduct" looks

in their quest to eliminate

Because

at

we do

that the

outcome of the

secret a secret, demonstrated the

what could have become a "public

not have the court records of September 2,

sexual misbehavior and the notion of honor

1

806,

among white Southern

men.
103

A Summary of the Legislative Acts
Times to the Present (New York: Negro

June Purcell Guild, Black Laws of Virginia:

of Virginia Concerning Negroes from

Earliest

Universities Press, reprinted 1969), 154-155, 161.
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history

must accept the findings of a court of law

that

would not and could not put

aside

race to achieve justice for one of its most beloved citizens.

Once
least

the murder convictions were thrown out,

one of the forgery charges, which

$100 banknote on the
law

that

first

is

who
J04

men's names."

was a

lot easier to

incorporated entity until January 30,

the

Bank of Virginia and

etc.

at

the check

1

money

act

or goods in other

that

Wirt argued that this law should not applied on

life.

Bank of Virginia, on which

money

around

maneuver the forgery charges than a law

several levels including the fact that this particular

the

easier to get

of 1789 known as "An

the statute

counterfeit letters or privy tokens, to receive

It

it

forgery indictment. With the murder charges gone, the only

required the colony to take a man's

since the

made

exactly what happened in this case concerning a

was supposedly broken by Swinney was

against those

it

804.

law was not applicable

in these

was drawn, did not become a

The law

charges

fully

refers to a "person or persons" taking

of another "person or persons." Wirt simply drew a disconnection between
the language of this law, in that the bank could not possibly be

considered a person under this law. If we follow Wirt's

line

of reasoning,

if the

bank was

not a "person" then surely Swinney could not have committed the crime of forging a $100

On November
and reads as follows:
into his or their

1

8,

"if any

1

789

this

law regarding these forgery charges was enacted

person or persons,

shall falsely

and deceitfully obtain or get

hands or possession, any money, goods or chattels of any other person or
letter, made in any
and persons so offending, and being

persons, by colour and means of any such false token or counterfeit

other man's

name

as

is

aforesaid; every such person

thereof lawfully convicted in the court of the

been committed,"

shall

of his body without

district, in

which such offence

shall

have

have and suffer such correction and punishment, by imprisonment

bail.

.

.not exceeding

one year, and

setting

upon

the pillory, as shall

be... adjudged or appointed by the said court. See Hening, Statutes, XIII, 22.
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This was a

note.

indictment, but this

brilliant

and successful strategic plan when

would only be acceptable

$50 worth of currency

that

to the court

it

came

one time.

Swinney took from the bank on April

to the

first

When it came

forgery

to the

11, 1806, the court

06

found Swinney guilty on the second forgery indictment.'

And

as luck

would have

it,

107

Swinney did not spend a day
to reside, so he

Richmond was no longer a

in jail.

moved on west of Virginia never

The case of Commonwealth v Swinney
and the belief that justice was never received

Did Wythe on
that

his death

bed say anything to

might have caused either of these

of this case?

men

to return

will forever

in this case.

either

safe place for

home.
be overshadowed by innuendo

One

question that

still

"A Documentary

remains:

Randolph, his doctors or even Duval,

individually or collectively to alter the

We will never know the answer to this question and to, perhaps,

Hemphill,

Swinney

outcome

others, but

Essay," 570-571.

106

The court was not willing to buy Wirt's reasoning that "the 'money current'
Swinney had gotten at the bank in April could not be charged against the account of
Wythe, by virtue of a forged check, and was therefore not Wythe's money until Swinney
had acquired possession of it falsely." Essentially, the court felt that the $100 banknote
could not be considered as legitimately belonging to Wythe and that the $50 in currency
could be.

Ibid., 571.
107
Ibid., 571-572.
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the questions are important nonetheless. Although the verdict
the people"

is still

out, not only

was not

on the death of Wythe, but the

Wythe, Lydia and Michael, which

will

never go away.
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guilty, the

relationship

jury "of

between

CHAPTER V
"LOVE AKIN TO FREEDOM".

.

?:

.

A VICE PRESIDENT AND HIS

SLAVE WOMEN
There are many stories about the rich and
powerful

However, the story concerning Richard Mentor
Johnson,

men of the

slave South.

politician, plantation

slaveholder from the state of Kentucky, and
his relationship with his slave

Chinn and
story

their

two daughters, Imogene and Adaline,

of love and devotion across the color

line.

is

not the norm.

Sometimes men

like

owner, and

woman Julia

It is

an unusual

Johnson appeared as

being "unable to control their passions or to
submit to group discipline needed in a

harmonious

society."'

Johnson did exactly what he wanted to do because
he had

power and money. Because of this,
what slavery was supposed
bold, and public. This

to be.

his relationship with Julia

The

relationship

their story and, the story

is

about slavery in Kentucky and

how those

Chinn defies our image of

between Johnson and

of their

political

family.

Julia

Most of all,

with power challenged the color

line

was both
it

is

a story

and slavery

itself.

The Kentucky

territory

the very beginning, from

was spun off from the

when white

settlers

came

state

of Virginia and had slaves from

to this territory

between

1

750 and

2
1

The Bluegrass region where Scott County

760.

is

in the north-central part

of the

state,

located

and was one of the

Lowell H. Harrison and James C. Klotter,
(Lexington:

is

(home

to Johnson and Julia)

largest slave-owning counties.

A New History of Kentucky

The University Press of Kentucky, 1997),

105.

2

John E. Kleber, ed. The Kentucky Encyclopedia (Lexington: The University
Press of Kentucky, 1992), 827.
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Having a large number of slaves

in Scott

some of Kentucky's more prominent
in

adjacent counties. Slaves

County was probably due

to the residency

slaveholders like Johnson and Henry Clay,

made up approximately

forty percent

of the

total

of

who

lived

number of

3

people living in

this part

of the

By

state.

was comprised of 761,413

1850, Kentucky
4

whites,

1

0,0 1

free blacks,

1

and 2 1 0,98 1

Because Kentucky was not

slaves.

like Virginia in the agricultural sense,

cotton were not the labor-intensive crops of choice.

By

1

tobacco and

820, the population swelled to

over half a million people and continued to grow as people moved westward.

were used to "mine

iron, saltpeter,

and

processed

coal, they

salt,

Slaves

and they manufactured
6

iron products, cotton textiles, paper and

hemp bagging and

became the number one tobacco producing

state

rope."

once Virginia's

However, Kentucky

fate

had been sealed by

7

Slaves in Kentucky

the Civil War.

worked hard and

faced the threat of having their families

one slave master. Kentucky, a border
lower South.

Of all

split

usually

on a year-round

state, did

not have

the southern states, only Kentucky

many

slaves in comparison to the

would have the

8

827.

4

Ivan E. McDougle, Slavery in Kentucky,
5

Harrison and Klotter,

8.

A New History of Kentucky

,

98.

,

133-135.

6

Kleber,

The Kentucky Encyclopedia 827.
,

7

Harrison and Klotter,

A New History of Kentucky

g

Kleber,

They

up because many were owned by more than

movement.

Ibid.,

basis.

The Kentucky Encyclopedia, 827.
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largest antislavery

The post-Revolutionary years saw a
changing
Upper South,
1

slave population, particularly
in the

including the Kentucky territory,
which did not achieve statehood
until

792. Slaves gained their freedom by escaping
from their plantations or found
themselves

manumitted by

Some

slaveholders

felt

compelled to free

their slaves for

a

of reasons:

variety

Some
or

their masters.

some

freed their

slaves,

own

children,

who were

a product of miscegenous
relationships;

because of age, were no longer
economically productive. Between

February 1791 and June 1792 Kentucky
was subject to the Southwest Ordinance of
1790.
This meant that the territories of
Kentucky and Tennessee were

left

under the control of

Virginia and North Carolina because
they were not under the jurisdiction
of the Northwest

Ordinance of 1 787. "To govern the

territories thus

committed to

its

passed the Southwest Ordinance, applying
the ordinance of 1787 to

keeping, Congress

'the territory

of the

United States south of the river Ohio,' but
specifically omitting the prohibition of
9

"When

slavery.
"

legal status

it

entered the union the constitution of 1 792
went into effect, giving

and depriving the

state's legislature

of 'power to pass laws for the

emancipation of slaves without the consent of their
owners'"'

Kentucky did not have many slaves

Ibid., vol.6, pp.

in

3409-3413;

m the Structure of American Politics.
Inc., 1971),

comparison to places

385.

pp.1263, 1272.

like

Border

states like

Georgia, South Carolina

pg 1272 cited in Donald L. Robinson, Slavery
1765-1820 (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

vol. 3,

10

Ibid., vol.3,

full

Ibid.

386.
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and Virginia.

2. 1

% in

Overall,

In addition, the free black population in Kentucky in

8 1 0, and 3 .9% in

1

1

840.

Kentucky had the lowest

With so few slaves

states.

On the

free black population

numbered

1 1

1

Lower South.

790 was 61 ,133, or

threatening

much more

Although Kentuckians were unsure about

compared

to

We should note that the white

83% of the population while
By 1 830

in

slaves

Kentucky, the number of

whites grew to 517,783 or 75.3% while the slaves numbered 165,213 or
to be a

.0%,

of the eight upper Southern

was perhaps not so

,830 or 16.2% of the population.

Upper South appeared

1

Kentucky over the years following the Revolutionary War,

in

the large numbers of blacks living in the

in

790 was

eve of the Civil War, the total number was 4.5%.

the relationship between whites and blacks

population in Kentucky

1

24.0%° The

tolerant place concerning race until about

slavery, they also felt

it

was a "necessary

1

830.

evil."

By 1 850, just ten years from the Civil War, Kentucky had 210,981 slaves,
Georgia 381,682, South Carolina 384,984, and Virginia with 472,528, the largest number
in the slave South. See the slave population chart in chapter eighteen in Frederic
Bancroft, Slave Trading in the Old South (New York: Frederick Unger Publishing Co.,
1931).
12

Source: Ira Berlin, Slaves Without Masters: The Free Negro

South

in Peter Kolchin,

American Slavery, 1619-1877 (New York:

Hill

241. The Upper South included: Delaware, Maryland, Washington,

in the

Antebellum

and Wang, 1993),

DC,

Virginia,

North

Carolina, Kentucky, Missouri and Tennessee.
13

A New History of Kentucky, 99. For a more thorough
of the changing Negro population after 1790 see John Hope Franklin, From
Slavery to Freedom: A History of Negro Americans (New York: Vintage Press, 1969), Ira
Berlin, Slaves Without Masters: The Free Negro in the Antebellum South (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1974), and Peter Kolchin, American Slavery. 1619-1877 (New York:
Harrison and Klotter,

discussion

Hill

and Wang, 1993).
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The Lower

South's position

on slavery was clear—slavery was a positive investment
14

could only get better over time.

Most whites

did not

own

slaves because

abide the notion of owning another

1

790, Kentucky

was

census, which

human

frontier territory

figures for whites and slaves

that

and a part of the

until after

costly,

When the

being.

were included for

was not published

was too

it

state

first

and some just could not

census was taken

of Virginia. Population

this frontier territory in the

Kentucky became a

The census records between 1810 and 1850

in

1790 Virginia

state.

raise interesting questions with regard

to Johnson's relationship to his slaves. For example, even
though he never married, there

were always two or more, and

one point

at

whites besides Johnson living at his

fifteen,

Blue Spring farm. Johnson was known for having various

Mrs. Ward, and her family, staying

was

part

of Johnson's

Johnson's whole

twelve and as

life."

many

personality.

During

visitors, including his sister,

5

home.'

at his

Opening

his

home

to friends

and family

"This whole-hearted benevolence characterized

this

same time period, Johnson

as seventy-four slaves. Because

also

owned

as

few as

Kentucky had a smaller slave

population, Richard's brothers James, Benjamin, William and John, like other farmers,
often pooled their slaves in order to

also

made

it

difficult to assess,

work

the fields. Pooling slave labor

was common but

from tax records, the number of slaves being used or who

14

Harold Donald Tallant,
(Ph.D.

diss.,

Duke

Jr., "The

Slavery Controversy in Kentucky, 1829-1859"

University, 1986), 1-28.

15

Leland Winfield Meyer, The Life and Times of Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky

(New York: Columbia University Press,

1

983), 313.

16

Ibid.,

293.
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were

available.

During

this time, the

part to the manumitting

number of slaves decreased on Johnson's farm due

of some of his female

slaves, including Phebe, Patsy

in

and her

daughter Francis Anne and Milly Chinn. Johnson emancipated
Milly Chinn in 1832, one
?

year before

Julia's death.

However, we can assume

The records do not
that they

had a

name. The surname Chinn can be found

indicate that Milly

familial connection

in the

father

made

it

illegal for

start

of the

The number of slaves

War, due

in part to the

Chinn by the name of Patience, who

sophisticated

household—even
is

Kentucky

833 state law that

1

method of counting the

this particular census, the slaveholder's

in the

1

in

into the state.

The 1850 census adopted a much more

member's names are recorded

listed as

slaves.

name and each

In 1850, there

being forty years old and mulatto.

death (the recording of the Johnson household was done on August
female slaves: Malvina Jusan, 21; Adelaide Jusan,

6;

Chinn, 40; and Theodore Jusan, 5 (the only male slave),

5,

family

was another

time of this census, Johnson was sixty-nine years old, three months away from
his

five

last

Chinns—Julia and Milly—from Bourbon

well.

Civil

Kentucky to import slaves

United States population. In

because of their unusual

We know that Johnson inherited Julia from his

and possibly a number of other slaves as

continued to decrease until the

related to Julia.

census records of Scott County, however,

Richard's father Robert could have obtained the

County, which borders Scott County.

was

By the

own

1850) and owned

Patience Hillyard, 13; Patience

all

of whom were

listed as

17

Records of the Bureau of the Census of the United States, Federal Population
Schedules for the years 1810 through 1850. See Scott County Court Records, Order
Book C, p. 1 1 1 and Order Book C p. 382. "Milly was described as follows: 'aged about
thirty years.

Colour a

light Black,'

"

Ibid.

295-96.
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19

mulatto.

The

information, particularly in this census,

is

revealing because

important questions about Johnson as both a slaveholder and a man:

it

raises

Why were no

some

adult

male slaves and only mulatto female slaves on Johnson's Blue Spring farm? That there

were no adult male slaves probably indicates
land.

Johnson manumitted Milly

eighteen at the time,

if she

were

1

832

in

Johnson was not involved

—why not

living at the

he did not manumit Julia because
old enough to marry.

in

that

Patience,

farm during

this

farming his

who would have been
time period?

We know that

1832, Johnson and Julia had two children,

One could understand Johnson not manumitting

their relationship, but the records

in

do not reveal why he did not

Julia

who were

because of

free Patience.

Could

Johnson have possibly been the father of Malvina Jusan's child Adelaide, who has a

name

as Johnson and Julia's daughter, and

who

also died at an early age?

seeking to replace the loss of his child Adaline?

some of these
in

questions.

had to prove
freed.

that the slave

would not be a

In that case, Johnson

female slaves he manumitted.
his mulatto female slaves,

color

line.

But

who

One

that a slaveholder

To manumit

financial

would have had

Was Johnson

We may not be able to answer all or even

However, we do know

order to petition for a slave's manumission.

similar

had to appear

in

slave property, the slaveholder

burden on the

state, if he

to provide financially in

or she were

some way

for the

senses that Johnson had a close relationship with

when

defied Southern protocol

his relationship with Julia

was

court

it

came

some

to sex across the

special.

Bancroft, Slave Trading in the Old South , 124.
19

Note

of Adelaide Jusan's
from Johnson's daughter Adaline.

that the spelling

different spelling
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first

name

in the

census records

is

a

Johnson and

many

relationships

slave

women, (such

result

of the

Julia's relationship

was not an anomaly

between some of America's most
as

institution

Thomas

Jefferson and

in the slave South, but

politically influential

George Wythe)

of slavery. Sex was the

men, and their

that developed as a direct

how these men

catalyst that shaped

responded publicly to the issues of race, class and gender across the color

two hundred
history

years.

Sex between blacks and whites has

of this kind of sexual union

untruths,

which

of our ancestors
institution

is

in

in

over

been taboo. The

historically

America has been cloaked

line for

myth, distortion, and

so deeply rooted in the souls of blacks and whites, that the mixed blood

still

runs silent and deep. Johnson and

Julia's relationship

of slavery because of his power as a slaveholder and

survived the

On the

politician.

other

hand, their relationship also survived her powerlessness as a slave woman. Despite
this,

perhaps these two people found a point

respect, affection,

and possibly

which they could connect

at

if the

intimate unions tore at the heart

the foundation

upon which

themselves as "aristocrats"
importantly,

men

it

line

and developed

into

more

of white Southern supremacy, and challenged the myth

were inhuman. The white South found
illicit

terms of

South was to survive.

Sexual relationships that formed across the color

relationships as intriguing

in

all

love. Unlike Johnson, slave masters felt that keeping the

white race pure in the South was important

that slaves

one of

affairs,

it

easier to simply accept these

because to accept them as anything else invalidated

the slave South

was

built.

It

also reinforced their vision

who had privileges vis-a-vis the

was about male supremacy.

perpetuated the myth that black

the needs of the master. Particularly

"lower orders."

In order to sustain this

animalistic, erotic,

when

to the disfigured images

it

came

150

More

way of thinking,

women were

of

and only

fit

white

to serve

of black

women,

historians Patricia

Morton and Deborah Gray White have found

the Jezebel, a sexualized image,
and

Mammy,

was simply

it

less threatening to believe in

20
in

American

society.

different races,

one enslaved and one

free.

For the white

dehumanizing stereotypes of the

enslaved than to believe that love or
affection could coexist between

two

images of

a maternal and asexual image, helped
to

shape and to perpetuate the myth of race
and sex
South,

that the

men and women of

Public cross-racial relationships, such
as

the one between Johnson and Julia
Chinn, challenged the economic, social, and
political

order of the American slave South and
skewed nineteenth century perceptions of
sexuality.

We will not excuse the inhumanity under which an entire race
died, but

we do know that

of people

lived

and

the severity of slavery varied depending
on where they were

located in the region. That there were few
slaves in Kentucky did not

mean

that slave

women were

not sexually abused; on the contrary, their close
working relationship with

their masters

made them

easy targets for exploitation. However, Johnson's
relationship

with Julia was not exploitative or abusive. Although
people talked about his flagrant
disregard for proper Southern behavior, they avoided
attacking Johnson personally and
usually shifted the attack towards his black family.

On one occasion

before the

1

835

Democratic convention, Judge John Catron encouraged President Andrew
Jackson not to
support Johnson's bid for the vice presidency under Martin

Van

Buren. Catron thought

20

Morton, Disfigured Images: The Historical Assault on African(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1991), xi-xii and Deborah Gray White,
Ar'nt I a Woman: Female Slaves in the Plantation South (New York: W.W. Norton
&
Company). See White's thorough discussion of both the Mammy and the Jezebel images
in chapter one "Jezebel and Mammy: The Mythology of Female Slavery."
Patricia

American

Women
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Governor William Carroll of Tennessee, a man from

that

his

own home

state with

no

personal baggage, would be a more acceptable candidate.
But what bothered Catron most

were

Julia

Julia

and her daughters were seen on occasion riding with Johnson

and her

children.

Catron believed that "the papers would also publicize that

notion that seem to communicate to people that the

time the

two

1

women

835 Democratic convention was to be held

years, but the morality

further challenged, because

Many

of Johnson's behavior

of his relationship with

slave masters led

two

different lives:

the big house, the other revolved around a

woman

likeness

of their husbands

plantation.

men live
in

women

in the faces

According to Southern

all in

one house with

their

his daughters,

in

the

their white family in

chosen from the slave quarters.

women and

black

women

often

often pretended not to recognize the uncanny

of the mulatto children they saw each day on the

diarist

Mary

Chestnut, "like the patriarchs of old our

wives and their concubines, and the mulattoes one sees

—and every

of all the mulatto children

By

'

Imogene and Adaline.

one centered on

every family exactly resemble the white children

father

2

'claimed equality'."

remained an issue that would be

Triangular relationships that involved white men, white

destroyed black families. White

carriage—

Baltimore, Julia had been dead

in

still

in his

lady

tells

you who

everybody's household, but those in her

own

is

the

she seems

22

to think drop

from the clouds, or pretends so

to think."

Social

mores defined plantation

John Spencer Bassett, ed. The Correspondence of Andrew Jackson ( 6 vols.
Washington,DC, 1926-1935), 5: 330-332 cited in Jonathan Milnor Jones, "The Making of
A Vice President: The National Political Career of Richard M. Johnson of Kentucky"
(Ph.D. diss., The University of Memphis, 1 998), 289-290.
22

C.Vann Woodward,

ed.

Mary

Chesnut's Civil

University Press, 1981), 29.
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War (New Haven: Yale

life.

In

many

instances, these

sexual liaisons with slave

each bringing his

and validated

his

men were

either secretive or openly

women. Slave masters

ability to exercise his

power through

and

their

from plantation to plantation,

power as a white male

to a region that sustained

slavery.

Johnson did not have two
his station as a slaveholder

differed

promiscuous about

families.

politician,

He never married a white woman,

and given

he might have married because he
could have

used the money such a marriage
could have provided. If he had
married, he could have
still

continued to see

made a conscious

Julia,

because she was his slave and had not
been manumitted.

decision, however, not to marry,
but instead be with Julia,

He

and have

children-to build a family. Johnson
had a distinguished career as a politician
and as a
military hero,

which meant

that

he had access to

many

where he could have had the pick of any
wealthy,

However much he enjoyed
in

pursuing white women.

salons of Washington society,

beautiful and available

the dinners and parties, he did not

He

woman.

seem romantically

enjoyed their company, but nothing came
of his interaction

with them. Perhaps Johnson found

Julia's

having a relationship with a white woman.

companionship much more satisfying than
23

A more recent in-depth study by Jonathan Milnor Jones explores the
of Johnson's

life

were involved

interested

with less emphasis on his personal

in relationships with slave

life

with

Julia.

women were not prone to

political side

Slave masters

who

write about their

23

See Gaillard Hunt, ed. The First Forty Years of Washington Society Portray^
by the Family Letters of Mrs. Samuel Harrison Smith (Ma
rgaret Bavard Smith) (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1906), 128-130, 140. Some
slaveholders, no matter where
they were located in the Americas, preferred black woman
to white women. See Trevor
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Haisons-and Johnson was no
exception. Although we have

some

light

on how he saw

of Johnson's

letters reflect

his relationship with Julia

women and

their

few shed

daughter, However,

many

concern over his financial solvency,
which constantly proved to

be a challenge. In addition,
boys,

and

his letters, only a

his

papers also reflect his interest

slaves to achieve an
education.

in helping

By establishing

Johnson provided an education
for Indian boys under
the

1

the

Native American

Choctaw Academy,

825 Treaty of Dancing
Rabbit.

The academy, which was opened
from 1826 through 1840, was

located at Johnson's Blue

Spring farm and operated
under the tutelage of his good
friend, the Reverend

Thomas

24

Henderson.
years,

The

relationship

between Johnson and

and therefore, could have
started between 181

Julia

1

probably lasted about twenty

and 1813. Johnson was a

successful politician with over
thirty years in the local
and national political arena
also a wealthy planter,

from

inherited

who

who owned

several thousand acres

of land, which he probably

25

his father.

However, he

is

killed the Indian chief Tecumseh
in the

remembered more

War of 1 8 12

in

our history as the

eb r
!

man

than his one-term Vice

Burnard "The Sexual Life of an Eighteenth-Century
Jamaican Slave Overseer »
u. smith, ed. Sex and Sexuality in Earlv Ameri^
(New York, 1 998), 1 72- 1 73.
t

He was

in Merrill

IheKentuckvEncyclop edja, 475.

See also Meyer, The Life and Times
Joh"*>" of Kentucky, chapter eight
Educational Activities" for a more thorough
discussion of Johnson's involvement
with the
Choctaw Academy and Indian education. See also
Jones, "The Making of a Vice
President" footnote 21 page nine for a more
extensive list of articles on Johnson
and the
Choctaw Academy.

fr

2
51

'

gP ^ ^^^.

,

1

Won'slvu^ry^n^

25

Kleber,
his

own

The Kentucky Encyclopedia, 475. Robert, Richard's
father, constructed
which consisted of 2,000 acres of land, which was probably

settlement,

left

children

upon his

death.
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to his

Presidency under Martin

Van Buren.
Biiren

26

Who was ...
this man who had
u/j,~

wealth, political

power, and a black family
that he loved?
Richard Mentor Jolmson
was the

October
,

7,

1

fifth child

780 ,„ Robert amd Jemima Johnson

of seven

2

children. '

in the Beargrass

He was bom on

Creek settlement,

present-day Louisville,
Kentucky. The Johnsons,
origbnafty fern Orange
County,

Virghna.

made

fheir

home

s«y miles from Lonisviae.

in

Scot, County, Kentucky
near

After fusing his fa,

woman of seventeen who also had

same name as

the

someone who was much younger,
no doubt,
avoid scandalous gossip.
Ruber,

moved

and the records reveal

that

Robm

^ ^^

raised his neighbors'

1

5,

1

81

He was the second

for ,

his firs, wife,

his family ,„ Gaflatin

months after his second marriage
on October
Johnson loved Kentucky.

^

Georgefo™, approbate,,

5

Jemima. Marryfng

eyebrow, Probably

County and d,ed seven

28

largest

landowner

he owned 630 acres of
far-rare land ami

rate land, valued a,
$30,700.

He

is

also

to

1

in Scot,

County,

75 acres of ,hird-

rumored ,„ have owned addhional
parcels of land

26
Ibid.

475.

27

In Jones, "The

Making of a Vice

President," the author indicates
that there

28

Draper MS. 15CC49; Gallatin County
Marriage Book, 1799-1816
p 21 This
marnage gnes the name of the bride as
"Jemima Bledsoe" and the date of the
Marriage as
March 9 while Deed Book C p.327, mentions
a marriage contract of March
the bnde, name as "Fanny".
Marriage Book 2, p.20, gives the name
as "Jemima Bl dsTe
the
a8e as March 19 cited fa Me

iTSTZ

•

SJ,

AT?l "T

^> Ih^U^JMssofSM

>
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^

. Kaye„e, .essar^re,

^

«.

^Wan, persons * .he «. of Kenhaeky;

m

Boone COMfcs

2,

As a dhcl

more tapOTtamly he
,

f0Unda' i0n
a

man who

ta - - *

nndershaod

fc

An of .he m e„

the

in

value of

otao „

^^^ W«
,

"

i

However,

*

pe rsonal

allhough

probabiy concealed ,he
angers .o many

^

scholarship concerning
Johnson, relationship

work win expose

,he pnblie/priva.e spheres

demarcating white from black
_ mafc from

how they, heeame

^

^

«
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^

probtenK

his relationship

"The
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».

PH„ r
.his

strict linen

^^

^
men and

Tax Books, 1819-1823 1825-1831 15m

The Kentucky Encyclop edia 475-476.

whh

heen nfctaa,. However,

to reveal

30

Cear and

iife, is

in^^
_^^ ^

abon,

life

_

K Kentucky aa,d were wen ta.

wth Jnha has

of his

md .

broihHs James Benjamii

hinrred hy the soeiai and
sexnai reia.io„ships whi,e

Scott County Court

Kleber,

ta

m w„h any

^

Wd

^^

Kenhacky po , ics

**H *
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i

M <rm

black
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"

with each
other
n°
ther

31

i„i„^ s case
i„
In Johnson
»

children did not take a back
seat to his political

relationship with Julia

and

except that he was educated

attended Transylvania University
for a period of time, and then
read the law with

local legal scholars

intellectual in the

George Nicholas and James Brown. 32
Johnson was not a

same vein as

as our third president.

because of his stature

Jefferson, nor did

he possess the same cultured
demeanor

But Johnson was a product of the
new
in

gifted

state

of Kentucky, and

Scott County as a businessman
and farmer he

was

able to win, at

the tender age of twenty-four,
a seat in the Kentucky General
Assembly. Johnson
natural choice for his

citizens

their

life.

We know very little about Johnson's education,
locally,

.

,

.

-

newly elected

position. In fact,

on the fourth of July 1 804 with words

that

he was able to address

spoke to

all

was a

his fellow

Kentuckians. According

to Johnson, "The accused train
of evils which threaten to precipitate
America from her

elevated rank in the scale of Nations.

.

.no longer exists to disturb the
public tranquility.

Republican economy has succeeded taxation.

bosom of the

rising generation,

Jefferson's party

.Patriotic zeal

and pervades the

who always took

home

state

warms and animates

the

33

different ranks

Johnson found a place where he could be

country but especially for his
politician,

.

of people."

influential,

In

not only for his

of Kentucky. Johnson was a consummate

into consideration the

people of Kentucky when

political

decisions had to be made. With three years spent
in the Kentucky General Assembly
as a

31

^Trevor Burnard,
Kleber,

in

Smit h, Sex and Sexuality

The Kentucky Encyclopedia 475.
.
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in

America 179.
.

loyal

and

patriotic servant

of his people, Johnson soon found himself
in Washing*
ton as a

Kentucky Congressman representing
Shelby, Franklin and Scott counties.
At the age of
twenty-seven, Johnson, took his
place

on October 26,

in

1

among

807, where for the next twelve years of his

shaping his destiny as a

man and as

halls

of American

Fathers-Thomas
However,

on

As

political landscape.

politics,

be

and

politically

is

not a

commonly recognized name on the

a young Congressman, Johnson had entered
the sacred

at that

time were being led by one of America's
Founding

rise within the political

on the

life

was not without

scandal.

ranks of Washington politics rested

of important

right side

defeating the Indian chief Tecumseh in the

came

he would be instrumental

.

Jefferson. Like Jefferson, Johnson's

his recognition

his ability to

which

life

members of Congress

34

a politician.

The name of Richard Mentor Johnson
American

the other illustrious

issues; his military success

War of 1 8 12, and

the

economic power

that

as a direct result of his father's wealth.
Although Johnson's rise to political

prominence was peppered with sexual scandal,

it

did not prevent

him from ascending

to

the position of Vice President of the United
States.
Military success in Johnson's defeat

Johnson came from a family of Indian

George Rogers Clark
1

780 and

1

782

in the

of the Indian chief Tecumseh changed

fighters.

territory.

from menacing white

Johnson's mother, Jemima,

is

settlers

both

17,

1804

in

Meyer, The Life and Times of Colonel

Richard M. Johnson. 50.
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in

remembered for

33

Kentucky Gazette, July

life.

Richard's father, Robert, joined General

in helping to stop the Indians

Kentucky

his

^ed by hundreds of IndianS; who
who had mvaded

their land.

* was only natural

that

smowded

fort

^ ^^^^
tQ

Johnsonha.anofthe^^^,^^

he shou]d

^

to

go

to

war_foUowing ^ ^

^

footsteps

35

Parent,

Johnson was not oniy a
strong advocate for war,
but he was a.so a strong

defenderofthepeopleofthe northwestern

line

by supporting unpopular

successful

the

war

legislation [like taxes]
that

effort."

the

For

their right to settle
without

was nonetheless needed

for a

Johnson not only advocated
war, but also became a
volunteer

and on June

18, ,812, the

Johnson was not a trained
along.

and

36

war

effort,

territories

his successful efforts

solider,

United States declared war
on Great Britain.

he learned the

art

of military warfare as he
went

he was elevated to the rank
of colonel by his

War of 812 Johnson unknowingly
made
1

his

mark.

On

the afternoon

men, and

of October

5,

1813, Johnson, his brother James, and
their volunteer soldiers
found themselves in the
heart

of the Battle of the Thames

Indians and the British in an
open

in

Canada. Colonel Johnson came
under attack by

field,

which offered no protection for

possible help from his brother
James or from General

or so he thought.

With twenty of his men,

his

men, and no

Henry Harrison to win

called the "Forlorn

this

m

IheLifeand Times

^^UJ^ll

oiCo^

iii

^

^

vol. I

nn

Meyer, The Life and Times of Colonel Rirhard
M. Johnson 20-25.
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battle-

Hope," Johnson's strategy

AUgU 21 18 ° 6; AmUalS of Con^ss,
1807-1808,
PD 781 78?R
?Debates
T, u
PP-781-782;
Benton Abridgment of
(New York, 1857) vol

°TT

in

'

^

*> face

Coione,

*

Johnwn

sustataed

womds

37

cost of war.

Jotaon

returned

herotsm, Johnson

<*

,ac k

was

lhe

h,vha ttas ,„

",Vi,a'" ," S

home

as a

,

war,

™«

shouid become President,
he
is

„

2

Presito^'

'

1

is

C° n8

"

no

thjgh a

^

tem

ta

Howevw> fepi , e

*»

'

gues,

„ „ fc

be slrange, ooking ,

teliing

^

J

^

Aceo*, t0 Har™,

^^ ^
^

_

^^

m H; his hah wafers ah aboard, and

how he might

" 81 H812)

^^-

^^ ^^ ^

WashmgtM

wdd, though with much
cieventess

wears no cravat. But there

Vice

^^^

^^k^^

her„ ,„ recuperate
, with

C o,o„e, Jotaso „. , at opposite
.
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o
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'
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^
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^^^
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other
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^^^^~ ^
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he

Service in the

War of 1819"^

<N™ York: Henry

1

39

peopte."

In spite

„fMs taHity

society apparent* though
,

—ed, „
he

a

ietter

Jotan was _

dated I816 , t0 her sister

might convert him into
y„or

"There

is

nothing

show

,

The record

is siJent

^

^
^
^^ ^^

^

„

was

i,

,

mos ,

appears tha, he was not

Jotason gave ,„ any tady

search of a wife or an

affair.

Washington anything more

4'

as to exactly

years old; and that Julia died
in

because Imogene was

in

in

when Johnson began

1

bom

his relationship with Julia.

Richard from his father's estate
upon Robert's death

when Johnson came home from

15, 1815; that

J

son," Bu, no tnatter hn„ many
dtaer panties !otmon

We do know that Julia was given to
on October

fc

^

tha,

than admiration or esteem."

^

^ ^^^ ^
^

ab,e to grace with his
presence,

1

„ fashiomb|y

a great adnnrer of yonr
daughte ,

is

181

to

833.

the

war he was

thirty-three

We also know that their relationship

sometime during

this year,

while his father

began before

was

still

alive.

Therefore, their relationship must
have lasted over twenty years.
At one point Johnson,

was rumored

want to marry someone who was
obviously beneath

to

which drew the

ire

of his mother. In response

his social station,

to his mother's rejection

of Johnson's choice

38

Meyer

'

The

Life

39
nvr

v

Alto Neyins,

ed.

and Times of ColonejRjchaMJvUghrKOT,

139.

American Social HJsjgjxas_Recordedby^^

eelonel^cj^

mB^te^rf

310. For references to Johnson's
CorresP° ndence °f H enry Clay,
p.480, John Davis to Clay,
TI
14, 1843; Commonwealth, September 27,
1842; Thomas Searight The Old Pike
AJilsto^fif^
(Uniontown, Pa, 1904) cited in Meyer, The
Ltfelnd
.1 lmes ol Colonel Richard Mentor Johnson
309-3 1

G

g
October

JZ

^IT*

40

Gaillard Hunt,

The

First Fort y

Years of Was hington Society 129.
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of a

he

„o

„

Perhaps

response ,„ his mother
, objeclio „

was

•ha,

the

on, wav

„^

^^^

^^ ^^^^

Ju%

she C0Q]d prolec
, her$eIf

joteM s cwce
,

^^

^ ^ cMdrM ^ me ^ ^ ^

^^^-^---^-.^.^^^
hersetfand her chMren,

Md Jotaon . compa , on

s'ave master, iandowaer,
,,,„,.,,„. and

chJdren that came as a

Johnson
s,a.e

a

^ ^
However

fcaden

^

^^

taeractiM

^^

^^

resul. of.heir
relationship.

^

with Julia that

of Kentucky. Once Johnson
retnrned

,o

w

^^^^

Washington

absorbed bv C„„gress,„„a,
hostess, which gave hhn
high

—

fotaM

For example, he opposed

me nationa,

in

vi

,

8I4 he was nic k
q
y
,

,

sMitv „„ S nch hnportan,

bar* aiong with some
other Repnhhcans

and the Compensation
Ae, of 18I6 he personahv
proposed an Urease
,

in Congressionai
saianes in spite of ,he
fact tha, the generai
pnhhe eompiahted and
resented the, rncrease
a,

b addition, Johnson proved to h . staund

Pay."

Harrison and

Andrew

,

Jackson, both of whom
served

in

the

acensed of serions impropriety
whieh eonid have ended

Meyer
'

42
Ibid.,

^^^^U^^

See also footnote

43

Jones, "The

1

1

5, p.

Making of a Vice

War of

,

S,2

their eareers.

^
^
^

Johnson,

304
3 1 8-3 1 9,

President," 59-66.
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were

la,ff

^

-

—

says

*. period, Ustortas

W»* *»*

hfe

However, the question
stfll

„

,

acfcnowledgemen, of

accepted

remains:

in

the

re|atjonsWp

^

"eas^ society

why did Jofinspris relationship

^^
.«

escape public attention

outside the state of
Kentucky?

^cia,

reamd

its

attitudes hardened

„as, y head.

« ho

„gh Kentucky was

**** h ouickby repositioned
border

state.

Jotason had

ngh, kind of poMca,

aherNa, Tomer, Reheihon

itseu

fc suppo „

pohtician, 'character,
usual,,

entered a frontier state after

^

Most rf

^

Tamers

^
^^

^ „^

^^^

t

We must render ,ha, calls for

come hum

m the „* ofcongress and,

hy

fc degree

^

^^

examhnng a

[the] pohtician,
political opponents,

•herefore,, inthr.te
information affects pohtics
oniy ,„

newsworthy, [both

lheraK

and developed a strong
Southern staace as a

« ends h WasJmgton

poh.ica,oppone„,shefore,830.

IMW

tha,

„

is

[and

considered

journal," „ owever Ws fac|or
,

does mo, mean tha, people
outside of Kentucky did
no, know about
Johnson and
For exampie, „„ has
out Wesl

^^^

«

entertained along
.he Fourih

of

wM,

Lt.

Coione,

^tdrew

Ju,y in ,825, ,he Johnson

Jackson, a, Johnson, Blue
Spring

heboid prepared . wonderfllI fas

,

Julia.

^

fa™. On
fof
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Lafayette

on

his visit to

Kentucky. Johnson's daughter,
Adahne,

is

also

rumored to have

entertained the General
and her farmly by playing the
piano for the occasion.

of Scott County turned out

in large

relationship with Julia and
his

one

at first

seemed

At

first

Johnson. But

if

to appeal to the

territories.

husbands.

life,

we

at hrs table,

and no

to object to this public
display across the color line.

glance, one

about his private

to help Colonel Johnson
greet his guests and

chndre, They were not denied
a place

Scott County and perhaps
Julia.

numbers

The people

all

of Kentucky knew about Johnson's

would think

that the

relationship with

people of Kentucky either did
not care

or did not see the sense in
challenging someone as powerful
as

look more closely,

common man,

The War of 1812

can see that Johnson possessed
an innate

particularly if the

left

As Chairman of the

we

men disabled,

Military Affairs

common man

lived in the

children parentless, and

Committee

in

ability

Western

widows w,th no

Congress, Johnson

sponsored legislation to give widows
and orphans monetary support
from the government
to

keep food on the

table

and roofs over

their heads.

The people of the Western

territories

appreciated any help the federal
government could give them. However,
they were
suspicious of politicians

Johnson had the best

who would

interests

wanted to mend any broken

pockets at the people's expense.

of his feUow congressmen

was not popular, and people were
getting a raise in pay, and not

line their

at heart, the

Compensation Act

generally displeased with the fact
that Congress

happy

that

Johnson sponsored the

political fences

with the public, and

bill.

The

Life and

in the end, the

Times of Colonel Richard M. Johnson
3 1 4.3 j 7.
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was

Johnson clearly

46

Meyer>

AJthough

Compensation Act had a very short

47

After returning to Congress a

life.

wounded hero

1814, Johnson only stayed an additional four years and then retired
from national polit ICS
in

Johnson could have

Congress for a number of reasons, including the

left

might have 1818 wanted to spend more time
children.

at his

However, Johnson, who had served

Blue Spring farm with

he

fact that

Julia

and

his

country so admirably, also saw an

his

opportunity to help his brother James start a family business that
he hoped would prove to

be prosperous. Unfortunately, however,

The United

States

Johnson wanted to help

this

was not

wanted to consolidate

his brother

James

presence on the Western

its

in this

to be.

new

frontier,

and

family venture. Johnson's

connection to Congress, particularly to the Committee on Military Affairs,
enabled James
to secure contracts as a major supplier of goods to the military

Western

frontier;

Richard was an investor in

means of carrying the
faced

two problems:

supplies to the outposts

first,

possess the necessary

this project.

his family

knew

skills to anticipate

encampments out on the

James

on the Missouri

built

River.

steamboats as a

However, James

nothing about steamboats and they did not

problems that could possibly

arise out

on the

water. Second, the Panic of 1 8 1 9 only solidified James and Richard's financial
problems
48

by throwing them

into debt

and near bankruptcy.

The Johnsons' debt

totaled $400,000,

49

which they owed to the Bank of the United

States.

47

Jones, "The

Making of a Vice President" 71-74.

48

For a more extensive discussion on Richard and James' unsuccessful business
became known as the Missouri Expedition or the Yellowstone Expedition
see Meyer, The Life and Times of Colonel Richard Mentor Johnson. 189-206; and Charles
M. Wiltse. John C. Calhoun: Nationalist, 1782-1828 (New York. 1944), 164-173, 182-85
venture, which
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No matter how unsuccessful and

in

debt Richard was, the people
of Kentucky

still

respected him. Because of this,
he found himself back in the Kentucky
state legislaturebut only temporarily-because
shortly after that, Johnson

was on

the

way back

to

Washington as United States senator
from Kentucky. Johnson was a
tremendous
supporter of the Western territories
and of legislation that would offer
relief to people

who found

themselves

in financial ruin, in debt,

and facing possible imprisonment.
He was

a champion of debtor relief

With an active public

life

as well as a private

life

known

to

most of Scott County,

Johnson seemed to be admired by
Kentuckians as one of their own. Johnson,
a public
political figure in the nineteenth
century

relationship with Julia.

If we believe that

claim to privacy that limits the

open and public

on both the

ability

and

to pry into their lives,"

their children at

levels,

had a public

a time

Johnson had an

when

it

was dangerous

5

so. °

In this public relationship, he
never claimed any degree of

privacy for himself and his family.
While Jefferson and

acknowledge

and national

individuals start with a strong
prima facie

of people

relationship with Julia

and not fashionable to do

"all

state

their relationships,

Wythe

did not publicly

Johnson defied white southern protocol
by openly

sustaining a relationship with Julia, which

was a horror

to

most whites within the South

because Johnson broke the South's code of
honor by treating Julia as his legitimate
wife.

"Coupled with the

cited in Jones,

'great father image' that the

South sought to

sustain,

honor was the

"The Making of a Vice President," chapter four "The
Missouri Expedition"

49

Jones, "The

Making of a Vice

President," 143.
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mechanism

that enabled this society to maintain slavery's appearance as a legitimate
5

institution supported

by major social values."

reticence, not to conceal anyone's

'

For the South, "Honor... demanded

wrong doing but

52

to shield honor

Johnson did

itself."

not appear to be interested in honor nor did he shield his relationship with Julia from
the
public.

Johnson,

like

most

fathers,

was proud of Imogene, Adaline and

Julia.

Julia served

as the head of his household, and she and her daughters were the center of his

records are

silent

occasions, once in 1830 and again in 1837, thereby destroying

However, we do know

records.

that in the

1

850 census Imogene's

nine years old, making her year of birth 1811. Although Johnson

condemned

On
in

slavery even though

February

1,

The

concerning the date of birth for Adaline. The Scott County Court house

was destroyed on two
its

life.

it

was considered a "necessary

evil"

of

as thirty-

is listed

was a

all

slaveholder, he

by some Southerners.

1820, Johnson delivered a speech in the Senate on the Missouri Question

which he stated

that, "I

plead the cause of humanity

when

I

entrusted

you

to give

them

53

[slaves] reason to

J.

be happy."

But

Patrick Dobel, "Judging

& Society 30 (May

in his

The

personal

life,

Johnson, like most slaveholders,

Private Lives of Public Officials," Administration

1998): 119.

51

Carolyn J. Powell, "In Remembrance of Mira; Reflections on the Death of a
Woman," in Patricia Morton ed. Discovering The Women In Slavery: Emancipating
Perspectives on the American Past (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1 996), 47.
Slave

52

Bertram Wyatt-Brown, Southern Honor: Ethics and Behavior

(New York: Oxford University Press,

1

in the

Old South

982), 310.

53

delivered

See an outline of Johnson's speech to the Senate on the Missouri Question
1 820, which was mentioned in the May 1 2, 1 820 edition of the
1

on February

,

Lexington Gazette. Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson Papers, The Filson Club,
Louisville,

KY.
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was caught

in a paradoxical

web that had

snared so

many

others, including Jefferson

and

Wythe.

Because Johnson's
ensure that

Julia's life

Johnson entrusted
lived near his

home

and the

Blue Springs farm.

Johnson writes

ill,

".

.

to hear their [lessons- word

personal to me.

.

.

.

took him away from his farm, he had to

of Imogene and Adaline would always be protected.

"I

good

friend

all

at the idea

of your remaining

and be the protector of all

at

& let nothing

54

For Johnson, the care and education of his family

did not hide. In this

.whenever you are well
is

Reverend Thomas Henderson, who

am more than pleased

be a guardian to

harmony of the place."

was a personal matter that he
been

lives

this protection to his

my absence and

during

interrupt the

political life constantly

unclear in the letter]

same

letter,

noting that Henderson had

& able to visit my house as I requested
you

will

understand that

When the War Department gave Johnson the

it is

a matter

opportunity to open

a school for Choctaw Indian boys, he chose Henderson to be
superintendent and also gave

him the

responsibility for tutoring his children.

Johnson was shrewd.

not only as a means to educate Indian boys, but also as a
personal attention to educating
vehicle for Johnson to

become

Julia,

way

for

Imogene and Adaline. In

He saw the academy

Henderson to give

addition, the school

financially stable after experiencing personal debt

business investments and from the after affects of the Panic of 1 8 1 9.

his

was a

from bad

56

We should note

54

Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson December
Henderson Papers, The Filson Club, Louisville,KY.
,

19,

1

827

in the

Thomas B.

55

Ibid.

56

For a discussion on the Choctaw Academy see Ella Wells Drake, "Choctaw
Academy: Richard M. Johnson and the Business of Indian Education," Register of the
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that

even

after the

Nat Turner revolt

was not

it

illegal to

educate slaves

57
in

Kentucky.

Johnson made use of this custom
by always asking about the education
of Imogene and
Adaline in his
evening

letters to

visits to

Henderson.

my house,

"I

if you stay

depend much upon your promise to
continue your
only 30 minutes-you say nothing
of their progress

.58

m learmng."

In

many ways, Henderson was a

surrogate father whose responsibility
was

not only the overseeing of the
academy, but the guardianship of Johnson's
children in his
absence.

»

I

wish you to

my house often and particularly you will oblige

visit

continue to hear [lessons-word
at nights

improve

so as not to

their

make

it

is

unclear in the letter] from

a bother to you, as

minds and manners."

and household.

upon you

8,

my girls whenever you can

has a tendency to keep order as
well as

Imogene and Adaline were Johnson's

as he details specifically

On December

One can perceive from these

how he

children, a fact

letters a

sense

wants Henderson to handle his children

1825, Johnson wrote to Henderson that

greatly to keep your eyes

to

59

that he did not hide in public or
in his letters.

of preoccupation

it

me

open and give your council

"I shall

freely to Julia

depend

and the

and make them do honor to me, to you, to
themselves and to the cause. You must

girls

visit

Kentucky Historical Society 91 (Summer 1993):
262-65; also Thomas R. Nelson, "The
8"1 f C0l ° nel Richard
Johnson " (M.A. thesis, University of
°
Kentucky

"o™^

M

-

1958), 63-67.
57

Kentucky was unusual among slave states in that it was
not illegal to teach
read and write. See J. Winston Coleman, Slavery
Times in KentnrVy
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1940), 78.
skives

how to
58

Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson, December
Henderson Papers, The Filson Club, Louisville KY

16, 1825, in the

Thomas B

59

Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson, December
Henderson Papers. The Filson Club, Louisville, KY.
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17,

1825

in

Thomas B

the Blue Springs every
night.
.

.

.It is

best to

keep our arrangements

to ourselves

and do

60

our duty."

As we know, Johnson was a
two mulatto

girls.

slaveholder.

We also know that he was a father of

We know he cared about them because their

protection, education, and

personal development were
foremost in his mind, as indicated by
his
letter

of December

do we have any

8

is

why he wanted to keep the

himself and Henderson a secret.
Could

be

it

that,

notoriety?

know that he

County and outside the

at the

who knew that Imogene and

of the slave South,
and

was

circulate

because he was a political figure of

letters

it

was not unusual

piano

it

at his

home.

We also

is

very likely that they interacted

Adaline were being schooled. Within
the
for

men and women to

either destroy their

or to write in a style that was cryptic
so as not to expose their

private thoughts to a future audience
over which they

had no

Imogene and Adaline off as white and

that

more

control. Johnson's letters

strongly indicate that he not only kept his
family close, but also that he

like

legal to educate

did not hide Imogene and Adaline
from his guests. Because his daughters

with his guests,

diaries

it

was educating them to

We know that Johnson entertained frequently

were educated and were accomplished

culture

state

"arrangements" between

even though

slaves in Kentucky, he did not
want the fact that he

some

However,

his

not clear about what he meant
by "to do honor to the cause,"
nor

indication as to

publicly within Scott

letters.

was

trying to pass

he needed the help of someone he could

trust,

Henderson. In support of this assumption, the 1850 census
reveals that Imogene was

not listed as either black, mulatto or as a slave—
therefore, she and her

sister

Adaline were

60

Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson, December
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8,

1825

in

Thomas

B. Henderson

able to pass into a white
world undetected.

What then was Johnson

between himself and Henderson?
And what part did

Between 1 825 and

1

trying to

keep secret

Julia play in Johnson's life?

827, letters from Johnson to Henderson
that refer to his

daughters, are completely devoid
of the kinds of emotional words that
historians look for

concerning their subjects, words
that in their minds can be
"defined as tenderness, empathy

and intimacy." This kind of
emotion

is

considered a

much more

6
expression of love which typified
nineteenth-century America.

Imogene and Adaline

them as white,

who

either mulattos or slaves.

treated

Johnson did not consider

His actions demonstrated that he saw

them as white, and responded

to

them as any

father

would have

loved his children. If Julia had
been white and their relationship had
taken a more

typical road in terms

of the nineteenth-century, then Johnson's
recruitment of Henderson

as confidant, guardian,

However, the
institution

we

'

feminized form of

racial

would have been more

typical

of white Southern

society.

dynamics of their family relationship were
not the norm under the

of slavery.

Julia's relationship

with Johnson was intimate, sexual,
and by

all

that

can ascertain, not without some degree
of affection. Because of their relationship,

Johnson

relied heavily

on Henderson

Thomas Henderson was

to protect his family while

he was away from home.

the only friend of Johnson's to be involved
in the guardianship and

education of Julia, Imogene and Adaline. The
letters do not indicate

Papers,

The Filson Club,

Louisville,

how Johnson's

KY.

61

John R. Gillis, "From Ritual to Romance: Toward an
Alternative History of
Love," in Carol Z. Stearns and Peter N. Stearns eds.,
Emotion and
Social

Chanpe-

Toward a New Psychohistory (New York: Holmes & Meier Publishers,
Inc.
For a more in-depth discussion of feminized love, see
Francisca M. Cancian
Feminization of Love, " Signs 11

(1

986): 692-709.
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1988),' 87-88

"The

brothers and sisters
responded to Johnson, famil
y

.

But we do know

that after his death,

Johnson's relatives went to
court and denied that there
were any living descendants.

Not

until Johnson's letter

of February 26,

1

836, do

we

see perhaps his only

outward expression of emotion,
which he reveals to Henderson,
due
Johnson's daughter Adaline.

innocent chud in her

»

Thank you, and

final painfid

comfort to me. She was wise

in

hour. She

all

who

to the death

of

administered to that lovely
and

was a source of inexhaustible
happmess and

her counsel beyond her
years and obedient to every

thought and every advise of
mine. She was firm and great
prop to

my happiness here,

is

gone where sorrow and sighing
can never disturb her peaceful
and quiet blossom.

She

is

happy, and has

do,

and

left

me unhappy in mourning

her loss, which perhaps

I

ought not to

62
knowing what a happy change she
has made."
This kind of emotion shovvn

momentary peek

how painful

into the

life

of Johnson-the man-reveals

between people.
practical [in] help

for those with

how much he

in this

loved Adaline

her death was to him. This
particular letter reflects the
kind of emotion

that historians look for in
their search to verify

and establish a basis for love
and emotion

We can sense a relationship between Johnson

and Adaline

and affection [which] are part of
enduring love, or

whom our lives are deeply intertwined."' 63

Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson February
26,
Henderson Papers, The Filson Club, Louisville,

that

was "both

'the affection

we

feel

Johnson openly acknowledged

1

836, in the

Thomas B

KY.

63

Walster

md G

WiUiam Wakte

r, ANe^yJ^olLail^ye
(Reading- Mass
Publishing Co., 1978), 9 in
of Lo7e " 693
For a discussion of slave children in the
antebellum South, see Wilma King,
"Within the
Professional Household: Slave Children in the
Antebellum South," The Historian 59
Sprmg 1 997; and also her book
~'
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1 995).
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m

Julia

and

w™„

their children

•

•

SaUy He
"™SS and Lydia Broadnax.

—

J*sIifei„

more

c oseiy

fohns

fr

abide white

men

"v^iery.

Her voice

...
"eWaSt* e °" teBte
i,f»

,-,

crossing the color

of emotions."

,o™8 Thls rela ionship

famine

We tawthaUuliacmKto

64

However, we cannot
deny thata relationship
of

«. that was

^^^

^^^^^^^

peopte and withm the
soeia, aad pontic,

South. In Johnson's
case, as

^^

is silent

line.

hetween dohnson an,
,

-

,

h

ki„d did exist

Pethaps

lion!!hiptoJotaon s

what her
hpr

illuminate the hiatoiy

^

rel a

in Jefferson's

p_

a, the

vety ,eas, eath,
and

^

of fc

and Wythe's
wytnes, what

is

revealed

is

that

"The

64

John R.
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3
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my abse«e

^
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slave South.
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not
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sacred by , he
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^ ^ were in
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myself"

*

on July

abou,

(New

^

md 4

,

1

,

827

A reporter
renorter for
for th
r
the Lexington

83S vaHated

^

Md the mother of Hs housdm d;
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with the co
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,

in

Md JuBa: , hal
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,
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Papers,

Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson December
01
The Filson Club, Louisville, KY.
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i
'

™
m Th0maS a
Person

s->7 ,„ tv,

,

highest and most fashionable
circles of the

statement

we will

may have been made more

for

community and

its political

67

into ballrooms."

This

effect than for its factual truth.

But

never know.

Johnson and

Julia

corresponded on a number of occasions. One
senses

Johnson's letters to Henderson, in
which he mentions

judgment but wanted others

to respect her as well.

"

Julia, that

my matters,

all

do

their

will only

want your assistance to make

all

act with the

Johnson received several

December 14,1825

that

make

letters

from

Julia

he not only trusted her

If Julia should remain well

attend to

she will

"I feel

enough

same propriety as

68
if I

were home"

over a two-week period from December

uneasy

to

duty as to conduct and industry and she

caused him to be concerned about what was
happening

In a letter to Henderson, he said,

in

at the situation

at

1

to

home.

of John Adams one of the

Indian boys. Julia in her letter of the 14 th
complains of Daniel and Jerry and says she has

found great trouble and
Julia's authority

with

receipt

Julia,

of this converse with

to

69

to the sick boy."

Johnson wanted them punished.

whom she has had difficulty;

do not wish

making men attend

was a must while Johnson was away from

got out of line with

upon

difficulty in

do

[so]

Julia

his farm.

"I

Respect for

If any

should be glad

of his slaves
if you

would

and ascertain who has dodged and sulked, and

and then chastise them on

send for William Johnson

their

[his brother],

naked

skins,

and

if you

& see if he will do & if he
it

67

See Meyer, The Life and Times of Colonel Richard M. Johnson
317, footnote
09 for a extensive discussion of what appeared to be the truth about Johnson and Julia
.

1

68

Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson Papers December
Louisville,

KY.
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8,

1825. The Filson Club,

will no,,

K„d fc a mlM, & u

m^

tha(

„

^ ta ^

„ my

s]wu|d ch(Ktjse

70

them.
.

.

We do

Julia.

was

I„ Johnson , Ietters to
Henderson,

•

.

and loving.

It is

She was the mother of his two

Julia.

of his

life.

two people

that

a mistake to think that
Johnson did not ,ove
children,

years in protecting and educating
his family and in no
part

not detect signs of affection
for

see devotion, respect,
and caring, a partnership between

reciprocal, meaningful

or care for

we do

Johnson invested over twenty

way

We should not think that he only loved his

tried to hide that they

were a

daughters and did not care for

or possibly love their mother
because she was black and his
s.ave. Johnson's bold and
steadfast behavior speaks
otherwise.

say with our verbal language

silent

we

We need to

if twentieth-century

relationship for

what

it

historians

'

have had

difficulty seeing

was, his peers were not so
myopic. In an

Affecting Scene in Kentucky, "Johnson

contained in a copy of the

New

we

are constantly communicating
our real feelings in our

language—the language of behavior." 7

Even

understand that "In addition to
what

is

slumped

in

1

Johnson and

836 lithograph

Julia's

titled

An

a chair, devastated by the
revelations

York Courier and Enquirer.

On

the right side

of the

cartoon are his two daughters, depicted
as stereotypical mulattoes.
They are trying to
boost Johnson's

spirits

with a portrait of their mother,

who

is

depicted as dark-skinned and

69

Johnson to Thomas B. Henderson Papers December
31,1 825. The Filson Club
'

Louisville,
70

KY.

Ibid. It

should be noted that there appears to be two
letters written by Johnson
letter from which this quote is
taken does not

Henderson on December 31,1 825. The
have "Rev. Thomas Henderson " at the top
r
to

71

EdW3rd T HaU The
'

'

Silent

Language (New York: Doubleday

1959) 15

176

& Company, Inc.

wearing an Afriean-style turban.
The three
alliance

men around Johnson represent

of the unprincipled and subversive
who offer

need. ..."

It is

evident from this cartoon that
Julia

not "pass" into white society.

their support to

him

was not mulatto and

the alleged

in his

time of

therefore could

72

Perhaps because Julia could not obviously
pass for white,

people were incensed by his bold
conduct, which violated Southern
protocol.

Why didn't Johnson emancipate Julia and their
1

836? One can only speculate

their lives

that

Johnson knew that

would not be protected from the

evils

daughters prior to the election of
if he

were

to emancipate his family,

of slavery. If Johnson had

left

to his

brothers and sisters the responsibility
of caring for his family, chances are they
could have

been sold off and deprived of any
inheritance from

Johnson had plans for
future for

challenged.

his daughters,

He

fully

is

cartoon, which

He

sought to secure a

understood what

and he accomplished

men who were well-respected by the community in

The
York,

daughters Imogene and Adaline.

them that would never be

have a secure future for
white

his

his estate.

this

it

meant to

by marrying them off to

Scott County.

Thomas W.

was probably published by Henry R. Robinson
of New
of the Library of Congress and the New York

in the lithograph collections

Historical Society. See Bernard F. Reilly, Jr.,
American Political Prints.
Catalog of the Collections in the Library of Cong ress
(Boston: G. K.

1

Hall

766-1 876- A

&

Co., 1991)
people of mixed racial ancestry are themselves powerful
examples and
symbols of marginality or 'liminality.' See Everett V. Stoneqist,
The Marginal Man- A
Study in Personality and Culture Conflict (New York: Russell
Russell, 1961), 10-53"
cited in Thomas Brown, "The Miscegenation of Richard
Mentor Johnson as an Issue in the
National Election Campaign of 1835-1836," Civil War History
39 (1993): 8-10. It should
also be noted that Johnson was also involved with another
one of

87-88.

Of course,

&

his slaves, Cornelia

Parthene after

Julia's death,

which exacerbated the

political events

surrounding the

of 1 836. Unfortunately, we know little about their relationship. We do,
however,
know that the press saw his personal life as a way to keep up their attack. See the
Lexington (Kentucky) Observer and Reporter, July 22, 1835; Boston Daily
Advocate
election

and
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Sec, who was hem ta

Malyland>

be of Dutch heritage,
married

^^ ^^ ^ ^^^
r

Imoge*,

Dart.! and

taogene and Adaline were mulatto,
given
Perhaps Johnson chose
financially,

as

man,

,ha, circulated in Scot,
County.

could care for them

of being married ,„ mulatto

We know tha, sex and/or marriage across

of Imogenc and Adaline performed,

the coior hue

Under what

if mtcrracial

illegal?

Daniel B. Pence married Imogene
on

married Adaline on November

we

reaiity

who

73
as thirty-eight states durrng
the nineteenth century.

condition then were the marriages

marriage was

m „s, have knowo tha,

trusted ,„ marry his daughters,

could pass for white.

illegal in

marriage,

news

and who undetstood the
pressures and the

women who
was

men he

.he

Thomas

November 29,

1

830, and

Thomas W.

Scott

?4
8,

1

832.

Because Kentucky law prohibited

can assume that both marriages
took place

Great Crossings Baptist Church.

in

Johnson's

interracial

home and

not at the

We can also theorize that a legitimate marriage

bond

existed for Adaline, because the
following appeared in the
Fayetteville North Carolina

Observer on July
inst.

—MARRIED,
County, on
By the Rev.-MnJTiomas WScott a white
man,
Miss^n^^ a
7,

1

835: "Marriage Extraordinary

!

in Scott

to

mulatto

girl,

JOHNSON,

Patriot, July
cited in

and reported, or acknowledge daughter
of the Honorable

RICHARD M.

one of the Representatives of theStateof
KgntuckxtgJheC^

835 quoted the Cincinnati Daily Gazette; Boston
7,
Atlas July 2
Brown, "The Miscegenation of Richard Mentor
Johnson," 7.
1

1

M

1

835

I rVey
APP ,ebaum- "Miscegenation Statues: A Constitutional and Social
„
d u,
rroolem,
Georgetown Law Journal 53 (1964), 1 189-1223.

?

-
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^

th

8

Two

United States ."

important facts should be noted:

who performed this marriage was never revealed.
protect his reputation and

life in

all

of the returns or records
837 was

name of the

minister

the community. Secondly, as

in

1

we know,

the Scott

830, and again in

1

County

837, thereby

marriage records up until that period. Copies of ministers' returns were

after the fires to piece together

1

the

His name was probably withheld to

Court house was destroyed on two occasions, once
destroying

First,

filed

some of the records which were destroyed; however, none

indicate the marriages

of Johnson's daughters. The

deliberately set to destroy courthouse records.

However, there

is

last fire in

no reason to

believe that these fires were purposely set to destroy records that pertained to the Johnson

family.

How was Johnson able to circumvent the law to have his daughters marry white
men? Again,

the issues of power and wealth resurfaced as the

secured these marriages.

Who

in

means by which Johnson

Scott County would challenge Johnson's

power and

wealth? Johnson was a popular politician and slaveholder, and

it is

people of the county would want to take on such a great task.

He knew that

enough

his daughters off to white

marry

to

men; he had to make sure

would be protected regardless of whether these men remained
same

issue

of the

unlikely that the

it

was not

that their futures

in his daughters' lives.

The

Fayetteville North Carolina Observer also included the following

G. Glenn

Clift,

comp., Kentucky Marriages 1797-1865 (Baltimore: The

Genealogical Publishing Co., 1988; reprint, Frankfort: The Kentucky Historical Society
1938), 72.
75

1835 the Fayetteville North Carolina Observer reprinted this notice,
appeared in a November 1832 issue of the Lexington Observer. The specific

On July
which first
date of the

issue

7,

was not

indicated.
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information on

Thomas and

Adeline's marriage:

"A few days

after

Mr. Scott became the

happy husband of the FAIR and lovely Adaline, he was presented by her
Colonel,' with a fine tract

of land known as the 'Blue Spring

been regularly made and entered on the record
Court.

The deed

runs,

'to

Thomas W.

Scott,

'good

which a deed has

of the Clerk of Scott County

in the office

and Adaline

farm,' for

father, the

J.

Scott, his wife, jointly, their

76
heirs,'

and

c.

.

.

."

Johnson did indeed give equal and joint property

and Thomas, which ultimately secured her

part

listed in the Scott

household:

The record seems

who was

to indicate that

The 1 850 census

wife.

Thomas

Helen, 9, Josephine, 6, Eugene, 4, Mary, 3,

Thomas could

not

Adaline

sell

any

77

of the estate without the consent of his

people are

Therefore,

future.

interest to

reveals that nine

Scott, 41, Catherine, 27, Robert, 16,

Thomas W.,

Thomas remarried

2 and Catherine, 7 months.

Jr.

after Adaline's

death to Catherine,

fourteen years his junior. Johnson also gave a tract of land to Imogene and

Daniel Pence near North Elkhorn, which was about a mile from Great Crossings.

Imogene and Daniel were the parents of two
indicated in the

1

850 census. But

children,

how did Johnson

Mary,

15,

78

and Daniel, 2 months, as

survive politically, given his

relationship with Julia and their children?

Ibid. July 7,

1835 the Fayetteville North Carolina Observer.

77

Scott County

Deed Book L page

126,

November

9,

1832-33. See Meyer,

Colonel Richard M. Johnson, 321.
78

Scott County

Deed Book Q, 1 840-4,

p.

426

indicates that a

deed was recorded

from Richard M. Johnson and David Suggett to Danl. B. Pence. Scott County Deed
Book U, 1846-48 records a deed from Richard M. Johnson, Sr. to Thos. W. Scott cited
footnote 124, Ibid.
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in

Johnson had come of age

in

a nation that had embraced a republican

where

ideal,

Washington, Jefferson, Monroe and other "Founding Fathers" had found a home. The
republican ideal

grew out of the

fact that

Americans knew what

England. "The commonwealthmen believed that a monarch,
eventually turn tyrant and reduce his subjects to slavery.

.

.

life

if not

had been

like

back

in

curbed, would

.They suspected the army.

They despised the churchmen who unflaggingly supported every infringement of liberty.
They wanted
people.

to extend the suffrage and

Above

all

make

representatives

more responsive

to the

they wanted a wide distribution of property to create an enlarged

enfranchised yeomanry

who would

see to

it

that

government stuck to

its

proper business

79

of protecting

liberty

and property."

because they clearly understood what

Americans were receptive to

it

despised, like the king of England. "The

on

his

meant to be subject to the

yeoman farmer

own plot of land, gun in hand and virtue

[in

in his heart,

this

will

way of thinking,

of those they

America], standing foursquare

was thus

the ideal citizen of a

80

republic."

For Johnson, the primary issue was always the people of the Western

As Senator from Kentucky, Johnson was an advocate on those
affected his

own

constituents and other Western states as well.

improvement of service to the National Road and,
land, as well as judicial reform.

to get

some of his

Colonial

However, perhaps

issues,

territories.

which he

He pushed

felt

for

relief for citizens purchasing public

his

most

difficult

challenge

was

in trying

fellow senators to understand the importance of having legislation that

Edmund S. Morgan, American Slavery America Freedom: The Ordeal of
369-370.
Virginia (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. 1975),
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protected those in debt.
Johnson tried on several occasions
to get his colleagues
to

support his legislation, but
his efforts were unsuccessful.
Only Martin

from New York and a
frustrations.

politically

sawy politician,

Van Buren, Senator

understood Johnson's

political

Because Van Buren saw an
opportunity to be instrumental

in political

change, he persuaded Johnson
and other politicians to buy into
the idea of a
party that would support

Adams

in the election

The

rise

Andrew Jackson

as a democratic challenger
to John Quincy

8'

of 1828.

of the Jacksonian Democrats

in the election

of 1 828 signaled a more

public demonstration of how
our politicians' private sexual
lives
public lives. Like so

many

others,

Johnson had

lived

would

Jefferson and Sally Hemings.

be unveiled for

all

collide with their

through our nation's

scandal, involving a national
political figure at this country's
highest

scandal would rise to

new political

first real

sexual

level-Thomas

With the election of Andrew Jackson,
however, sexual

new heights and the

lives

of politicians from Jackson on down
would

to see and to judge, including
the personal

life

of Richard Mentor

Johnson.

With the
be

rise

different. This is

seem

of the Democratic Party and Jackson's

of refined demeanor

early Republican politicians. Jackson

fact.

was

his

that

was the hallmark of so many of the

own man and challenged anyone who

Johnson's support of the Jackson ticket did not

80
Ibid.,

were going to

evidenced by the fact that Jackson was not
educated, and he did not

to possess the kind

disagreed with that

election, things

377.
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sit

well with

some of Johnson's colleagues

Washington, particularly with Henry
Clay,

in

who was not

onJy a colleague but also
his neighbor. Richard Chinn,
(no relation to Julia ChJnn),
a

supporter of Adams, along with
friends of Clay helped to
undermine the reelection of

Johnson to the Senate (1819-1829)
by publicly bringing Johnson's private
instability to the forefront

of the election

Johnson's sexual indiscretions,

we

said that Clay's wife

".

.

Although Clay was quick

girl

.

.to

were Mr.

Clay's.

[however], he did not

sell his

to fight back, so he

bowed

came

to the attention of his wife.

Much has

.

.[and] there

more

lovingly than

out of the Senate race and went

it

is

not the least doubt [that]

been said about Col. Johnson's negro wife,

children as Mr. Clay had done.

County was not only Jackson country,

girl

pacify her and to keep peace in the
family he sent the

and her children to Louisiana and sold
them.

the children

to point out

should note that Clay himself was not
above becoming

.found Mr. Clay attending the yellow

suited her [Mrs. Clay's] feelings.

and financial

82

involved with one of his slaves;
this relationship quickly
It is

life

83
.

.

,"

home

Johnson did not want
to his farm. But Scott

was Johnson's home-and the people wanted
him

81

For a more extensive look at the kind of changes that Johnson
advocated for in
the senate see Jones, "The Making of a Vice
President," 183-218.
82

See Richard Chinn to Henry Clay, September 10, 1828 in
James F. Hopkins, et
The Papers of Henry Cjay (1 1 vols., Lexington, Ky., 1952-1992), 7:461-62;
Jasper B. Shannon and Ruth McQuown, Presidential Politics
in Kentucky,' 1824- 1948: A
Compilation of Election Statistics and an Analysis of Political Behavior
(LexingtonUniversity of Kentucky Press, 1950), Ibid., 220-221
'

a1

'

eds.,

83

This is a letter signed by a L. Smith and dated May 25, 1 844. The
cover page to
the letter has the following information on the front: Wheeling,
Mi, June 5; B.W. Smith,
Esq. Humpreysville, New Haven County, Connecticut, see page

two of this

B. Henderson Papers, The Filson Club, Louisville,
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KY.

letter.

Thomas

back

in

home

Washington. In August of 1 829, Johnson
reappeared as Congressman from

state

of Kentucky representing Scott, Franklin
and Shelby

his

84

counties.

Public knowledge of the private
lives of men like Johnson and
Clay were not

uncommon,
lives

but America would

now be pulled

of the men who would again run

their country.

involved with his wife Rachel while she

was

extramarital relationship had destroyed her

was blamed

once again into the

still

first

political

and sexual

Jackson was rumored to have been

married to her

marriage.

first

husband, and their

The scandal was so bad

that

it

85

for Rachel's early demise.

Jackson into his

first

Scandal did not disappear; in

term as president. Jackson was a good friend

fact,

it

who was

followed

loyal

and

stood by those he respected and befriended. Such was
the case with his good friend John

Henry Eaton, a Tennessean

like

Jackson and his

new

married what Washington society called "a tainted

Secretary of War. Eaton had

woman" by

the

name of Margaret

"Peggy" Eaton, and because her "morals" were brought into
question, members of
Jackson's cabinet and their wives ignored the Eatons and refused
to
their social circle.

Jackson was

irate

response to a cabinet member's wife

make them a part of

over the behavior of his cabinet. This kind of
in his first

term as President was not only scandalous,

but also a problem that Jackson had to deal with quickly. Jackson's position
the

members of his

cabinet

would not comply with

his wishes

was

that if

and socialize with the

84

Jones, "The

Making of a Vice

President," 232-233.

85

Norma Basch,

"Marriage, Morals and Politics in the Election of 1828, "Journal

ofAmerican History 80 (1993): 890-918.
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Eatons, he would simply
cabinet

member who

who

State,

fire his

clearly

instinctively

cabinet and appoint

new members.

86

Perhaps the only

had a political future was Martin Van Buren,

knew that

if he

played his cards

his Secretary

right, his political future

of

could

87

only get brighter.

Johnson was a respected

begun to surface on a national
sense if Johnson had stayed

with

Julia,

who was

politician, but his relationship

level.

it

would have made more

away from the Eaton affair because of his own relationship

a slave. The

an eight-year period Jackson
treasury, three secretaries

We might assume that

with Julia had already

firing

of an

entire cabinet

fired "four secretaries

was

of state,

certainly unusual, but over

of the

five secretaries

of war and three of the navy, two postmasters

general,

and three

88

attorneys general.

political

However, Johnson somehow

mess, so that

in the

it

was

and was sympathetic towards the Eatons'

woman that

that

he could salvage the ensuing
89

end Jackson's administration could

Perhaps Johnson understood what

the

felt

like to

have the public scrutinize

situation, particularly

John Eaton loved. The Eaton

politically survive.

affair in

because

it

his private life

directly affected

no way diminished Johnson's

86

Jones, "The

Making of a Vice

President," 245-247.

87

'One Woman So Dangerous to Public Morals' Gender and
Journal of the Early Republic 1 7 (Summer 1 997): 237. See
also John Niven, Martin Van Buren: The Romantic Age of Politics . 249; Robert V.
Kirsten E.

Power

in the

Eaton

Wood,

"

:

Affair."

Andrew Jackson. Vol. 2, And The Course of American Freedom 822-1 832
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. 1981), chapter eleven, "The Eaton
Remini,

1

Imbroglio, 203-216 and John F. Marszalek,

Sex

in

The

Petticoat Affair: Manners. Mutiny, and

Andrew Jackson's White House (New York:

the Free Press, 1997).

88

Richard Shenkman, Presidential Ambition
Publishers, 1999), 54.
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(New York:

HarperCollins

respect for Jackson; Johnson
supported Jackson's candidacy
for President and
perhaps

genuinely

felt

that he could be

of assistance to the Eaton's.
Johnson acted as a go-

between, and was accused of
trying to get rid of the Secretary
of the Treasury, Samuel D.

Ingham, Secretary of the Navy
John Branch, and Attorney General
John M. Berrien.
Johnson's desire to help mediate
between the factions seems to have
only aggravated the
90

.

situation.

The

initial fallout

from the Eaton scandal exposed
the private

life

of one of

Jackson's cabinet members. In
spite of the scandal, Johnson
survived the

job

intact.

in his first

term as President, he was able to
weather the storm as he positioned
himself for

Jackson's administration

With Calhoun's

resignation,

nullification affair, the

P.

with his

Despite the fact that Jackson
had eliminated a number of key
cabinet members

the election of 1 832 and
promoted Martin

up

crisis

for grabs.

and

was not

Van Buren

big

enough

his allegiance

to contain both Jackson

thrown

second most important spot

in

to Vice President.

to

and Calhoun.

South Carolina and the

our national government was

A number of men were considered for the vice presidency,

now

including Philip

Barbour of Virginia, Martin Van Buren, and
even Richard M. Johnson-but only
as a

last resort.

Van Buren emerged

9'
as the best candidate out of those
under consideration.

Throughout the Jackson- Van Buren administration,
Johnson was a
supported the Jackson

ticket.

loyal

Democrat,

who

If Johnson had any aspirations of
ascending to a higher

89

Meyer, The Life and Times of Colo nel Richard
Ibid.,

M

Tnhnsnn 266-268.

267; Jones, "The Making of a Vice President," 247.

Niven, Martin

Van Buren: The Romantic Ap e of American
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Politics

300-301.

political office,

he denied himself that luxury and remained a loyal follower. But as

Jackson's second term

would become a

came to a close and

the election of

viable contender for the position

1

836 loomed

large,

Johnson

—but not without a

of Vice President

scandal.

Jackson's selection of Van Buren as Vice President

long

felt

were

in

a special kind of kinship to

Van Buren and

was no

accident. Jackson

certainly realized that the

had

Democrats

a good position as Jackson's second term came to and end. With the end of the

Jackson era and the election of 1 836 on the horizon, the

any serious threat to the Democratic Party and

The Whigs

felt

it

new Whig

their quest to

Party did not provide

hold on to the presidency.

necessary to crowd their field with, not one, but three candidates for the

Hugh Lawson,

job of President: Daniel Webster,

a Tennesee Supreme Court justice, and
92

William Henry Harrison, a former General

in the

War of 1 812.

the Jackson- Van Buren ticket, and

some thought

choice for Jackson's job. Johnson

was Kentucky's

Kentucky Gazette began
seriously thought

to voice

its

that

Johnson had supported

Johnson would have been a good

choice, and local papers like the

opinion concerning the nomination. "Col. Johnson

—not by a small

of for the Presidency

is

portion, but by a very considerable

93

portion of the people of the United States."

becoming President was

truly a long shot,

from those up North, who

common working

man.

However, the likelihood of Johnson

even though he had wide support out West and

clearly identified with Johnson's efforts to

Many people

supported

Van

Buren's candidacy. If Johnson

Jones,"The Making of a Vice President," 271-276.

Kentucky Gazette, March

9,

1833, Ibid., 279.
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speak for the

* capture ,he

wan,ed

was not

he wouId

_„

^^^^

,„

in a position to do.

Van Buren, however,

did not capture the Presidency
with ease.

As a northerner

94
regions he did not have
in his pocket.
With manyyears in the pohtical
arena,

can.

to be

a person

known

who

could skill^y maneuver
the

to get the job done.

^

as the "Little Magicia,"
and

^

Van Buren

was considered a >htician's
poHtician"-

^

rf

^
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However, Van Buren owed

his

nomination to Jackson and, even

though he may have wanted
WiUiam Cabell Rives of Virginia
as a vice presidential
candidate, he

the job

knew

that

he could not go against
Jackson's wishes.

was Johnson, and

therefore,

Van Buren had

request to have Johnson on
his ticket.

about Johnson being on

concern

his ticket, clearly the

enthusiastic

government had more immediate
issues to

The 83 Nat Turner Rebellion had torn
1
1

many

choice but to embrace Jackson's

Even though Van Buren was not

itself with, like the slave
rebellions that

the death of so

little

Jackson's choice for

had

cast a

shadow over

at the heart

whites, the South's response

on

issues

slavery.

of the slave South. And with

of race and slavery was to

ensure for themselves the kind of
political representation that
reflected their fear of racial
unrest. Jackson did not

politicians did not

want Rives on the Van Buren

want Johnson

ticket,

and many Southern

to be considered for the vice
presidency.

But the Virginia

94

Jones "The Making of a Vice President," 284.

For an depth discussion on the Election of 1 836
see Joel Silbey "Election of
M. Schlesingnger, Jr., and Fred Israel, eds., HistoxofAmerican

1836," in Arthur
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delegation demonstrated a

was

position

more

hostile attitude

that Johnson's private

with Julia was

life

did not speak well for Southern behavior

Perhaps

Julia's early

death

in

1

face in the midst of the 1836 election.

toward the Johnson nomination. Their

much too conspicuous for them and

%

833 was best, given what she would have had to

Even Johnson's daughter Adaline

did not live to see

her father elected to national office. Johnson was disturbed by the
horrible
their daughters

were being

crucified

by

hand of friendship to so many people.
hostility

that

of so many people alone, but

would wage a personal

his enemies, despite the fact that

what they wanted

Journal echoed

this feeling

It

it

was bad enough

sin against society."

disturbing, but

it

They did not

was

he had extended a

that

Johnson had to face the

all,

The South had long adopted the

"true Southern gentlemen" could

as long as the South's integrity remained intact.

it

and

would be the newspapers, not just from the South,

attack on Johnson's family.

when

Julia

97

concept of "Southern Honor," the idea that above
virtually

way

The

stated that Johnson's behavior with Julia

Louisville

was

find Johnson's relationship with a black slave

do

his "chief

woman

the "publicity and barefacedness of his conduct" that they were not

98

willing to tolerate.

made

Because Virginia was perturbed by Johnson's candidacy, the press

sure that no stone

was

left

unturned

Presidential Elections. 1789-1968 (4 vols.,

President Ambition , 57-59; Jones, "The

in voicing

how Virginians

New York,

1971),

Making of a Vice

1

:

felt

concerning this

577-600; Shenkman,

President," 283.

96

Jones, "The

Making of a Vice

President," 292-293.

97

Johnson to Frances
University Library, Princeton,

P. Blair,

June 16, 1835, Blair/Lee Family Papers, Princeton

New Jersey.
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scandalous behavior. According to the

Richmond Whig,

electing

Johnson would mean
,

that

he would be "held up to our youth as an
example of virtue justly rewarded, by

observing whose practices, they too
if the

South was concerned about

may

attain the highest offices in the country.""

their youth, they

white women. The virtue and protection
of "True

were even more concerned about

Womanhood" was

the psychology of the slave South. If
Johnson could carry

woman, then how could white Southern men
Piety and purity were just

on

in public

protect their white

two of the important

virtues that

at the

And
their

foundation of

with a slave

women from black men?

governed the

lives

of these

100

women.

White

women at

any turn "may be assailed by the sable hand of a crude

°
depredator, or claimed to deck the chamber of some 'lusty
Moor"'
'

'

The Baltimore

Chronicle saw Johnson as a "powerful agent of amalgamation."
Because of his wealth

and position, he found white husbands

LtorJ

money, but

insensible to shame."

for his daughters,

who

they thought were "greedy

Evidently, Daniel B. Pence and

Thomas W.

Scott did not see the shame or the dishonor to Southern culture in marrying
Imogene and
Adaline.

98

Louisville Journal, quoted in the Cincinnati Daily Gazette, June 6, 1835. See

Richmond Whig, June 2, 1835
Mentor Johnson," footnote 12, 13.
also

cited in

Brown, "The Miscegenation of Richard

99

Richmond Whig,

July 20, 1835, Ibid., 14

100

Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood: 1829-1860" American
Quarterly 18 (1966): 151-174.
101

Richmond Whig,
Richard Mentor Johnson,"

July 20, 1835, cited in

14.
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Brown, "The Miscegenation of

The Northern papers were just
to the Providence Journal,

as virulent as the papers in
the South.

"How would

it

According

look in the eyes of civilized
Europe and the

world, to see the Vice President,
and his yellow children, and his
wooly headed African
wife, in the city

of Washington, mingJing

and respectable society
concerned about
elite

here at

in the

and by

this

why then would

giddy mazes of the most
fashionable

New York Courier and Enquirer was

"yellow wife and daughters" would
appear to the political

but also to our allies abroad.

a "nation of mulattoes."
"wife,"

country?" The

how Johnson's

home

in all the

The Europeans might

Interestingly, these

time Julia was dead.

two papers both

Interracial marriage as

the press perpetuate an idea
that they

think that

refer to Julia as Johnson's

we know

knew was

we were

illegal in

Johnson "went on public record to
say that he would have married
her

it

was

illegal,

so

the slave South?

[Julia]

except that

04
he was unable to do so under Kentucky
law."'

Not

all

certainly not

members of the press were

cruel;

some

felt

that

whatever Johnson did was

bad enough to warrant a complete
dismissal of the man as a candidate
for the

vice presidency.

The Jackson Mississippian

relationship with Julia

was

insignificant.

(a Southern paper) ironically
felt Johnson's

To them

it

was simply

only as a spot on the sun." The Baltimore
Republican

a "blemish which appears

felt that if

both Jefferson and

102

f
,

1835 cited

!

i,

»~

P

'

t
Brown,

September 24
"The Miscegenation of Richard Mentor Johnson,"
footnote 12, 13.
ovidence J™>™1> June 2, 1835; New York Courier
and Enquirer, November

in

;

ju
lojo. Ibid.
,

Chron cle 1 uoted m Columbus (Ohio) People's
Press on September
;
T
^Louisville
Journal August 8, 1836; Richmond Whig,

abtT"°
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Jackson could survive personal
assaults on their character, the
public should not worry
about the loss of public support
for Johnson.

The Providence Republican Herald

followed in the same footsteps
as the Baltimore Republican by
stating that "as

of Thomas Jefferson and Jackson,
the louder and more frequent

in

the cases

their denunciations, the

higher will the subject of their
slanderous attacks rise in the public
estimation." But

took the

New

York Evening Post to remind

equally criminal at

press, both in the

The press helped

some period of their

its

readership that, "most

it

men have been

105
lives."

Comments

like these that ran in the

North and South, were frequently
motivated by the
to expose the sexual lives

of our

politics

politicians for all to see,

of the day.

and by

1

835

the press had had a lot of experience
in disclosing that the public
lives of our politicians

were not

of the

far

lives

removed from the

of many of the

private and often clandestine relationships
that

politicians

Federalists accusing Jefferson

of this

nation.

America

of exposing Hamilton's

affair

Republicans accusing Hamilton of exposing
Jefferson's

parties respectively accusing Jefferson

"
.

.

were a part

.had the spectacle of the

with Mrs. Reynolds, the

affair

with Betsy Walker, and both

and John Marshall of having slave mistresses.

"'° 6
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Beth Day, Sexual Life Between Blacks and Whites:
The Roots nf Rark™ (New
York: World Publishing, 1972), 62-63. Although
Day makes this statement, she does not
indicate which specific public record she is referring
to.

Jackson Mississippian, August 7, 1 835; Baltimore Republican
was quoted in
the Providence Republican Herald, June
13, 1835; Providence Republican Herald
June
3, 1835; New York Evening Post, July 9, 1835 cited in Brown,
"The
Miscegenation'of

Richard Mentor Johnson," footnote

5, 7.
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Jefferson:

Richmond Examiner, October 16, 1802 quoted in Fawn M. Brodie
Thomas
Intimate History (New York: W.W. Norton & Company,
Inc. 1974), 355-

An

356. Although the Jefferson and the Jackson scandals are mentioned
in chapter 24
Under Attack" for additional information regarding Alexander
Hamilton's

titled, "Jefferson
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Van Buren's election was
had secured 170
assume

electoral votes.

their positions, but

assured by the fact that he had Johnson's backing and

Vice Presidents, on the other hand, did not automatically

were elected separately. For Johnson,

problem because he was three votes short of the 147
shortage, in turn, meant that a decision

The

electoral votes

new phenomenon

election of Thomas Jefferson (1 800) and

vice presidential opponent, Johnson secured twice as

the seat

many

would

in the election

John Quincy Adams

presented the exact same problem. With Francis Granger from

a serious

needed to win. This

on whether or not he would secure

have to be decided by the Senate. This was not a
process.

this created

( 1

824)

New York as Johnson's

senate votes for a total of 33
107

votes over Granger's

spot

was not

In fact, the

1

6,

which enabled him to win the

the most ideal position to be

and for Johnson

in,

Van Buren -Johnson Democratic

election.

The

this spot

vice presidential

was no

different.

ticket did not benefit either candidate.

Johnson's demonstrative affection for his family created a tainted image of forbidden love
108

that did not

returned

enhance Johnson's

home

to

Kentucky but did not

representative from Scott

Johnson thought

that

As

political career.

retire.

From 1 841

County to the Kentucky

he could

still

a one-term Vice President, Johnson

to

1

843 Johnson was a

state legislature.

be of greater service to his home

And

although

state

by

later trying to

Jacob Katz Cogan, "The Reynolds Affair and the Politics of Character," Journal
of the Early Republic 16 (Fall 1996): 389-417. According to Brodie, "It is small wonder
that the nonpresidential election campaign of 1 802 has been called the most slanderous in
affair see

American

history."

107

Joel Silbey, "Election of 1836," in Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., and Fred Israel,
The History of American Presidential Elections, 1789-1968. 1 :596; Richmond (VA)
Enquirer, November 25, 1836 quoted in Jones, "The Making of a Vice President," 315eds.,

317.
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run for governor, he never lived to see that day.

the age of sixty-nine.

On November

Thirty-three years later, in

1

19, 1850,

Johnson died

883, his daughter Imogene passed

away. The Georgetown Weekly Times in Scott County reported
on October

"Deceased had been an
fortitude, but

invalid for

many years. She bore

always expressed a willingness to go

at

woman of rare

of cross-racial relationships

Interracial relationships

master's

power and

will to exploit the slave

of the

woman's

any time her savior might

call her.

faithful wife,

in the pre-Civil

War South?

in spite

slaves.

According to anthropologist Margaret Mead:

many whites

sexuality.

However, such

of affection and humanity between the

races

fact that

883, the

under slavery were undoubtedly often based upon the

relationships could also testify to the existence

—

1

How do the lives of Johnson and Julia

intellectual attainments."

reflect the larger context

0,

1

her afflictions with Christian

She was an exemplary member of the Christian Church, a devoted mother,
and a

at

systematically denied the humanity

of their

Throughout human history the struggle has gone on, in both politics and
more and more human beings as full members of the same group, to
widen the tribe to the nation and the nation to the world, and to admit the
possibility of love with dignity across all lines of caste or class or color. It has
always been essentially the same struggle; to overcome the fear of the stranger, to
transcend our tendency to degrade others and the desire to prey upon others into
trust an shared responsibility, and to transform the fear that taints sex with those
sex, to include

who

Many

are different into the capacity to love.

interracial liaisons that existed

throughout the nineteenth century American South,

and the relationship between Johnson and

Julia

was just

one. Their relationship provided

Jones,"The Making of a Vice President," 320-322.
109
Ibid.

355-398.
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Julia

with caring, intimacy and the economic security that would insure their daughter's

futures.

period,

Moreover,

we

if

we

look more closely at the interracial relationships during

will find relationships

as a sexual partner

such as that of Harriet Jacobs,

accepted a white

man

on her own terms.

If we look at buried court and press records,

affection or love

who

this

from among the countless

we may

well find

more cases of

liaisons that flourished in the

American South.

We do not have Julia Chinn's own words, but we can glean part of her life from her
daughters' experiences and the fact that Julia

liaison

between Johnson and

Julia

was

in

charge of Johnson's household. The

may typify many such liaisons.

Unlike those in most

other cross-racial relationships, Johnson and Julia lived openly in defiance of the Souths
social customs.

We hope that the Johnson and Julia's lives will continue to give voice to

relationships across the color line.

hope

We can also

that their lives will challenge us to carry

—but most of

race, class, gender

all,

love in

its

many

on the dialogue concerning

issues

of

forms.

110

Margaret

Mead quoted

in

Beth Day, Sexual Life Between Blacks and Whites

x-xi
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.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Antimiscegenation laws that were instituted in early America to prevent interracial
relationships

side

between blacks and whites were

of the color

been an

line.

Since the white

inevitability that has

monumental

in essence, a

man landed

failure

from

either

New World, racial mixing has

in the

never gone away. For years,

when

questions of paternity

across the color line existed, proving such charges were almost impossible to substantiate,

even when

the evidence pointed directly to a specific person. But questions concerning

all

paternity have

The

now been altered

with the help of DNA.

scientific research that

and exposed the

reality

of race

in

has given us

DNA has eliminated the denial of paternity

America. Although Thomas Jefferson was an

experimental case that exposed interracial intimacy instead of interracial denial, this
research has,

more

crossed the color

importantly, allowed us to peel back the

line

—not

in the case

these slave

these

The

issues that

of these three couples, have been the

women,

other relationships that

to point fingers but to begin to try to understand the

complexities of race and sex in America.

DNA,

many

as well as the negotiation

have resonated as a

act

result

of

of resistance and agency by

of the public and private spheres

in

which

men and women lived.
Resistance to bondage in the slave South was an everyday occurrence that

manifested

itself in

a variety of ways. The struggle against oppression was not unique to

men. Although male slaves often ran away, participated
took the
well.

lives

of their masters,

in slave revolts,

and sometimes

women actively resisted the bonds of their

For Sally Hemings, Lydia Broadnax, and

Julia Chinn, the act

196

oppression as

of resistance took on a

form that many have negated as

resistance, because for these

they participated in relationships with
white

These three

women made

men that

defied

many people today

choices that

women,

all

still

to resist

that the

meant

South stood

that

for.

view only as sexual abuse,

because as slave women, they were perceived as
having no choice or "agency" to make
such decisions concerning their
slave

lives

and

women faced.

Slave

lives.

This perception in no

women made

the abuse that

all

choices everyday that affected their lives and
the

of their love ones. Their choices were not always
the

Julia,

way negated

right ones, but for Sally, Lydia,

acceptance of their relationships with Jefferson, Wythe
and Johnson proved to

be the right decision for their
relationships with white

families.

men that went

In the process of resisting, these
against the grain

women

developed

of Southern culture and

established affectionate and sometimes loving
connections, that continues to test the bonds

of race and sex

in

America today.

Crossing the color

line for

these couples not Only tested the strength of these

and women, but also challenged the public and private spheres

men like

Jefferson,

Wythe and Johnson, who were noted

nght, relationships with these three
careers,

Johnson guarded
and

their children.

political figures in their

own

right to privacy is everyone's right,

common citizen of this nation.

Jefferson, Wythe,

and

We have seen, however, that each of these men handled their
ways

that

seem

were not scared by the innuendo and the
line.

For

lived.

their right to privacy not just for themselves but also for Sally,
Lydia,

private lives differently in

the color

which they

controversy, threaten political

and even caused a murder of two people. The

whether they are a President or a

Julia

women presented

in

men

to

work

threat

for them. This does not

of danger from

their relationships across

With the exception of Johnson, who maintained a public
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mean that they

relationship with

Julia,

and Wythe, who was quiet about

that haunted his relationship with Sally

If there had not been a

his

life,

Jefferson

was

able to rise

above the scandal

Hemings.

DNA study of the descendants of Thomas Jefferson,

it

would not have been as easy to confidently extrapolate the information concerning the
relationship

between George Wythe and Lydia Broadnax. That Wythe had a

direct

and

intimate connection to Jefferson, reinforces not only Jefferson's ability to cross the color

but establishes the kind of secretive and almost protective connection these

line,

with each other concerning their relationships to black women.
the

DNA study, denial of the Jefferson-Hemings relationship

side

of the family

is still

Three years
exists

still

men had

later, since

and the Hemings

not allowed the right to be buried at Monticello. This denial

is

a

sad commentary on race in America in the twentieth-first century.

The

stories

of Jefferson, Wythe, and Johnson only serve to help us hopefully to

begin to understand that interracial relationships remain fragile in spite of whatever
progress this nation has

1

967

in

Loving

v.

made both

Virginia, in

legally

and

socially.

We are a nation that,

as late as

an opinion written by Chief Justice Earl Warren of the

United States Supreme Court, held that antimiscegenation laws discriminated on the basis

of a person's skin color thereby denying them equal protection under law and

that also

denied them the right to marry. The issue has never been about sex, but has always been

about race, because race

still

matters in America. Choosing to check a specific racial

category on a census form threatens racial control in this nation. Being able to

compartmentalize race

is

about control and prevents racial blurring.

Paradox" that haunted the

lives

It is

the "American

of Jefferson, Wythe and Johnson and the many other

Southern gentlemen of the slave South.

And this same kind of paradox

198

still

threatens

racial identity in

America today. Hopefully,

race in America with a

new vision

we

will

one day be able to look

that will speak to the humanity in us
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all.

at the issue

of
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